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NEW! ASCII
for the TRS-80*

Every month you receive a certified ASCII C-20 cassette
containing: a cover page with a directory of programs
4 original programs
an information packed newsletter
and information on ASCII funded contests
Rates: 1 year [12 issues]
$40.00
6 months [6 issues] $25.00
Sample issue
$ 5.00
Write For Overseas Rates
To subscribe, write to:
ASCII
P.O. Box 516, Valley Stream, N. Y. 11582
Level II 16K Required
Star Wars Trench
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YOUR QUADRENTS: 5-20, 6-70
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Publisher's Note

Appropriate Technology
It all began for me in the late sixties
with George Leonard's Education and Ecstacy. In the "Future of Education"
Leonard envisioned the computerized
home environment where children teach
themselves, motivated solely by their own
interests. The learning environment be
came an informational network using
computers in a marvelous blend of be
havioral and humanistic psychology.
Ten years later, the concept of the
"electronic cottage" has taken on reality:
TV Guide writes regularly of the video
revolution that may make traditional
tube-watching a thing of the past; latest
estimates claim around a million micro
computers at use in the home; Alvin Toffler's The Third Wave assumes this pheno
menon as a basic part of a huge social
restructuring that is leaving industrial
civilization behind.
To paraphrase McLuhan, it is diffi
cult to observe a social revolution while
in its midst since media environments
tend to be invisible. Like fish struggling

PET®

and TRS-80®

People's Computer Company
doesn't pretend to any crystal ball gazing
but we have been part of this process
from the beginning. In fact, founder Bob
Albrecht was alienating his colleagues
and accepting the ridicule of his peers
twenty years ago because he successfully
taught programming to kids. Computing
in those days was a sophisticated affair
and one did not stoop to educate the
masses. Much to his credit, and to our
benefit, Albrecht thought differently.
Recreational Computing in particu
lar is dedicated to reducing the confu
sion brought on by this "third wave"
collision. Understanding the capability
and very real limitation of small compu
ters can do much to demystify and even
to "treat" the symptoms of future shock.

Programs

• PROFESSIONAL TOOLS
(16k) $30

(16k) $50
(6k) $25
$15

• DISK BOWLING SYSTEM (PET/CBM)
•
•
•
•

Leaguebowl-24
Archivebowl
Leaguebowl-12
Tournomentbowl

(Disk 32k)
(for above)
(Coss. 16k)
(Cass. 8k)

$145
$40
$40
$30

• HOME (J OFFICE
• Deluxe Address (16k)$40
• Home Address
$25
• Grocery Mart
$ 15

• Inventory
• Shopper
• Dinner's On!

$20
$20

$ 15

• GAMES (j SIMULATIONS
• Mansion!
• Museum!
• Pentagon!

$15
$15
$15

Michael Madaj
Publisher

The bottom line is learning to be selfreliant in a way that is harmonious with

Present this ad from R.C. and receive $2 off your purchase
price. Valid at your local dealer or when ordered direct.
• Business Researcher
• RNAV3 Navigator
• Education Pack (High School)

our natural environment but doesn't at
tempt to deny our technical heritage.
Approached humanistically, writing com
puter programs requires a "holistic" ap
proach. The computing process, with its
inputs, outputs, and continual feedback
loops can be seen as an ecological system.
If McLuhan is right and all media are
extensions of some faculty, psychic or
physical, then the informational environ
ment created by the use of home compu
ters is an outpicturing of our innate po
tential. It then seems reasonable to pre
sume that mastering one tends to aid mas
tering the other, with self-reliance the re
sult. If so, we can conclude that home
computing is a technology appropriate to
our changing times.

to understand "water," it's nigh impos
sible to obtain the necessary outside per
spective to view the whole process.

• Fur Trapper
• High Seas

$15
$15

Send for free catalog!

HARRY H. BRILEY
P.O. Box 2913
Livermore, CA 94550
(415) 455-9139
Dealers: Letterhead inquiries invited. Photocopies of this od ore NOT valid coupons. One
coupon per purchase. This coupon may be redeemed for face value plus 1 5' for handling
if it wos received from customer upon purchase of one of the above programs. Offer void
where restricted by low.
PET: Commodore Trademark,- TRS-80: Tandy Corp. Trademark
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DISK DRIVE WOES?
PRINTER INTERACTION?
MEMORY LOSS?
ERRATIC OPERATION?

Don't
Blame The
Software!
Power Line Spikes, Surges &
Hash could be the culprit!
Floppies, printers, memory & processor often interact! Our unique
ISOLATORS eliminate equipment interaction AND curb damaging
Power Line Spikes, Surges and Hash.
• ISOLATOR (ISO-1) 3 filter isolated 3-prong sockets; integral
Surge/Spike Suppression; 1875 W Maximum load, 1 KW load any
socket
$62.95
• ISOLATOR (ISO-2) 2 filter isolated 3-prong socket banks; (6
sockets total); Integral Spike/Surge Suppression; 1875 W Max
load, 1 KW either bank
$62.95
• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO-3), similar to ISO-1 except double
filtering & Suppression
$94.95
• ISOLATOR (ISO-4), similar to ISO-1 except unit has 6
Individually filtered sockets
$106.95
• ISOLATOR (ISO-5), similar to ISO-2 except unit has 3 socket
banks, 9 sockets total
$87.95
• CIRCUIT BREAKER, any model (add-CB)
Add $ 8.00
• CKT BRKR/SWITCH/PILOT ( CBS)
Add $16.00
Master-Charge, Visa, American Express
Order Toll Free 1-800-225-4876
(except AK, HI, MA, PR & Canada)

ImJ Electronic Specialists, Inc.
171 South Main Street. Natick. Mass. 01760
Technical & Non 800: 1-617-655-1532
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Editorial

Through the
Looking Glass
It's time the computer marketing people took a long coffee break. Bet
ter yet, an extended leave of absence. There is little wrong with the personal
computers that are being sold, but what consumers believe they are buying
is not what they are actually getting.
Each of the major manufacturers sells via the gift-wrap approach. It goes
like this: they put all the components of a system into one box and label it
"All-in-One." They declare it is the ultimate computer ioxyour own very spe
cial needs. Ads and salesmen start chanting the phrase, "All-in-one, meets
your needs... ." Pretty soon everyone, even you (the not-yet-consumer), is
saying the same thing. So you buy the package.
There the marketing ends. Have you ever tried to get a service person to
live up to promises made by the p.r. man? Good luck. And it can be pretty
frustrating to re-read literature stating that a child could easily do what it
has taken you three days to give up on.
The point is that for the first-time computer user, it is a foreign world.
He has stepped through the looking glass and hears a new language of words
like interface, load, run, floppy, RAM and chip. Often the new words are
defined by even stranger ones like bit configuration and baud rate.
This issue of Recreational Computing will help any purchaser of a small
computer. You can learn how to determine your actual needs, and how they
will influence your decision. There is also a review of one new machine which
will probably lead to higher standards in color computers. Our guest forum
asks if there is a better approach to computers, and to computer games, than
what we have seen to date. Another feature gives a glimpse of what is possible
when two technologies — cable television and microprocessing — link up in
the future.
We are providing this kind of information with the hope that it will dis
pel a few of the problems people have encountered. Whenever anyone at
tempts something new, he goes through a learning process. It is the same with
home or small business computers. It takes time, persistence and some effort.
These are wonderful machines whose potential has not yet been even slightly
explored. But they are not magic.
Marketeers and manufacturers have fallen for their own sales pitch. They
really do believe that all you have to do is plug in your computer and it will
suddenly edit manuscripts, balance your ledgers, and instruct your children.
Some of them even think it will take out the garbage — why else would they
send pounds and pounds of incomprehensible manuals to beginning computerists who selected that particular computer because they wouldn't need to
know all those things?
The people who make and sell computers should take a long, hard look
at themselves. They should put themselves back into the shoes of the person
who wants to figure out how to load that first tape, but nothing will happen.
In turn, the person who wants to buy a computer must use his judgment and
take the same precaution he would when buying a new car. Take a test drive,
check the warranty, kick the tires.
Our pages will feature the latest makes and models, ways to increase the
mileage you get from your computer, and great trips you can take on your
keyboard. Stay with us, we'll keep you informed!

Marlin Ouverson
Editor
Recreational Computing, July-August 1981, Issue 52
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Learning About Computers
8 How to Select a Personal Computer
by David D. Thornburg
It's not as easy as it looks, no matter how many rabbits the salesman
pulls out of his hat. This article tells what you need to know in order to
select the right computer for you.

14 The Rainbow Machine
by Ramon Zamora
The creators of the ever-present Pet have announced their newest person
al computer, the VIC. Its stunning array of color is only one of many
outstanding features which will make this a most popular machine.

16 The Wired Nation: Do We Want It?
by Greg Hill
Where is today's technology leading us? When microcomputers, cable
television and forward-looking people get together, the benefits will be
myriad. But are we willing to take the risk?

46 Computer Anatomy for Beginners
by Marlin Ouverson
Sprechen-sie computer talk? This installment looks at just how we can
communicate with computers and get meaningful information from
them. Learning a computer language is easier than it sounds — this article
explains why!

52 Computers at the Junior Museum

16

by Liza Loop
If you want to be involved in the exciting field of computer literacy, fol
low this author's example. Her work is crucial to educators, administra
tors and others willing to jump in and get some valuable, practical experience.

Games and Programs
20 Games
This issue brings Three Dimensional Tic-Tac-Toe for the 8K Pet, compli
ments of contributor Larry Hatch. Our second item is Number Cross
word by Jim Pisano, written to run on most personal computers with
BASIC.

24 Write Your Own Computer Fantasy Simulation
by Furman Smith
CAKE, a simple simulation which you can adapt to suit yourself, is pre
sented in this second of three articles. Have you ever wondered how
those Dragons got into the Dungeons in the first place? Beginners and
adventure addicts can use this program to try out their own fantasies.
Friends and foes beware!

44 The Pocket Corner
Cover by Kent Safford.
RECREATIONAL COMPUTING (ISSN #01645846) is published bimonthly by People's Com
puter Company, 1263 El Camino Real, Box E,
Menlo Park, CA 94025. People's Computer
Company is a non-profit, educational corpora
tion. Donations are tax deductible. Second class
postage paid at Menlo Park, California, and
additional entry points. Address correction re
quested. Postmaster: send form 3579 to Box E,
Menlo Park, CA 94025. Copyright 1981 by
People's Computer Company, Menlo Park,
California.
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by Jim Conlan
Now that you've learned the amazing things that your little computer
can do, how about something it can't do? Roll dice, spin the roulette
wheel, and otherwise get random numbers from your pocket computer.

Departments
3 Publisher's Note 48 Programming Problems & Solutions
6 Letters
40 Book Reviews

50 Product News

60 Reader Forum

56 ComputerTown, USA! 61 Advertiser's Index
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Letters

"Letters to the Editor" is not a sim
ple two-way dialogue. This is a space for
educators, games players, parents and stu
dents to come together. While editors
meet and correspond with many sub
scribers, there is no substitute for putting
people in contact with one another. A
beneficial kind of volatility results when
different personalities, technical/social
outlooks and levels of computer know
ledge or expertise make contact.
If you have questions of any nature,
simple or complex, and wish to enter
our open dialogue, then write to "Let
ters," c/o Recreational Computing, 1263
El Camino Real, Box E, Menlo Park, CA
94025.

Hunt and Peck
Dear People:
I am writing a book for children on
Tic Tac Toe and other three-in-a-row
games, from ancient Egypt to the modern
computer, to be published by T.Y.
Crowell.
A friend reported having read about
a chicken playing Tic Tac Toe with a hu
man being, and almost invariably winning
the game. As he recalls, this took place at

a New Jersey gambling resort. Actually
the chicken's Tic Tac Toe board, which
was not visible to the human opponent,
was guided by a computer to have the ap
propriate square light up; the chicken
would peck at it, and be rewarded with
corn. Since the details are not quite clear
in my friend's recollection, I should like
to learn more about the procedure from
an authoritative source before using the
material in my book. Can you suggest
where I can find more on this subject?
Perhaps you have other suggestions
that I can use in this book. I should ap
preciate any assistance you can give.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Claudia Zaslavsky
45 Fairview Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10040

Robotics
Dear Sir:
I am hoping to start a club in the
Northern New Jersey/New York City/
Long Island area for anyone interested
in building or working with robots. I
would like to get a list together of all the
people interested in joining such a club or

NEW! for
the '89 from

MAGNOLIAS

working with robots. Even if you are too
far away to attend a meeting, keep in
touch with me. I might hear of a local
club in your area.
The meeting time and place have not
been picked yet, but will probably be on
a week night in New York City. If you
have any questions or problems with
robots, write me. I might be able to help.
Yours truly,
David Smith
4505 Kennedy Blvd.
North Bergen, N.J. 07047

Strike One!
Dear Sirs:
I've recently puchased the TRS-80
Model III microcomputer from Radio
Shack along with your fine manual.
I'm a sports nut, especially baseball,
and one of my initial programming pro
jects was to design a "baseball game" using stats of the major league season.
Do you have any BASIC game pro
grams or suggestions? I'm looking first to
just have a 9 inning — 3 outs per inning
game — and adding more sophisticated
strategies: stolen bases, sacrifice, bunting,

DOUBLE DENSITY
DISK CONTROLLER

MICROSYSTEMS

including CP/M™2.2

This new board adds complete hardware
and software support for FOUR 8" Sin
gle or Double sided drives and FOUR 5"
Single or Double Sided, 48TPI [40 track)
or 96TPI [80 track) drives, in addition to
the three 5" drives supported by the
standard Heath/Zenith controller
Drive
Double Density
Size
Capacity
5" Single Sided
162 KBytes
5" Double Sided
343 KBytes
5" 96tpi, Dbl Sided
700 KBytes
8" Single Sided
594 KBytes
8" Double Sided
1210 KBytes

This package includes:
• The Double Density Controller card
• Cables for both 5" and 8" disk drives
• CP/M 2.2 on either 5" or 8" media
• New I/O Decoder and Monitor PROMs

A total added capacity of up to 7.6 MegaBytes of on-line storage!

5" and 8" drives are available from us, as
well as other suppliers.

Plus, the obvious advantage of being able
to use industry-standard 8" single-den
sity media for program and data inter
change.

If your 89 isn't ORG-O CP/M compatible
yet, our modification is available for $50
additional.

MAGNOLIA MICROSYSTEMS, INC,
[206) 285-7266 • [800) 426-2841

6

Full compatibility is retained with existing
MMS CP/M support of drives such as the
'89's built-in 5" floppy, the Heath/Zenith
47, the REMEX intelligent drive subsystem,
the Corvus 10 and 20 MByte Winchester
hard disk systems (and Constellation multi
plexer), the CAMEO 5+5 Cartridge Disk
subsystem with more hard disks soon!

2812 Thorndyke Avenue West
Seattle, Washington 98199

CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research.
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can assist me in locating and purchasing
them.
Sincerely,
Mort Goodman
934 W. Orange Rd.
Santa Ana, CA 92706

hit and run, etc. - appropriate graphics.
Any suggestions as far as programs
you are aware of with a baseball game,
please send to me. I certainly appreciate
this information.
Thank you.
Tim Marcov
2890 Monterey Blvd.
Brookfield, WI 53005

CAI for Mechanics

D Basic Games
Gentlemen:
I recently purchased your book What
to Do After You Hit Return and have en
joyed it very much.
Perhaps you will be able to tell me
where I can purchase games already pro
grammed for my D Basic Computer
(which is a Durango DX-85) or some of
the more sophisticated programs that I
can program in myself.
I have the "Adventure" program and
am looking for Dungeons & Dragons
and programs of that type. I hope you

Dear RC,
I am an instructor in the auto me
chanics program at the College of Alame
da. Ours is a two-year, twenty-hour-perweek vocation program, preparing stu
dents for an apprenticeship in auto me
chanics. We teach apprenticeship in auto
mechanics, also evening and weekend
classes for consumers, and updating clas
ses for working mechanics.
The main thing I am after is a very
simple micro-computer program which I
can use to teach students how to read and
use a ruler. I find two or three students
each quarter who never learned, and
would love to be able to send them up
to our Learning Center to work on a

microcomputer (TRS-80 Model I, 16 K)
to pick up that sort of thing.
There are several other areas I am
interested in:
— learning about the metric system,
— thread sizing, bolt types and tools,
— consumer-type, miles-per-gallon
programs, where they can feed in
their car type and driving habits
and calculate miles per gallon,
— design factor automotive pro
grams, where students can use en
gine displacement, axle ratio,
auto weight, etc. to calculate
miles per gallon.
The school owns one Apple II and
one TRS 80 III, but the bulk of our oper
ation centers around TRS-80 Model I
with 16K capacities.
One thing I am not interested in,
and that is writing or creating my own
programs or modifying anyone else's. I'm
far too busy at present to do anything
but teach the students how to use the mi
crocomputer and hand them a disc that
someone else has programmed. (Cassette
(Continued on page 28)

Serendipity
Math Tools
for your
Apple II "
INTER-STAT

offers you a full range of interactive statistical
analysis techniques, from averages and medians to binomial
and poisson distributions, correlation coefficients and one- and
two-way analysis of variance. SI69.

t0<

<$eCcet0 «

ADVANCED MATH ROUTINES is the mathematical tool kit
for common, yet complex numerical problems. Routines include:
linear regression, matrix operations, numerical calculus,
differential equations and data set recall for iterative calculations.
$169.
Thoroughly tested, well documented and easy to master, each
package includes a 30+ page self-teaching manual.
Serendipity's complete line of software solutions for business,
education and professional applications are available at your
local Computerland or Apple dealer.
For a free brochure, or to order direct contact Serendipity
Systems, 225 Elmira Road. Ithaca. NY 14850.
Phone 607-277-4889. Visa and MC accepted.
""Apple Computer
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HOW
TO
SELECT A
PERSONAL
COMPUTER
A GUIDE FOR THE COMPLEAT NOVICE
"Hey! You know a lot about personal computers;
which one should I buy?"

IF

I had a nickel for each time I've heard
that question, I'd be able to buy another
computer myself. As someone with access to almost eve
ry personal computer ever made, I guess this is a logical
question to ask me. The problem is that my familiarity
with so many computers has ended up making this a
harder question to answer than it would be if I only had
one computer at home.
And so, what started out as a simple question ends
up as the kick-off point for a careful analysis of the
needs and desires of the person who wants an answer.
This article gives a procedure to help find out which
persona] computer is just right for you. Instead of spend
ing a lot of time talking about the specific computers
which are on the market today, we will focus on your
needs, and on showing how to translate those needs into
a specification of the computer you want. With new
computers being introduced on an almost monthly basis,
any other approach to this problem would make this
article obsolete by the time you read it. My hope is that
you will find this article useful anytime you want to
know what kind of computer to get, even if that ques
tion doesn't come up for a year or so.
Let's start out with a quick picture of just what it is

you are thinking of buying. When you purchase your
computer you will be getting two kinds of things - the
computer itself (this is called the "hardware"), and the
programs which run on your computer (this is called
"software"). Does this sound familiar? When you buy a
stereo system, you get the hardware (the turntable, re
ceiver, amplifier, speakers, etc.) and some software (rec
ords and tapes). While your initial hardware expense for
the computer (or stereo) will be larger than your initial
software costs, you most likely will be spending money
on software for as long as you own your equipment. As
you can see, it is important that you carefully think
about your long-term needs and interests before setting
your money down for a computer system.
There is one major breakdown in the analogy be
tween stereos and computers. Unlike a home stereo
system, a given personal computer can only use software
which was written for that specific machine! This may
come as a surprise to you, but that fancy game you saw
on your neighbor's Atari computer won't work on your
machine if you buy an Apple. And, if that weren't
enough, most programs for the Radio Shack Color com
puter will not work on the Radio Shack Model III.
Each computer needs its own tailor-made software.
It is as if you needed to buy a Warner Brothers' phono
graph to play records by Emmy Lou Harris, and a Philo
phonograph to play records by Jim Ringer.
The reason for this is that each computer has spe
cial features which make it different from every other
computer on the marketplace. You need to be aware of

BY DAVID D. THORNBURG
David D. Thornburg, c/o Innovision, P.O. Box 1311, Los Altos, CA 94022
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this so that, if you want a machine to play highly inter
active color video games, you won't accidentally pur
chase a computer with a text-only black and white dis
play.
The reason there are so many different computers
on the market is simply because the diversity of user
needs is so great that each machine has its own follow
ing. Some users want the lowest-cost computer available,
and others aren't happy with anything unless it is made
by IBM.
To start figuring out what kind of personal compu
ter to get, you should first take out a sheet of paper
and at the top of it write: "APPLICATIONS FOR MY
DREAM MACHINE." Next, start listing how you would
like to use your computer. Involve everyone in your
household in this process, and don't worry about appar
ent conflicts. Put down anything that comes to your
mind. Hang the list on a wall for a few days so you can
add new applications as they come to you.
What did you put down? Games? Of course! Every
computer user has some recreational software. How
about education? Are there youngsters who will use the
computer? Did you know that you can use a personal
computer system to let you read the AP and UPI news
wire services? Or that you can send "electronic mail" to
other computer users? Add these applications to the Est
if they appeal to you.
How about personal finance management? Do you
write a lot of letters? Perhaps you want a text editor
program. Do you want to learn how to write your own
programs? Are you a scientist who wants to do precise
mathematical calculations at home? You do volunteer

work? Maybe you'd like to maintain a mailing list for
your service organization. Or perhaps you are interested
in the computer as a hobby. Do you want to learn how
computers work? Do you want to tinker around and
have your computer control your lawn sprinkler?
How is your Est coming? Do you have a few items
Ested? A dozen? More? I'll bet that you have figured out
lots of ways that you might use a computer.
Now that you have gotten this far, the next step is
to take a big sheet of paper and use it to help figure out
what features your computer needs in order to be useful
for each of the appEcations you have picked. You
should Est your applications down the left edge of this
sheet, with the most important appEcation at the top of
the Est, and with the rest of the Est arranged in de
creasing order of importance. Along the top of the sheet
we wiE put some computer features against which we
wEl compare the appEcations one-by-one. You might
want to change the feature Est I picked, but basically
you should think about four kinds of things: communi
cation from the computer to the user (the display), com
munication from the user to the computer (the key
board, joysticks, etc.), accessories (sometimes caEed per
ipherals, e.g., printers, telephone connections, etc.), and
information storage requirements. There are several
types of information storage your computer wiE use. At
this point we wEl only make a distinction between the
computer "memory" (its internal storage medium) and
its access to external storage devices Eke cassette tape
recorders (pretty much Eke the one on a stereo) and
"floppy disk drives." A floppy disk is a much faster
memory system than a tape cassette, but it costs more.
Useful internal memory capacities range (depending on
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the application) from 16 thousand characters to 64
thousand characters. External memories (tapes and
disks) hold many times this amount.
While you probably don't need to know too much
about computer information storage at this point, you
should pay a lot of attention to the input and output
capabilities of the computer, since these are the features
you will be most aware of.
What sort of things should go on the list? Let's look
at displays first to see some of the choices you have.
Possible Display Features:
• Black and white (or black and green)
• Color
• Upper-case letters only
• Upper- and lower-case letters
• Special graphics characters
• 22,32,40, 64 or 80 characters per line
• 16,24 or 32 lines per screen
• Low resolution graphics (dots lfi character size)
• High resolution graphics (several hundred dots along
each axis)
• 4, 8,16 or more colors on the screen at one time
• Independent control of color and intensity

Other Input Device Options:
• None
• Joysticks
• Game paddles
• Light pen
• Graphics tablet
• Speech input
• Handwritten character input
As you can see, we have listed more than 30 sepa
rate criteria for you to think about, and we only
touched on display, sound, and input criteria. Now you
know why I suggested that you use a large sheet of pa
per!
To get started, you might want to use a shorter set
of criteria. The top of your short list might look some
thing like figure 1.
The next task is to start filling out this sheet by
checking off the needs of each application against each
of the criteria we put along the top. If you don't know
the answer to a specific question (for example, how
much computer memory do you need for adventure

I could add more to this list, but you can see the kinds
of things to think about when specifying a display. Next,
let's look at another output medium — sound.
Possible Sound Characteristics:
No sound at all
One user-selectable musical tone
Up to several simultaneous musical tones
Up to several simultaneous sound effects
Independent control of volume
Speech synthesis
Now let's look at the input side of the picture.
Possible Keyboard Characteristics:
Flat panel "touch" keyboard
Medium travel "calculator" type keyboard
Full stroke "typewriter" keyboard
Separate numeric pad
Upper-case only
Full upper- and lower-case
User-definable function keys
Graphics and color keys
And finally, let's look at some other input devices.
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tion (called a modem) is essential for two of my applica
tions. It appears that I need as much internal memory as
I can get, and that a disk drive may be important.
Of course, we left out one very important factor cost.
Features do not come free, and even with computer
prices dropping to extremely low levels, the price of
color televisions, printers and disk drives is still quite
high. If you require lots of accessories, you might find
that the computer itself is one of the lowest-cost compo
nents of your system!
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games), then make a note of this so that you can ask this
question specifically when you finally
choose your
computer. The function of this list is two-fold. First,
you may start to see some specific requirements come
out of the check list (do most of your applications re
quire a good keyboard?). Second, your unanswered
questions give you some specific issues to resolve when
looking at different computers. Let's look at some speci
fic applications and see how I would fill them out.
As you can see in figure 2,1 listed three applications
which require a color display. Since this would also be
acceptable for other applications, I now know that I
want a color display. Next, I had three applications
which require a good keyboard. This suggests that I
limit my search to computers with a full-stroke or calcu
lator-type keyboard. Some kind of joystick input ap
pears to be needed, but I might want to make this a
lower-priority item. I seem to need a printer, but I
haven't explored this in enough detail. A phone connec-
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So the next thing for you to do is to decide how
much you can afford to spend on your computer sys
tem. Can you afford $500, $1000, $2000 or more?
Think about long term costs — software, upkeep, more
accessories. I don't mean to alarm you; but it is possible
that a $300 computer just won't do the things you
want it to do, no matter how appealing the advertise
ments might be. Make no mistake about it. A low-cost
computer that doesn't satisfy your needs is no bargain!
Well, we have made a lot of progress. By now you
have two valuable things — a list of features you want
your computer to have, and a budget. Now you are final
ly ready to see what the marketplace has to offer.
There are several ways to learn about specific com
puter systems:
Drop in to a local resource such as ComputerTown
USA! and use their computers for awhile.
• Attend local computer fairs and expositions.
• Read general interest computer magazines which
show sensitivity to the needs of the neophyte, such as
Recreational Computing, Compute, Interface Age,
and OnComputing.
• Write to manufacturers for catalogs.
• Attend the local users' group meetings. These meet
ings are usually oriented to one specific computer, so
you would have to attend several meetings to learn
about different machines.
• Visit your local computer store.
You might be surprised by the fact that I listed the
computer stores last, especially since you will most like
ly be buying your computer from one. My reason for
this is that any given store will only carry a limited line
of computers. As an extreme example, Radio Shack

only carries the Radio Shack line. They don't even carry
accessories for their computers made by anyone other
than Radio Shack. While not so limited, most of the
franchise computer stores (MicroAge, Computerland,
Byte Shop, etc.) have a few different computers in
stock.
You need to make your decision from a much
broader base than the stock available in any given store.
Once you have settled on a specific computer, the man
ufacturer will be more than pleased to send you a list of
local dealers who carry their product.
Once your search has gotten to this point, you may
find yourself homing in on two or three computers
which each seem to be able to satisfy your objectives.
At this point you should go to a reputable dealer and ex
plain that you have narrowed your search and that you
are now ready to see the computers of your choice. Be
sure that the demonstration you get is relevant to your
interests. If your primary interest is adventure games, be
sure that adventure games are part of the demonstration.
Above all, don't rely on promises. If the software you
want is not being demonstrated to you, assume that it
doesn't exist. Like all else in the world, good intentions
outweigh delivered product by a wide margin.
At last you have decided to buy a specific computer.
Be sure the price quotation you receive includes every
thing you want — software and hardware. Ask about
help in getting the system set up. Make sure the dealer
is willing to support your purchase. Find out about war
rantees, local service charges, and anything else which
comes to mind. Once you have made your decision, you
are ready to make that big plunge and join the growing
ranks of personal computer owners!
Who knows, once your friends find out you made a
careful analysis of your needs before buying a micro
computer, they may start asking you:
"Hey! You know a lot about personal computers; which
one should I buy?"
•

SAY... YOU SEEM TO KNOW A LOT
ABOUT COMPUTERS...."
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n January, 1981, Commodore intro
a low-priced ($300), full-featured
Iduced
microcomputer, the Video Interface Com
puter, or VIC. The VIC's capabilities equal
or surpass those of the Sinclair ZX80
($200), the Radio Shack Color Computer
($400), and the Atari 400 ($630). The VIC
offers features that, in some cases, can only

by Ramon Zamora
be found on machines selling for three to
four times its price. Here is what the VIC
brings to the market:
Color
Full Keyboard Graphics
Full-Size Typewriter Keyboard
Special Function Keys
5K Memory (1.5K used for screen
display); Expandable to 32K
Low-Priced Peripherals
Sound
PET BASIC
Plug-in Program/Memory Cartridges
Good Documentation
Parts for Joysticks, Paddles and Lightpens
• Self-Teaching Modules

The VIC Keyboard
Much of the VIC's power and flexibil
ity comes from the multi-function key
board Commodore provides with the com
puter. Each VIC key performs double (and,
sometimes, triple or quadruple) duties.
Keys with letters on top can be made to
display the upper and lower case letter plus
the two graphics symbols on the face of
the key. There are also cursor-control keys,
programmable function keys, and colorcontrol keys, programmable function keys,

and color-control keys. Here is a short,
key-by-key description of what the VIC
keys do.
SHIFT keys — The two shift keys and
the shift-lock key work like their counter
parts on a regular typewriter.
CLR-HOME key — Used to CLeaR the
screen and "home" the cursor, and works
exactly like the corresponding PET/CBM
key.
CRSR keys — Like on the PET/CBM,
these keys control the movement and
placement of the cursor. Unlike the PET/
CBM machine, these keys have a "repeat"
feature that keeps the cursor moving as
long as the key is depressed.
RETURN key — Used to signal the
end-of-line when you are typing.
CTRL key — Pressing this key and a
COLOR key changes the color of the cur
sor and causes whatever is being displayed
to appear in the color selected.
COLOR keys — The number keys (1
through 8) double as color keys. Eight col
ors are selectable for displaying messages
and adding color accents to graphics ima
ges.
RVS ON and RVS OFF keys - These
keys work like the PET/CBM keys and con
trol whether a character appears on the
screen in "normal" or "reverse" mode.
RUN-STOP key — Pressing this key
tells the VIC to stop whatever it is doing,
and holding the SHIFT key while pressing
this key starts the loading of a cassette
tape.
INST-DEL key — Used to edit infor

mation on the screen through the insertion
and deletion of characters.
GRAPHICS keys — Each key with a
letter on top has two graphics characters
on the key face. The right-hand character
is displayed by holding down the SHIFT
key and pressing the key with the desired
symbol. The left-hand character is obtained
by holding down the COMMODORE key
(the key with the Commodore symbol on
top) and pressing the desired graphics key.
FUNCTION keys — The four keys on
the keyboard's right side are assignable
from within programs to perform user-de
fined tasks.

The Rainbow Colored Screen
In addition to a powerful keyboard,
the VIC brings to the user the ability to
easily control the colors on the screen,
character-by-character, as well as manipu
late the screen's border and "background"
colors.
The VIC's central screen area is 22
characters wide by 23 lines high and
around the central screen area is a border.
The border can be any one of eight colors
while the central screen area forms the
"background" for whatever is displayed on
the TV, and can be any of 16 colors. Every
character placed on screen can be displayed
in one of eight colors, using both standard
and "reverse" character images.
The VIC uses the colors Black, White,

\jmm\lmd\/B^ys a\lamyaWm qUb a\la nVu •Vauva e
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The VIC Keyboard
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Cyan Border

\ I /
Blue Character

White
Background

Red, Cyan, Purple, Green, Blue, and Yel
low for the border and the display of char
acters. The screen's background can be
set to any one of the eight colors just men
tioned plus Orange, Light Orange, Pink,
Light Cyan, Light Purple, Light Green,
Light Blue, and Light Yellow. By using dif
ferent colors for the border, background,
and the characters being displayed (in both
normal and reverse modes), the VIC pro
vides great flexibility and control of what
appears on the screen.

Making Music and Other Noises
The VIC is both a "concert" instru
ment and a creator of photon laser sounds.
The VIC has three music voices with an
effective range of about five octaves, and
a single "noise" generator for zapping alien
invaders, making bird calls, or creating any
number of clicks, pops, whistles, and
beeps.
The music voices are easy to use and
can be activated individually to create har
monic melodies. Simple BASIC porgrams
can be written that turn the VIC keyboard
into a crude musical instrument. Because
the VIC contains a newer and faster
6502A microprocessor chip, BASIC pro
grams that combine the use of color,
sound, and graphics operate as if they were
written in machine code. The speed and
flexibility of what can be produced by VIC
BASIC programs is extraordinary.

Expanding the VIC
The VIC is designed to be completely
expandable. A full range of accessories,
peripherals, support documentation, and
software products are scheduled by Com
modore. The list of what is available and
planned for the VIC looks like this:
• Tape Cassette (You can use the one
from your PET/CBM)
• Dot Matrix Printer (under $500)
• Master Control Panel (fits into car
tridge slot)
• 8K and 16K Memory Cartridges
• RS232C Interface Cartridge
• SuperExpander (high resolution gra

You'll save money,
have fun, and learn
by building it yourself
— with easy-to-assemble
Heathkit Computers.
See all the newest in
home computers, video
terminals, floppy disk
systems, printers and
innovative software.

phics, music, 3K memory)
Self-teaching materials from the Com
modore Learning Series (books and
cartridges)
Disk Drive
3K Memory Expander
Joysticks, Lightpens, Paddles
Game Controllers
Telephone Modem
Plug-in Program Cartridges
Software Development Tools and Assis
tance
Every VIC component is being target
ed to be price and performance competi
tive in the marketplace. The dot-matrix
printer is planned to be a low-priced
(under $500) unit that will produce high
quality upper- and lower-case letters as
well as the VIC's graphics characters.
The Commodore VIC team is out to
solve the software crisis. They plan to give
everyone the chance to become a software
designer. The VIC Software Development
Cartridge is scheduled to have extra mem
ory, a machine-language monitor, and soft
ware development tools. The user can de
velop applications directly on the VIC
using BASIC and machine-language rou
tines. The final version of the program can
be saved onto cassette tape that can then
be converted, by Commodore, into a ROM
cartridge.
In addition, the VIC will run programs
written in BASIC for the PET and the CBM
computers. The only restrictions are the
differing screen sizes (23 versus 40 or 80
characters) and the use of PEEK/POKE
commands where memory locations are
not the same.
As can be gleaned from this brief sur
vey of the VIC and its features, the Com
modore machine is one of the lowestpriced yet fully functional microcomputers
on the market today. It was planned to be
cost competitive with other machines,
completely functional for the user, and ul
timately expandable for use in a variety
of application areas. Yes, there is a $300
computer on the market that has color,
sound and graphics. It is the Rainbow
Machine and its name is VIC.
•
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Picture yourself in 1986, sitting be
fore your cable TV set at home. Merely
by punching buttons on a hand-held key
pad, you could do the following:
• Peruse products in a shopping cat
alog displayed on the screen, or
der a product, be billed automat
ically, and pay by transference of
funds from your bank account to
the store's.
• "Tele-conference" with other in
dividuals or organizations, near or
far, thanks to satellite transmis
sion. Any number could partici
pate.

Futurists predict that by 1990,
most cities and towns around the country
will be interconnected, largely by satel
lite. Cable television will carry many of
the signals, with hybrid telephone inter
facing.
I suspect cable TV, along with the
processing power of microcomputers, will
be the prime generator of the above cor
nucopia. With its two-way, interactive
capability and enormous (over 100)
video channel capacity, cable TV is un
dergoing its last "gold rush." Cable com
panies are falling all over one another to
obtain lucrative franchises in many cities.

pay plenty for such data. Such a practice
is rife for abuse, and poses a grave threat
to personal privacy, especially when
people will be banking, shopping, re
trieving, and viewing over the cable!
Government agencies have, in the
past, been caught trading around informa
tion in their data-banks. The government
has at times shown a penchant for look
ing into the lives of citizens. Credit com
panies likewise! And some social scien
tists, forever seeing the world in systemsanalysis form, itch to know the social and
economic preferences of people. A few
years ago, there was an uproar when a

BY GREG HILL

THE WIRED NATION
DO WE WANT IT?
• Access 24-hour news on the
screen - or a clipping service
suited to your specific interests.
• Instead of dealing with crowded
highways, pollution, and frayed
nerves, you could do business
from your home terminal — word
processing, typesetting, computer
programming, information-retriev
al, document-searching, and data
base scanning. Your finished work
would be sent to your office over
the same cable your television
uses.
• View portions of books, newspa
pers, and magazines from a local
or distant library. A "framegrabber" device prints hard-copy
for you, or a "read/write" videodisk stores it on memory.
• Transfer funds electronically from
your bank account to just about
anywhere.
• Make hotel bookings, car-rental
reservations, flight reservations,
and travel itineraries.
• Get 24-hour weather reports,
medical information, sales reports,
consumer reports, sports news,
entertainment
listings, games,
movies, personal mail (screendisplayed, mass-stored, or facsimi
le), and over a hundred TV chan
nels from local and remote loca
tions.
• Attach sensors from the TV set,
allowing your physician to moni
tor your heartbeat, pulse, weight,
body temperature, skin-color, etc.
• Listen to many, many radio sta
tions in full stereo sound.
• Participate and vote at your local
town meeting. Vote by the press
of a button.

Such a system in Boston, for example,
can expect to generate around $20 mil
lion in gross revenues per year. (I expect
the personal microcomputer to be a part
of any such system!)
Mayor Kevin H. White of Boston is
faced now with one of the most signifi
cant social and political decisions in this
city's recent history. That decision will
be felt nationwide. Boston, according to
the competing franchise applicants, will
be the model system for the nation. How
it evolves will shape the nature of cable
TV in the rest of the country for the next
ten to fifteen years.
Public access on a cable system can
offer local residents more say in local
communications. Access allows residents
the chance to produce their own TV pro
grams at local production facilities (or re
mote locations) and cable-cast the shows
to interested viewers. It is local control
of a local medium. This happens in some
cities and towns equipped with cable TV,
but such channels usually aren't equipped
or staffed to compete with commercial
fare.
Futurists also predict that the result
of all this interconnectedness will be the
"Wired Nation," giving us "pushbutton
democracy." Information is power, they
reason; if people have the information
they need, certainly they can act upon it
accordingly.
But the Wired Nation has a dark side
to it. Even in present-day cable systems
with two-way capacity, the company
computer sweeps the whole system every
few seconds to record who's watching
what. At least one such system currently
in place not only stores this data for bil
ling purposes, but also for market re
search. Makers of products like to know
what people's preferences are, and would
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major Boston-area university proposed to
wire a nearby housing project with inter
active cable so it could conduct experi
ments on the residents. To what ends
would that data have been used? (See
Ford Rowan's 1977 book, Technospies,
for some chilling accounts of present
technological surveillance.)
Ten-year-olds in school today are
computer-literate. Growing up with mi
crocomputers as a classroom tool, they
program to create desired ends. Those of
us in an earlier generation grew up with
television. While one-way TV was magic
to us, we couldn't program it. Seemingly,
it programmed us! We weren't in control.
Potentially, with cable TV, the oper
ator is in far greater control. But one can
utilize the abundant services, and still
have little say in system design and over
all use. Public education about the tech
nology and the services is a prerequisite
to informed decision-making. Public edu
cation must happen at the onset of the
franchising process if it is to have any
value. As well, there must exist mecha
nisms to evaluate public opinion, guaran
tees that the public have direct input into
decision-making if public interest is to be
protected. Once decisions are made and
the franchising process is ended - it's too
late. You're stuck with the system and
with the operator for ten to fifteen years.
Public access, if your cable system
has it, lets you gain some control over
this pervasive medium. But inadequate
facilities, poor staffing, lack of funds,
low-quality production equipment, and
operator neglect have all combined to
prevent public access from reaching its
potential.
In response to Mayor White's 1979
decision to bring cable TV to Boston,
some concerned residents formed the
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Cable TV Access Coalition. This group
has tried to insure that a Boston cable
system will be responsive to the diverse
needs of the community, particularly in
terms of access. The coalition works to
involve the public in system planning, and
it monitors the franchising process. Our
advocated positions can translate into ful
ler participation, and thus greater control,
for residents. Briefly, these issues are:
• Ten or more neighborhood pro
duction centers in Boston, proper
ly staffed, maintained, financed,
and equipped to allow for com
mercial-quality community pro
gramming.
• All access channels should be citywide, not "ghettoized." Boston's
neighborhoods are already isola
ted enough. And a channel
shouldn't be labeled "minority,"
"handicapped," "elderly," and so
forth. We should all see what
we're about.
• There should be community pro
gramming, specific channels (aside
from access ones) devoted just to
local news, community-event cov
erage, specialized-audience pro
grams, and programs about local
jobs, health care, energy, and edu
cational opportunities.
• Special programming for large
but underserved audiences — for
eign-born, minorities, the elderly,
children, and women.
• On education channels hooked up
to local schools and colleges, there
should be foreign-language classes
and continuing education classes.
• All existing area radio stations
should also be transmitted over
the cable, AM as well as FM.
This would mean clear reception
for all. And new radio stations
can be created and carried over
the cable — both leased and public
access. All such radio services
should be free in the basic subscri
ber package.
• Leased access channels afford lo
cal entrepreneurs, artists, mer
chants, musicians, etc., a chance
to develop and market new com
mercial TV and radio program
ming. If you utilize the cable sys
tem with your own microcompu
ter and peripherals for word-pro
cessing, you can advertise your
services over a leased channel.
• The system should have two-way,
interactive capability for all sub
scribers, and appropriate measures
to protect personal privacy.
Access Coalition's Dawson Johnson
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Futurists also predict that
the result of all this interconnectedness will be the
"WiredNation," giving us
"pushbutton democracy."

and Rob McCausland have submitted to
the competing franchise applicants a de
sign proposal for a "community televi
sion" system in place of typical public
access. It is not "a simple dedication of
channels and equipment (the mere avail
ability of access)." It creates a whole
solid basis for community-generated pro
gramming. Such a proposal may seem
quite costly, but "if the community tele
vision system is generating high-quality
and useful programming, the cable com
pany will benefit from increased subscrip
tions."
Here the microcomputer comes into
crucial play. Applicants have offered twoway capability in their proposals, and the
Access Coalition has lobbied for such —
but we also call for two-way public access
channels. We propose a Data Networking
System, giving local Neighborhood Pro
duction Centers (NPCs) a personal micro
computer (if they want one), data-base
capability, and interconnection with oth
er home computers on the subscriber
data network channels.
This calls for the availability of a
home converter for micro-interface with
the cable TV system. It must convert the
incoming TV signal to ASCII code. Atten
tion must be given to the timing and
voltage level of the cable TV signal. The
converter must also receive, tune, and
demodulate new radio channels, and de
liver the FM radio band of 88 to 105 Mhz
to antenna terminals of tuners and receiv
ers.
NPCs and subscribers within thenareas can create non-profit, public-access
databases useful to the neighborhood.
Accessing the mass storage of the mini
computer at the city's central support
facility, each NPC can down-load needed
programs and data to their own memo
ries. This data can, in turn, be eventually
displayed in appropriate form on the ac
cess channels, and made accessible to sub
scriber microcomputers. Each NPC can
hook into computer bulletin-board sys
tems around the country via (for exam
ple) the People's Computer Company
PCNET protocol. A hybrid national, pub
lic-access network could grow from such
efforts, along with a national public-

access data base. Radio hams could also
be part of such networking efforts.
Suppose you want to research the
services of neighborhood health clinics
around the country. When a nation-wide
network of tens or hundreds of thousands
of microcomputerists are communicating
with one another, you could handle your
project in a fast, efficient manner. Proper
ly "flagged," you would send a query by
using the PCNET protocol for eventual
replies from other microcomputers.
Meanwhile, your home computer is pro
grammed to search the memory of publicaccess data bases. The appropriate data is
automatically down-loaded to your own
computer's memory.
Today, nearly everyone can afford a
home computer. With the debut of mi
cros like the Sinclair ZX80, costs have
dropped drastically. The converter I
spoke of before, with micro-interface,
could be purchased for $50, if it were on
the market. We will approach the Boston
Computer Society about the real possi
bilities of this device. But most of all, a
cheap, intelligent terminal with peripher
al ports and mass-storage memory needs
to be on the market, a terminal with
cable TV interfacing capabilities.
For the home entrepreneur, via
leased access data channels, a small-busi
ness data bank could be established. You
could down-load business programs on
accounting, inventory, word-processing,
billing — much like Compu-Serve, but tai
lored to local small business needs.
Micros at each NPC can be timeshared to community groups for their
particular needs for inventories, mailinglists, accounting, word-processing, etc.
Each micro can easily convert to internal,
character-generation capability — a plugin board is on the market which can give
graphic resolution equal to commercial
broadcast standards. Normally, charactergenerators of the type used in commercial
TV stations cost around $10,000 apiece
— but ours would come nowhere near
that in price! And utilizing a digital slidestorage system, users can access character
"fonts" on hard-disks, compose, then
store the completed work until produc
tion time.
These micros can be used as videotape
editing controllers. Soon, software for
this function will be available for around
$3000. Via "SMPTE" time-code genera
tion, the computer's sync is "gen-locked"
to a videotape editing system. Graphics
and titles can be put on any videotape.
And the micro can generate music scores
for videotape soundtracks.
No doubt the Wired Nation will be
upon us in a decade, or sooner. Those of
us in our homes and communities have
the power to educate ourselves to the im
plications of it all. The home computer
can be one of the tools we know of that
will help us keep communications tech
nology serving us — and not the other
way around.
•
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THE
UNINTERRUPTIBLE
POWER SUPPLY
. . . that keeps your computer on
when the power fails . . .
Mayday protects the computer and disk system from power surges, sudden drops in
voltage, or a complete disruption of power.
Most problems operators or programmers have are caused by voltage or current interruptions of the computer.
There are 12 different Mayday UPS power supplies, one of which is specifically designed to handle your computer
system from 50 watts up to over 600 watts.
Protect your time and investment. One power failure could well cost you the price of the Mayday. Prices start at
$240 for the 150 watt system. (Line surge voltage regulator protection is available at additional cost).
For more information, please call or write.
,

£Pun 3lebea/icii, $nc.
^ " r~

Box 210 New Durham, NH 03855
(603) 859-7110 TWX 510-297-4444

DISCOVER Where Learning is Fun
And Recreation Becomes Educational

Recreational

Computers and Learning...
Games and the Arts...
Kids Who Compute...
Programming Problems & Solutions...
Adventure...
Written with the Beginning and Intermediate Computerist
in Mind
All the exciting topics you can imagine fill each issue of
RECREATIONAL COMPUTING. *How can your computer help
you and your family? *What is the best software to buy? *Is the
newest hardware always the best? *How can you better use your
computing power? Our pages answer these questions and more!
RECREATIONAL COMPUTING is easy to read, and makes
the important topics easy to understand. Join us in exploring the
pleasures and uses of small computers. Subscribe now and learn
why we were the first personal computing magazine, and growing
faster than ever!
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SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
You won't want to miss a single issue.
Yes! Please enter my subscription for 1 year (6
issues).
• I enclose $12.
• Please bill me.
Name
Address.
City, State, Zip_

Dept. M5, P.O. Box E, Menlo Park, CA 94025
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Games
There is a sneaking assumption on the part of many peo
ple that games are not as important, not as rewarding as "seri
ous" matters. Recreational Computing would like to enlist
the aid of its readers to prove that idea wrong.
We believe that both children and adults can learn faster
and in greater volume when they are having a good time. And
so our games section will be expanded beginning with the very
next issue. We are in need of entertaining games for every type
of personal computer, and tend to look for those with shorter

listings, but not exclusively.
If you have short, interesting programs that can be typed
in and run to show an interesting effect, or to "teach"an in
teresting principle, send it to us. We would like to publish it.
Just include a short letter with it describing what the program
does, ways it could be improved, or any other detail you
would like to share.
We look forward to hearing from you — and to playing
your games!
•

ii
ii
i

For the 8K PET

3-D Tic Tac Toe

CA

by Larry Hatch
How to Play
When this game is first run, the computer takes the first
move. It will put a diamond on the square of its choice. Then
the player moves. He is prompted to put in a width coordinate
(A, B, or C); then a depth coordinate (X, Y, or Z); and finally
a level (1, 2, or 3); all of which define the particular square of
his choice.
The screen display makes it clear how to choose these
coordinates. After placing a reverse-field X on the player's
square, the computer chooses its move, and so on. The play
continues until either the player or the computer has three
consecutive squares in any straight line in three dimensions (in
cluding corner-to-corner diagonals of all descriptions). There
are no "cat's games" in which play is stalemated.
In the second game, the player is allowed to choose the
first square. This privilege alternates between the computer
and the player from then on. A running tally of the score is
kept as long as the play continues.

A Challenge
This program is written for the 8K Pet, although it can be
adapted (somewhat tediously) to other machines. Matrix P
contains the screen locations where the X's and O's are placed.
Matrix B contains the X's, diamond shapes that represent O's,
and grey ("blank") spaces that will get poked into P.
I think it would be challenging for someone to write a
four-dimensional version of this game that is no longer than
three times the program length of this version. To do so, the
section from lines 1000 to 1800 would have to be reduced to
some sort of algorithm that loops back on itself thirteen times.
Larry Hatch
22 Coleman Place No. 14
Menlo Park, CA 94025

1 " "0
2 "•
3 " fS
4 " W
REflDV.

20

"...RETURNS CURSOR TO HOME POSITION
"...CLEARS THE SCREEN + CURSOR HOME
"...BEGIN PRINTING IN REVERSE FIELD
"...ENDS REVERSE FIELD PRINTING

REflDV.
90 REM* 3D TICTflCTOE EV LARRY HATCH
100 POKES50,0:P0KE851,0:P0KE855,0
110 PR I NT "EB3-DI MENSI ONftL " : PR I NT "13 TI C-TflC-TOE "
120 DIM E<2,2,2>,P < 2,2,2):SC=32768
130 F< 0,0,0 > =32874:P<1,0,0)=32876:P<2,0,0 > =32878
140 P<0,1,0)=32915:P<1,1,0)=32917:P<2,1,0)=32919
150 P<0,2,0> =32956 PC 1,2,0>=32958:P<2,2,0>=32960
160 FORI=0TO2:FORJ=0TO2 F0RK=1T02
170 P<I,J,K> =PCI,J,0> +200*<K>:NEXTK,J, I:FORI=0TO2
180 FORJ=0TO2:FORK=0TO2:BCI,J,K>=102:NEXTK,J,I
190 GOSUB4000
200 G=PEEK<855> = IFG/2=INTCG/2)THEN800
500 REM*PLflVERS MOVE
520 P1 =0 •' P2=0: GOSUB4500
600 POKE 245,4:PRINT:PRINT"
610 G0SUB4300: P0KE245, 4 •' PR I NT : PR I NT" ENTER V0UR MOVE"
620 PR I NT "WIDTH < flEC ) ":P0KE525,0: NflIT525 . 1 :GETW#
630 D1 =flSC C N$) -65: PR I NTWi : I FN$•= "N " THEN710
640 PR INT"DEPTH C XV Z)" : P0KE525,0: Nfl IT525,1 : GETDT
650 D2=flSC: C D* ) -88: PR INTDT: I FD$=" N" THEN620
660 PRINT"LEVEL C123)"; :P0KE525,0:NflIT525,1:GETLT
670 D3=VflLCL$>-l:PRINTL*:IFL$="H"THEN640
680 IFD1<00RE1>2ORD2<0ORD2>2ORD3<0ORD3>2THEN710
690 IFB C D1, D2, D3 > <>102THENPRI NT" OCCUR I ED" •' G0T0710
700 BC D1, D2, D3 ) =214: GOSUB 4500: GOT0800
710 GOSUB 4300:GOTO500
800 REM*MflCHINE MOVES
810 GOSUE4300:P0KE245, 4:PRINT:PRINT"COMPUT ER MOVE
1000 REM* 49 TESTS
1010 IF BC1,1,1>=102THEHB<1,1,1)=90=GOSUB4500:GOTO500
1020 P1 =0: P2-0: FORK=0TO2 : FOR.J=0TO2: TS=0: FOR I =0TO2
1060 K C I) =K: J C I > = J: I (I )=I: TS=TS+B CI, J, K > : NEXT I
1070 GOSUB5000:NEXTJ:TS=0
1100 D$=" N": FOR I =0T02 : TS=0: FORJ=0TO2
1130 K < J)=K:JCJ> =J:I(J) = I:TS=TS+BCI,J,K>:NEXTJ
1150 GOSUB5000:NEXTI:TS=0:J=0
1180 TS=0:Dt="Sfl":FORI=0TO2
1190 K C I > =K: J C I > = I: I C I) = I: TS=TS+B C1,1, K ) : NEXT I
1200 GOSUB5000 •' TS=8: D$="SB " : FOR I =0TO2
1220 KCI)=K:JCI)=2-1:1CI> = I:TS=TS+E<1,2-1,K>:NEXTI
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1240
1260
1270
1300
1350
1360
1380
1390
1410
1450
1460
1480
1490
1510
1550
1560
1580
1590
1670
1680
1700

GOSUB5000 : NEXTK : REM*'END FLAT TESTS
B$="V " : FORI=0TO2 : FORJ=0TO2 : TS=0
FORK=0TO2:1 (K) = I JCK)=.J •' K(K)=K : TS=TS+B( I , J , K)
GOSUB5000 : NEXTK, J , I •' REM*EMD VERT I CflLS
D$="SI"•FORI=0T02:TS=0
FORJ=0TO2 I<J ) = I : J C J )=J:KCJ >=J:TS=TS+B<I,J,J)
GOSUB5000 : NEXT J:TS=0 : FORJ=0TO2
ICJ)=I:J(J)=2-J:K(J)=J:TS=TS+BCI,2-J,J)
GOSUB5O00 : NEXTJ NEXTI:TS=0
D$="SJ":FORJ=0TO2 : TS=0
FOR I =0T 02 : TS=TS+B< I , J.-1 > I I )= I : J< I > = J : K( I > =I
GOSUB5000:NEXTI:TS=0=FORI=0TO2
I ( I ) =2-1 • J < I ) =J : K ( I >=I •' TS=TS+B ( 2 - 1 , J , I >
GOSUB5000:NEXTI:NEXTJ:TS=0
TS=0:D$="D1":FORI=0TO2
I ( I > = I J<I> = I : K ( I > = I : TS=TS+B<1,1,1):NEXT I
GOSUE5000:TS=0 : D$="B2":FORI=0TO2
1 ( I ) = I •' J I ) =2-1 : K ( I ) = I : TS=TS+B ( 1 , 2 - 1 , 1 > : NEXT I
GOSUB5000 : TS=0 : D$="D3" FORI=0TO2
I<I>=2-I:J<I>=2-I=KCI)=I•TS=TS+B(2-I,2-1,I> NEXTI
GOSUB5000 : TS=0 : D$= "B4" : FORI=0T02

1710
1720
1750
1760
1780
1790
1800
1810
4000
4010

K I ) =2-1 : J ( I ) = I : K < I > = I : TS=TS+B ( 2 - 1 , 1 , 1 ) : NEXT I
GOSUB5000:REM* END 49 TESTS
IFP1=1THENB(fl1,82,A3)=90:GOSUB4500 : TS=270=GOTO6020
IFP2-1 THENE ( B1, B2, B3 ) =90 •' GOSUB4500 : GOTO500
fil=INT(3*RND<1)>=82=INT<3*RND<2»:83=INT(3*RND<3))
A5=B(H1, 8 2 , A3)
IF850102THEN1780
B C 8 1 , A2, A3) =90 •' GOSUB4500 : GOSUB4300 : GOTO500
PRINT"®".: REM BLANK BOARD SETUP
TB=23

4040
4050
4060
4070
4080
4090
4100
4110
4120
4130
4140
4150
4160
4170
4180
4190
4200

PRINTT8BCTB)"
A B C"
PRINTTRB(TB)"
"
PR INTTAB< TE ) " 1 ) \3WNTsX"
PR I NTTAB ( TB ) " I NJKTJKY "
PR I NTTAB ( TB ) "
"
PRINTTABCTB) " I
1
"
PRINTTAB(TB)"
l
I"
PR I NTTAB ( TB ) " 2 ) N M N t s X "
PRINTTAECTB)" I \SKSN8KY"
PR I NTTAB (TB)"
nJ«SZ "
PR I NTTAB (TB)" I
1
"
PRINTTAB(TB)"
I
I "
PR I NTTAB ( TB) " 3 )
"
PRINTTAB(TB)"
\3NWKV "
PR I NTTAB (TB)"
\]INfN§8KZ"
PRINTTAB(TB)"
"
PRINTTAB(TB)"
A B C "

4210
4300
4310
4500
4520
4530
5000

RETURN
FORI=0TQ10:P0KE245,4+1'PRINT
PRINT"
»:NEXTI:RETURN
REMtXXO IJPODATE
FORI=0TO2:FORJ=0TO2:FORK=0TO2
POKE P ( I , J , K ) , B CI,J,K):NEXTK,J,I:RETURN
IFTS=2700RTS=2820RTS=5300RTS=642THENG0SUB6000

5010
6000
6010
6020
6030
6040
6050
6055
6060
6070
6080
6090
6095
6100

RETURN
VS=PEEK(850):MS=PEEK(851)
I FTS=642THENPR I NT" VOU WIN" •' POKE850, VS+1 : GOTO6500
IF TS=270THEHPRINT"I WIN"•P0KE851,MS+1:GOTO6500
IF TSO530THEN6070
P2=l : FORQ=0TO2
IFB ( I ( Q ) , J (Q ) , K (Q ) )=102THEHE1 = I (Q ) •' B2=J ( Q ) : B3=K (Q )
A$=CHR$ ( B1 +65 ) •' B$=CHR$ ( E2+88 ) : C$=STR$ (B3+1)
NEXTQ •' P0KE245,8 PRINT : PRI NT "DEFENSE "AT" " BT, CT
IF TS0282THEN RETURN
P1=1 FORQ=0TO2
I FB ( I (Q ) , J ( Q ) , K ( Q ) )= 102THENA1 = 1 (G!) : A2=J ( Q ) : A3=K (Q )
AT=CHRT(A1+65)=ET=CHRT(A2+88):CT=STRT(A3+1)
NEXTQ:P0KE245,8:PRINT = PRINT"OFFENSE "AT" "BTJCT

6110 RETURN
6500 VS=PEEK(850):MS-PEEK(851)
6510 PRINT"HUMANS"VS,"MACHINES"MS
6520 IF TS=642THEN6570
6530 Z=0:FORZ=0TO4:BCAl,A2,A3)=32=GOSUB4500
6540 GOSUB6600 : B(A1,A2,A3)=90 : GOSUB4500
6560 GOSUB6600:NEXTZ
6570 PRINT"NEW GAME?
":P0KE525.fi
6580 WAIT525,1 : CLR: PR I NT" .1" : G=PEEK ( 855 ) +1
6590 P0KE855,G : GOT011O
6600 Zl=l : Z1=0 : Z1=1 : Z1=0 : Z1=1 : Z1=0 : Z1=1:Z1=0:RETURN
READY.
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Number Crossword
by Jim Pisano
How to Play
This is a fine game which came to Recreational Compu
ting compliments of one of our readers. It is a version for small
computers of the number crossword game. The goal is to fill in
the blanks with numbers so that when the rows and columns
are added, their totals match the numbers shown along the
edges.
The program listing as shown should run with few, if any,
modifications on just about any personal computer using BA
SIC. Try it out on yours. When you get it running, be sure to
save a couple of copies on tape or disk. Your friends will be
certain to want to play it later!
Jim Pisano
122 Myrtle Ave.
Cotati, CA 94928

U
11
12
20
25
30
40
50

REM NUMBER CROSSWORD GAME
REM
WRITTEN BY JIM PISANO
REM
FEBRUARY 1981
JIM N<S.5).K<6»5).B*<6>5)
REM
INITIALIZE ARRAYS
FOR 1=1 TO 6
FOR J=i TO 5
BKli J) = ' F '

52 N(I,J) =0
54 K(I,J) = 0
BO
PO

NEXT J
NEXT I

100
118
120
130
140
145
158
160
170
175
180
19 0
288
210
220
230
248
258
260
270
288
290
308
318
328
330
340
358
360
370
380
39 8
401
410
420
430
440
450
468
470

PRINT'Do YOU HUNT INSTRUCTIONS1!
INPUT A*
IF A*='YES' THEN GO SUB 4008
IF AIO'YES' ANB AIO'NO 1 THEN 100
REM
FILL ARRAY N WITH RANSOM NUMBERS
RANB0MIZE
FOR R L = 2 TO 5
FOR Cl=l T O 4
N(R 1 iC1 ) = INT<R N S R 8 + . 5 )
IF N(R1.C1)=0 THEN LET N<RiiCl)=l
NEXT C I
NEXT Ri
REM
ABB RONS ANB PLACE RESULT IN LAST COLUMN
FOR Rl=2 TO 5
FOR Cl=l TO 4
N<R1»5)=N<R1j5>+N<R1»C1>
NEXT C I
NEXT RL
REM
ABB COLUMNS ANB PLACE RESULT IN LAST ROW
FOR C L = I TO 4
FOR R L = 2 T O 5
N < 6 JC 1 > = N < 6 » C 1 ) + N ( R 1 JC 1 )
NEXT RL
NEXT C I
REM
BIAG0NAL ABB ITION ? UPPER LEFT TO LOHER RIGHT
FOR 1=2 TO 5
N < 6 i5 > = N ( 6 j5 ) + I I ( I j I -l>
NEXT I
REM
BIAG0NAL ADBITI0N? LONER LEFT TO UPPER RIGHT
FOR J=5 TO 2 STEP -1
N(1»5)=N(1»5)+N(J»6-J)
NEXT J
REM
MAP MATRIX N INTO MATRIX K* USER INTERACTS WITH MATRIX K
FOR J=i TO 5
K<Jj5>=N(J»5>
8C<6 JJ)=N<6*J>
B$(J«5)='T'
l$(6i J)='T'
NEXT J
REM
ABB HELPING HINTS TO TABLE

21

438
498
588
510
528
531
548
558
568
565
566

K(2»1)=N<2*1)
K<3» 3>=N<3j 3>
K <4»4 >=N < 4»4>
K<5» 2)=H(5»2)
Bt(2»l)='T'
Bt(3*3)='T'
i4<4»4>='T»
Bt(5*2)='T'
GO SUB 2889
111=3
Tl=8

578
580

REH
USER FILLS TABLE BY ENTERING Ni NUMBERS IN fl GROUP
PR INT'To ENTER A NUMBER* ENTER THE INBICIES OF THE ROH ANB COLUNN* TH
FOR H=1 TO Ni
Tl=Ti+l
PR INT*R OH

2068
2818
2920
2825
2030

'*

IF Ai='YES' THEN PRINT'How HRNT NUHJERS BO TOU HRNT TO ENTER'*
IF AtO'YES' AND AtO'NO' THEN 780
INPUT Ni
GO TO 598
PRINT"
PRINT'Bo TOU HRNT HE TO HELP TOU R LITTLE'!
INPUT Pt
IF Pt='YES' THEN GO SUB 3880
IF PfO'YES' RNB PIO'NO' THEN 740
IF At='N0' AND Pt=»N0' THEN 764
GO TO 769
PRINT'Bo TOU HRNT TO GUIT'»
INPUT 08
IF Qt='YES' THEN 9999
IF QtO'YES' AN1 AtO'NO' THEN 764
GO SUB 2886
GO TO 766
REN
PRINT OUT TABLE USING MATRIX X
PRINT CHRt<12>
C2t='#!t8i i i l l ! I l l i«*i !••# ! '
PRINT'
12345'
FOR 1=1* TO 7*

2840 PRINT'
'
2050 IF I<7 THEN PRINT USING C2*FIFK<I»I>»8C<I»2)»8C<I»3)»K<I»4)»8C(I»5)
2868 NEXT I
2078 RETURN
3088 REM
HELP USER THROUGH INTERACTION
3018 PRINT'HOH HRNT OF THE NUHJERS TOU ENTEREB BO TOU HRNT TO KNOH RRE CO
«RECT'

3028

3838
3840
3850

INPUT N
PRINT'EHTER THE INBEX IN GUESTION'
PRINT"
FOR 1=1 TO N

3868
3078
3088
3096
3168
3116

PRINT'ROM
•!
INPUT R2
PRINT'COLUHN
'!
INPUT C2
IF Bt (R2,C2>='T' THEN 3168
PRINT'SORRT) THRT NUHJER IS HRONG. BO TOU HRNT TO KNOH HHRT IT IS'!

22

3140
3150

IF RIO'YES' AND AtO'NO' THEN 3110
GO TO 3170

3160

PRINT'VERT GOOB* THRT NUMBER IS CORRECT!'

3170
3171
3172

REM
ASK USER IF SHE/HE HANTS TO QUIT
IF <T1=18) OR <Ti=15> OR <T1=28) 0R<Ti=25) THEN PRINT'MOULB TOU LIKE

3173
3174

618 INPUT R2
628 PRINT'C OLUHN
'*
638 INPUT C2
648 PRINT'N UHJER
'*
658 INPUT N
651 IF Bt(R2»C2)='T' THEN 663
668 K(R2*C2)=N
662 GO TO 676
663 PRINT'Bo HOT CHRHGE THRT NUHJER. IT IS CORRECT!'
665 INPUT Ft
678 IF K(R2.C2)=N(R2.C2) THEN Bt(R2*C2>='T'
688 GO SUB 2868
685 GO SUB 5968
698 NEXT N
706 PRINT'Bo TOU HRNT TO ENTER HORE NUHJERS'I
718 INPUT HO
728 IF At='N0' THEN 738
721
722
723
724
738
748
750
768
761
762
763
764
765
766
768
769
778

INPUT fit
IF AI='YES' THEN PRINT'THE CORRECT NUHJER IS '!N(R2,C2>

NEXT I

TO GU
IT' !

EN THE
NUHJER'

590
595
608

3128
3138

3186

INPUT Gt
IF Gt='YES' THEN GO SUB 6888
IF G*='YES' THEN 9999
RETURN
*

4986
4801
4002

REM
INSTRUCTIONS
PRINT'A HRTRIX OF SIX RONS RNB FIVE COLUMNS HILL SHOH UP ON THE
PRINT'SCREEN. IT HILL RPPERR LIKE THIS:

4083
4864
4885
4086
4867
4868
4889
4018
4811
4812
4813
4814
4015
4816
4817

PRINT'
PRINT'
PRINT'1!
PRINT'
PRINT'2!
PRINT'
PRINT'3!

3175

PRINT'

12345'
•
10 1 6 ! 0 ! 16 ! '
'
4 18 1 0 1 0 ! 10 ! '
'
0 ! 0 1 2 10 ! 28 ! '
0

'

PRINT'4! 0 i 0 1 8 i 6 ! 18 ! '
PRINT'
'
PRINT'S! 8 ! 6 ! 0 10 I 23 ! '
PRINT'
'
PRINT'6! 22 ! 11 ! 17 ! 24 ! 19 I '
PRINT'
'
PRINT"

4028

PRINT' I HILL RSK TOU TO ENTER THE NUHJERS INTO THE TABLE SUCH THAT
THE HU
HJERS ABB UP'
4821 PRINT'HORIZONTALLY* VERTICALLY ANB BIAGONALLYJ TO EGUAL THE NUMBERS
ON TH
E EBGES.'
4022 PRINT'THE ZEROS COVER THE PLACES HHERE TOU HUST FILL IN THE NUMBERS.
EVER
T TIME'
4623 PRINT'TOU ENTER IN A NUHJER* I HILL PRINT TOU THE TABLE HITH THE CHA
IGE.
IF TOU'
4824 PRINT'GET STUCK I CAN HELP TOU OUT A LITTLE (REMEMBER* I CREATES THI
TABLE
ANB ITS'
4825 PRINT'NUMJERS* SO I KNOH NHAT EVERT NUMBER IS). FOR SIHPLICITT* NO N
UMBERS
ON THE'
4826 PRINT'TAJLE ARE EGUAL TO ZERO* I.E.* THE MINIMUM VALUE FOR A NUMBER
IS ONE
)

4627
4028
4829
4136
4831
4848
5800
5861
5002
5003
5084
5085
5086

PRINT"
PRINT'
PRINT"

GOOD LUCK!'

PRINT' HIT CARRIAGE RETURN TO CONTINUE'

INPUT Ft
RETURN
REM
CHECK IF USER FINISHED WITH TABLE
FOR J=2 TO 4
FOR 1=1 TO 5
IF B$(J.I)='F' THEN 5010
NEXT I
NEXT J
PRINT'
****** C0NGRRGULATI0NS!!! •**•**

5847 GO TO 9999
5410 RETURN
6400 REM
USER HANTS TO QUIT
6081 REM
DISPLAY CORRECT NUMBERS IN TABLE
6682 FOR 1=1 TO 6
6003 FOR J=i TO 5
6804 K(I.J)=«<I,J)
6605 NEXT J
6066 NEXT I
6097 GO SUB 2686
6063 RETURN
9999 END
8

end
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NEW COLLEGE BOARDS 81/82

DOC

for TRS-80
PET, APPLE™

The best way to sharpen your skills for the College Boards is to work on actual examinations. Each of
these program sets confronts the user with a virtually limitless series of questions and answers. Each
program is based on past exams and presents material of the same level of difficulty and in the same
form used in the College Board examination. Scoring is provided in accordance with the formula
used by College Boards.
SAT, PSAT, N.M.S.Q.T., set includes 20 programs covering Vocabulary, Word Relationships, Reading
Comprehension, Sentence Completion, and Mathematics.
Price $149.95
EDUCATOR EDITION - SAT, PSAT includes all of the above programs plus detailed solutions and
explanations for each problem plus drill exercises. SAT set includes 26 programs
$229.95
GRADUATE RECORD EXAMINATION set includes 23 programs covering Vocabulary, Word Relation
ships, Reading Comprehension, Sentence Completion, Mathematics, Logical Diagrams, Analytical
Reasoning.
$199.95
EDUCATOR EDITION - Graduate Record Exam Set includes 33 programs.
$289.95
Owners of our initial College Board series can upgrade their package to the College Board 81-82 specs,
including the all new reading comprehension, sentence completion plus expanded vocabulary and
mathematics sections for $69.95.

ALL TIME SUPER STAR BASEBALL
& SUPER STAR BASEBALL
ALL TIME

SUPERSTAR BASEBALL

SUPERSTAR BASEBALL

Sample Lineup

Sample Lineup

B. Ruth

T. Williams

D. Parker

|. Rice

L. Gehrig

J. Foxx

W. Stargell

H. Aaron

|. DiM.tggio

H. Greenberg

W. Mays

L. Brock

I. Jackson

R. Hornsby

P. Rose

R. Carew

G. Sisler

H. Wilson

O. Cepeda

Ft. Killebrew

S. Musial

B. Terry

C. Ya?stremski R. Allen

T. Cobb

M. Mantle

W. McCovey

R. Leflore

W. Mays

H. Aaron

R. lackson

R. Zisk

C. Young-P

W. |ohnson-p

G. Brett

B. Madlock

R. Guidry-P

T. Seaver-p

Performance is based on the interaction of
actual batting and pitching data. Came can
be played by one or two players with the
computer acting as a second player when de
sired. Players select rosters and lineups and
exercise strategic choices including hit and
run, base stealing, pinch hitting, intentional
walk, etc. Highly realistic, there are two ver
sions, ALL TIME SUPER STAR BASEBALL, and
SUPER STAR BASEBALL featuring players of
the present decade. Each includes about 50
players allowing nearly an infinite number of
roster and lineup possibilities.
*Both Games

$24.95

SWORD OF ZEDEK
Fight to overthrow Ra, The Master of Evil. In this incredible
adventure game, you must confront a host of creatures, nat
ural and supernatural. To liberate the Kingdom, alliances
must be forged and treasures sought. Treachery, deceit and
_ witchcraft must be faced in your struggles as you encounter
wolves, dwarves, elves, dragons, bears, owls, ores, giant bats,
trolls, etc. Each of the twelve treasures will enhance your
power, by making you invisible, invulnerable, more elo
quent, more skillful in combat, etc., etc., as you explore the
realms of geography, both on the surface and underground.
Dungeons, temples, castles, mountains, etc., are all a part of
the fantastic world of Ra. Each game is unique in this spec
tacular and complex world of fantasy.
$24.95

ISAAC NEWTON

TIME TRAVELER
The best of the adventure games. Confronts player with
complex decision situations and the demand for real time ac
tion. Using the Time Machine, players must face a challeng
ing series of environments that include; The Athens of Per
icles, Imperial Rome, Nebuchadnezzar's Babylon, Ikhnaton's
Egypt, Jerusalem at the time of the crucifixion, The Crusades,
Machiavelli's Italy, the French Revolution, the American Rev
olution, and the English Civil War. Deal with Hitler's Third
Reich, Vikings, etc. At the start of each game players may
choose a level of difficulty. . .the more difficult, the greater
the time pressure. To succeed you must build alliances and
struggle with the ruling powers. Each game is unique.
$24.95

Send check or money order to
21 Milbrook Drive, Stony Brook, NY 11790

* Programs for APPLE or TRS-80 are on
• disk or • cassette, please specify.

All programs require 16K9TRS-80 programs require LEVEL II BASIC*APPLE programs require Applesoft BASIC

*K

XKZ

DOC
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For insight into some of the basic principles
underlying ISAAC NEWTON see Coc/e/,
Eschvr, Bach by Douglas R. Hofstadter,
Chapter XIX and Martin Gardner's "Mathe
matical Games" column in Scientific Amer
ican, October, 1977 and June, 1959.
$24.95

ell Software

*ALL PROGRAMS AVAILABLE FOR
TRS-80, APPLE II & PET

XX=XX

Perhaps the most fascinating and valu
able educational game ever devised - ISAAC
NEWTON challenges the players (1-4) to
assemble evidence and discern the under
lying "Laws of Nature" that have produced
this evidence. ISAAC NEWTON is an induc
tive game that allows players to intervene
actively by proposing experiments to deter
mine if new data conform to the "Laws of
Nature" in question. Players may set the
level of difficulty from simple to fiendishly
complex.
In a classroom setting the instructor may
elect to choose "Laws of Nature" in accor
dance with the complete instruction man
ual provided.

DOC

(516) 751-5139
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Computerized
Fantasy
WRITE YOUR OWN
by Furman Smith

computerized fantasy simulation
(CFS) allows a player to enter into
A
a fantasy world. The computer program

presents the player — called "the adven
turer" — with a description of a situation;
for example,
You are in a room with a door
to the north and stairs to the
east. There is a sword on the
floor.
The adventurer is to respond by keying in
some action; perhaps the adventurer
types GET THE SWORD. The program
simulates the result of the adventurer's
next action ("What do you intend to do
now?"). This cycle is repeated until the
adventurer or the program quits.
The adventurer is besieged by deci
sions. Will the sword help or hurt? It
might be needed to cut the rope to open
some other door, but there could be a
doorman somewhere that would block
the passage of any armed adventurer.
Some of the ways automobiles, tele
vision, hand-held calculators, and home
computers have changed society are obvi
ous but many of the changes are subtle
and difficult to study. I think that CFS's
will also change society. For years, chil
dren and adults have read of heroes —
their actions, the consequences, their con
quests and defeats. Now they can be the
ones choosing the actions and reaping the
consequences. The once-passive readers
are now the ones who must get past the
Fierce Green Snake in the Hall of the
Mountain King (in the Crowther/Woods
ORIGINAL ADVENTURE) or build a
boat (in Scott Adam's PIRATE ADVEN
TURE). Surely this will change society —
quite probably in a major way and for the
better.

CAKE in Particular
CAKE is a nonviolent CFS that is
simple enough to be completely solved
in a fifty-minute .elementary school peri
od; my daughter's fourth grade class took
twenty minutes. A few periods with a
high school or college class which under
stands BASIC should suffice to give a
good understanding of how a CFS could
be programmed.
The first article of this series (found
in the July-Aug. 1980 issue of Recrea
tional Computing) has a program, NELLAN IS THIRSTY, which I thought met
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the criteria of the above paragraph. I
later found out that NELLAN takes over
an hour to solve and an explanation of
the program can put an intelligent and
enthusiastic class into a state of deep
boredom in three minutes. In one meet
ing (two-and-a-half hours), my graduate
microcomputer class solved CAKE and
then studied the program with no more
trouble than would be expected from any
long program studied in a late evening
class.
Most CFS's are designed to be at
tacked repeatedly. I have been playing
with my Crowther-Woods ADVENTURE
for over two years (averaging about an
hour per month) and still haven't com
pletely solved it. CAKE serves as a dem
onstration program and provides a tem
plate for learning to create simple CFS's.
A short and simple CFS, such as CAKE,
loses much — but not all — of the charm
of CFS's. Playing CAKE will give one a
taste of what CFS's are like, but CAKE
does not provide a meal.
The CAKE program is formatted
with no more than thirty-two characters
to a listing line (I am distinguishing be
tween a line of BASIC and a line in the
listing; BASIC line 140 uses the downarrow on the TRS-80 (c) to make three
lines in the listing). The limit of 32 char
acters allows an attractive listing on a vid
eo monitor hooked to a TRS-80 in
double-wide characters mode; thirty or
forty people with normal sight can look
at the program on the same screen. (Con
sult Samuel W. Spero's article in the Sept.
'79 Creative Computing to see how to
hook a video monitor up with a TRS-80
Model I.)
Unless you have lots of memory,
you should key in only lines 10 through
945 — later lines are documentation.
The working part of the program (lines
10-945) executes in a cassette-based Triss
Three ( = TRS-80 Model III with Model
III BASIC) with the standard 16 computer-k of RAM memory; as you would ex
pect, it also runs on a Triss One ( = TRS80 Model I with Level II BASIC) with
16 k. (Incidentally, the program NEL
LAN from the first article runs on a 16
k Triss One but not a 16 k Triss Three.
The Triss Three's want about 258 more
bytes of RAM than the Triss Ones; the
third article in this series will show how
to trim the NELLAN program without
losing anything.)

How to Write and Implement a CFS
The first step is to mentally create
the world that you will implement.
CAKE involves a simple, nine-room club
house, with the mission of delivering
the cake to the Party Room. Some
CFS's involve treasures that are to be ta
ken to some key location. I cannot ima
gine a CFS without tools and barriers.
The locked door and Rain Room are bar
riers in CAKE; the key and the umbrella
are tools.
After you have some idea of the
world you are going to create, it helps to
sketch a map. Plan some surprises (CAKE
adventurers are surprised when they
try to take an open umbrella through a
small passageway). Try to anticipate
ideas that adventurers might try and
spend some time thinking of humorous
responses. Consult "How to Write an Ad
venture" in the July 1980 Creative Com
puting if you would like to see the ap
proach taken by the prolific CFS writer
Greg Hassett.
Once you have a firm idea of your
CFS world, list the verbs and nouns
necessary for the adventurers to convey
their intentions. Then write your pro
gram. If you would like to use the CAKE
program as a model and just stick in your
descriptions — great — that's what I wrote
CAKE for. You might also look at the
programs in the first and third parts of
this series — they are more complicated
but they might be easier to modify in the
long run. If you do modify any of the
programs, your program is yours to sell,
swap, give away, or hoard.
After your CFS is implemented,
take the time to watch several people
play it. You might see the program misfunction in a situation you've not consi
dered. An adventurer might key in a very
logical intention which your program will
not understand. I ran into that during one
demonstration of CAKE. NELLAN, the
CFS of the first article, has an old gum
wrapper as a piece of trash; I included the
wrapper in CAKE. The adventurer has to
consider the wrapper as a possible tool,
but I had included it only to distract the
adventurer. One person found the wrap
per, grabbed it, rushed to the Seating
Room and tries 'WRAP CAKE'. That's
logical; if I were intending CAKE for
play rather than instruction, I would
make the slight modifications necessary
for the CAKE program to respond to
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Simulation
'WRAP CAKE'.
If you understand BASIC and have
patience, this article will tell you how
you can write a simple CFS. You need
not have read the earlier article and you
can ignore references to the NELLAN
program in its entirety. There are many
other sources of CFS programming tech
niques (for example, Scott Adam's PI
RATE'S ADVENTURE program in the
Dec. 1980 BYTE). One advantage of
first studying the programs provided here
is that I explicitly invite you to use any
parts of the programs in any way that
you choose; you can get ideas from many
printed sources and save time by copying
lines of BASIC from NELLAN, CAKE,
and CHAIR (CHAIR is to be in the third
article in this series).

is over 15 lines; thus, the program can be
listed on the screen a paragraph at a time.
If you want to use the down arrow right
after a line number on the Triss, you have
to include a colon; for example, line 105
was keyed in by:
one zero five colon
blank blank blank blank

down arrow
CLE etc.

(We did not need to key in a blank after

the "5"; the blank is automatically in
serted when the program is listed. When
keying-in, the down-arrow will appear to
work right after the line number but
listing the program would show that
something else is needed — the colon
works nicely. In the Heath version, the
colon is not needed after the line number
in order to make the at-sign,
work.)
The 2xx block describes locations.

How the CAKE Program Works
The first step in understanding how
the CAKE program works is reading the
documentation starting with line 6000;
Please read the 6xxx block (the 6xxx
block means any lines between 6000 and
6999 inclusive) of the program now. The
apostrophe (') works like a REM.
In the initializing block (lxx), we as
sign values to variables such as V9 (recall
that V9 is the number of verbs). One
reason for using the variable, V9, rather
than its value, 18, is that it makes the
program easier to modify; a new CFS
could leave lines 130, 445, and 800 just
as they are here. If your BASIC doesn't
have DEFINT (line 115) or double wide
letters (line 30), just skip those com
mands. If your BASIC handles strings
well but doesn't have a CLEAR (line
105), skip that line too. Modify the RND
on line 160 if you need to; Triss uses
RND (0) and Heath uses RND(l). If your
BASIC does not allow multiple com
mands on a BASIC line, then you will
have to do a lot of revision. Parts of the
lxx block should be clearer after we
have studied the rest of the program, so
don't worry if you don't understand
everything in the lxx box right now.
I have tried to leave some blanks
in the listing lines to serve as punctuation.
If you think of CAKE as a book, then
the lxx block is a chapter. Lines 130 and
135 fit together (introducing the verbs) as
a paragraph; lines 140 and 145 (introduc
ing the nouns) make the next paragraph.
Lines 150-160 form a paragraph on values
relating to manifestations. No paragraph
Recreational Computing, July-August 1981, Issue 52
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We are in exactly one room at a time so
we have an "ON R GOTO. .to jump to
the description and a "GOTO 300"
when the description is finished. The
NELLAN program in the first article
checks on some conditions and some
times does some extra work while de
scribing the room to the adventurer (for
example, if the adventurer is carrying
the rabbit in the Milk room, then line
2024 of NELLAN hops the rabbit out of
the adventurer's arms and has the rabbit
gobble up the thick growth of carrots
found in that room). The programming
logic of the 2xx block of CAKE is simple;
you should stop and make sure that you
understand everything in the 2xx block
before you continue.
The 3xx block describes manifesta
tions. In line 305, we check to see if we
are in the Dark Room without the glow
ing globe; if we are, then no manifesta
tions are described since it is too dark to
see. The paragraph 310-320 checks to
see which manifestations are present and
GOSUBs to appropriate descriptions.
Everything in the 3xx block of CAKE
should be clear. In the more compli
cated program, NELLAN, sometimes ex
tra work is done while describing the
manifestations; for example, line 2525 of
NELLAN, executed while describing
Nellan accepting the warm milk, swaps
the bowl of milk for the empty bowl
and swaps this manifestation of Nellan
(M=12 in that program) for the usual
manifestation of Nellan (M=ll in that
program). If you will be swapping mani
festations while describing them, note
that swapping in a manifestation with a
lower M value will result in only one de
scription of the object being given in that
round of descriptions.
In the CAKE CFS, the distinctions
between the locations (described in the
3xx block) are clear. In CAKE, loca
tions don't change and manifestations
are portable and can change (the open
umbrella can change to the closed um
brella).
In general, however, the distinction
between locations and manifestations is
not clear. It may simply be convenience
which decides whether an object is a lo
cation or a manifestation. Manifestations
need not be portable; in the NELLAN
program, Nellan (the cat) was a manifes
tation since she was changeable (asking
for cold milk, drinking warm milk,
drinking cold milk, napping) but Nellan
was definitely too large to be carried.
In the NELLAN program, the descrip
tion of the Green Room can change (the
sign appears only if the Office door has
been tried); there is no reason to make
the sign into a manifestation. Mr. Klinkoyn (the banker) is a manifestation
not because he changes, but for our pro
gramming ease — if the adventurer keys
in CONSULT THE BANKER or CON
SULT NELLAN or CONSULT CHULA,
it is easier to check that the creature to
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"After you have some idea of
the world you are going to
create, it helps to sketch a
map. Plan some surprises..."

be consulted is in the same room as the
adventurer if all of the consumable crea
tures are manifestations.
The 4xx block of CAKE determines
the intentions of the adventurer. You can
just keep lines 400-460 intact for your
CFS provided your first eight verbs and
nouns are the same as mine (they might
as well be) and you use lines 500, 600,
and 700 as I have. The "know answer"
in line 405 is due to a quirk in my BA
SICS; if A$ is assigned a value and INPUT
A$ is executed with the human respond
ing by just hitting ENTER, then the new
value is not the empty string but the old
value of A$. Recall (from lines 6010 6020) that the first word of the adven
turer's intention is V$. Lines 415-425 ob
tain V$ by searching the intention for
the first blank and taking V$ as every
thing to the left. If there is no blank (in
N or HELP, for examples), the inten
tion is taken as both V$ and N$; after
all, if the intention is given as just one
word, it is both the first and last word of
the intention. Values are assigned to V
and N as explained in lines 6025-6035. If
no match can be found, a value of zero
is assigned; for example, BAKE THE
CAKE would produce V=0 and N=13. A
value of N between 1 and 8 indicates a
direction and control passes immediately
to the 5xx block (block for moving). A
value of V between 1 and 8 indicates get
ting or cropping and moves us to block
600 provided NX) (we cannot get or
drop something that the computer does
not recognize).
If the program recognizes both V$
and N$ then we do not reach line 465. If
the player types in INVENTORY, then
V=0 and N=9; line 465 passes control to
line 868 (which starts the INVENTORY
block). If the player types HELP or RELOOK, then line 470 passes control to
the 700 block where line 708 stands
ready to handle various verbs. If the in
tention is some other single word, then
line 475 lets control pass through to a
block which announces that the program
did not understand the intention. If this
block is reached, there is one chance in
twenty that the adventurer will be re
minded of the HELP-option. If the in
tention did not fit any of the above
cases, line 475 will send control to line

892 for the default response. Do you see
why an intention of BAKE THE CAKE
produces a response of "The CAKE is
hard to BAKE."?
The 5xx block handles ordinary
moving. In CAKE, all movement is ordi
nary; in NELLAN we have non-ordinary
moving by magic (SIT IN THE CHAIR)
and in the CHAIR program we have UP
and DOWN options. We could easily
modify the CAKE program to allow UP
and DOWN by extending the D(I,J)
array; line 167 would have N S E W U D.
We will not reach line 506 unless N$
indicates a direction. The response to
N$ = 'SOUTH' (N=6) should be exactly
the same as the response to N$ = 'S'
(N=2). In mathematics, when we put
something in a standard form we often
say that it is "in cannonical form"; it
seems reasonable to say that line 506
gives N its cannonical value.
Recall from lines 6135-6150 that if
we are in room R and go in direction I,
we wind up in a new room D(R,I) provid
ed the array element D(R,I) is positive.
If D(R,I) > 0, then fine 509 hops the
adventurer to the new room and passes
control back to block 2xx which de
scribes the new location. If D(R,I) = 0,
then no passage is ever possible in direc
tion I when in room R; line 512 sends
control to the bump-into-wall block that
explains the situation and that block
sends control to the block that solicits
the adventurer's intention.
If D(R,I) is negative, we must check
to see if the adventurer meets the condi
tions for passage. If we are on Stage (R=
1), then the only condition that must be
met for a conditional passage is the key
for passage through the locked door; if
R=l, then line 518 sends control to the
block that deals with the locked door.
Whatever the conditions of passage are,
lines 515-521 will send us to the appro
priate block.
Consider the block for the small
passageway (lines 539-542). If the adven
turer has the open umbrella, then L(l)=
— 1 and the adventurer is told that she or
he cannot take an open umbrella through
a small passageway and control is passed
to the block that solicits the adventurer's
intention. If the adventurer does not have
the open umbrella, then the passage is
made (the new R is -D (old R,I)) control
is sent to the block that describes the new
location.
The bump-into-wall block (545-581)
involves a lot of formatting detail. If you
are not interested in formatting detail but
would like to use this feature in your
CFS, then just copy the block. Unless
you are allowing the UP and DOWN
options, there shouldn't be any problems.
The 6xx block involves getting and
dropping. Line 610 gives V its cannonical
value; DROP (V=5), GIVE (V=6),
LEAVE (V=7), and DELIVER (V=8) all
yield a cannonical value of V=5.
The 615-635 block determines the
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manifestation value M. If N$ does not de
termine anything in our manifestation
list, then M=0; unless N=9 (as from
TAKE INVENTORY), the adventurer is
told that the intention cannot be carried
out and control is passed to the block
which solicits the intention. If the block
seems unduly complicated, consider that
the message PICK UP THE UMBRELLA
can be speaking of either the open um
brella (M=l) or the closed umbrella (M=
2). If a nonzero value of M is obtained,
line 635 either sends control to the drop
ping block or drops control down to the
getting block.
The getting block (640-660) allows
the object to be gotten only if
• the adventurer does not already have it
and
• the object is present in the room and
• the adventurer has a free hand to carry
the object with.
Notice that getting a manifestation in
volves increasing C, the number of objects
being carried, by one and assigning the
new value of the location, L(M), of the
manifestation to be —1 (for being car
ried).
In most CFS's, the adventurers can
carry quite a few objects — say a half
dozen, or a dozen or so. Since this CFS is
so tiny, the adventurer is only allowed to
carry two objects at a time. The adven
turer is allowed to get objects from the
Dark Room even if the glowing globe
is not present; one justification of this is
that we can often find things in dark
rooms if we try.
The dropping block (665-680) also
checks for the end of game — if the cake
is dropped in the Party Room, the game
ends. The principle that we should leave
the computer in a standard state says that
we should have CLEAR 50 before the
END in line 680; otherwise, the next
program loaded might expect a string
space of 50 and not run.
The otherwise-responding block (700896) handles all other responses. Line
716 looks at the value of V and shuttles
control to the appropriate block.
If V$ is EAT or TASTE then the
V value of 17 or 18 causes line 708 to
send control to the EAT—&—TASTE
block. If N$ ='CAKE' (N=13), then the
adventurer is reminded that she or he is
to deliver — not eat — the cake. If N$ is
anything else, then control is passed to
our handy default line. An intention of
EAT THE UMBRELLA would produce
a response of "THE UMBRELLA is hard
to EAT".
The CLOSE block deals with closing
doors (automatic) and closing umbrellas.
The umbrella cannot be closed unless it
is open and in the same room with the
adventurer (including being carried by the
adventurer).
We can consult the wrapper, the
globe, and the map. The CONSULT
block (744-776) first checks to make sure
that the adventurer has the object in her

Deliver the Cake
" . . .perhaps the adventurer
types Get the Sword. The
program simulates the result
of the next action..."

Some simulation games last for days,
even months or years, and present
various solutions. Here is how one
adventurer started the simpler CAKE
simulation.
When you have read the message
above, please press the ENTER key.
You are about to be placed (let's
pretend) in an Enchanted House.

or his hands. The NELLAN program in
volves a magic map that draws itself as
the adventurer explores; unexplored
rooms are marked with "?" and passages
are indicated as untried, clear, or blocked
(according to the state last encountered
by the adventurer). In order to more easi
ly keep up with the most recently en
countered states of the passages, the
NELLAN program uses a more complica
ted movement scheme than D(R,I);
however, we can keep the simplicity of
D(R,I) and have the map indicate the
rooms as they are encountered, if we do
not attempt to show the most recent
state of the passages.
The HELP block is included in this
tiny CFS only by habit. In a larger CFS,
the help provided would depend on the
task being attempted.
If you have followed what we've
discussed so far, you should have no
trouble reading the rest of the program
without any further comments. If you
skipped the lxx block (initializing) be
fore, don't forget to go back to read it. It
should make a lot more sense now.
I hope to put CAKE on MicroNet
(c), free for everyone to copy. BASIC
lines 10-3000 will be CAKE/BAS and the
rest will be CAKE/DOC. There will also
be a Heath (c) MBASIC (c) version. If
you convert CAKE for another system
and also use some computer network,
please place your implementation on
your network.
There are many articles and adver
tisements for CFS's. Three major maga
zines have had special issues which are
particularly good sources of information:
July-Aug. '80 Recreational Comput
ing
the July '80 Creative Computing
the Dec. '80 Byte
The delight I experience in sharing
my CFS's more than makes up for the
distress and dismay I experience in writ
ing them. I hope the case is the same with
your CFS.
•
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It is always raining in one of the rooms
in this house (the Rain Room). You
cannot enter the Rain Room without
an UMBRELLA but you have to find
the UMBRELLA first.
When you have read the message
above, please press the ENTER key.
You should use short messages to tell
me what you want to do.
Typical messages are:
TIPTOE NORTH, GET UMBRELLA,
TAKE THE OLD BRASS KEY, UN
LOCK THE DOOR, GO EAST, DROP
THE MAP, W ('W is the same as 'GO
WEST' or 'WEST')
When you have read the message
above, please press the ENTER key.
Your mission is to find the CAKE and
deliver it to the Party Room.
When you are in the house, you can
type « HELP » for more informa
tion. You are about to be placed in a
room called the Foyer.
When you have read the message
above, please press the ENTER key.
You are in a room called the Foyer.
There is a small doorway to the east
and a large doorway to the north.
What do you intend to do now
GO EAST
This room is so dark that it is called
the Dark Room. You can see light
coming from the west doorway.
It's too dark to see anything else
in here.
What do you intend to do now
GO BACK WEST

LISTING ON PAGE 30
(Author's Biography on page 28)

(Continued)
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You are in a room called the Foyer.
There is a small doorway to the east
and a large doorway to the north.
What do you intend to do now
HEAD NORTH
You are in the Seating Room of an
auditorium You can see the Stage
to the north, a doorway to the
south, and a doorway to the east.
You notice that it's raining in the
room to the east.
Ah, here is the CAKE which you
are to deliver to the Party Room.
What do you intend to do now
NORTH
You are now on the Stage. The
Seating Room is to the South.
There is a door to the east.

This room is so dark that it is called
the Dark Room You can see light
coming from the west doorway.
There is a closed UMBRELLA in
the corner.
What do you intend to do now
GET THE UMBRELLA
You have it now.
What do you intend to do now
WEST
You are in a room called the Foyer.
There is a small doorway to the
east and a large doorway to the
north.
What do you intend to do now
NORTH

You have it now.
What do you intend to do now
EAST

You are in the Seating Room of
an auditorium. You can see the
Stage to the north, a doorway to
the south, and a doorway to the
east. You notice that it's raining in
the room to the east.
Ah, here is the CAKE which you
are to deliver to the Party Room.
What do you intend to do now
EAST

You need the KEY to get through
the locked DOOR.
What do you intend to do now
SOUTH

No one can enter the Rain Room
without an open UMBRELLA.
What do you intend to do now
OPEN THE UMBRELLA

There is a GLOBE in the center of
the room and it is softly glowing.
What do you intend to do now
GET THE GLOBE

You are in the Seating Room of
an auditorium. You can see the
Stage to the north, a doorway to
the south, and a doorway to the
east. You notice that it's raining
in the room to the east.
Ah, here is the CAKE which you
are to deliver to the Party Room
What do you intend to do now
TRY THE EAST DOORWAY
The DOORWAY is hard to TRY.
What do you intend to do now
GET THE UMBRELLA
There's no UMBRELLA here.
What do you intend to do now
SOUTH
You are in a room called the
Foyer. There is a small doorway
to the east and a large doorway to
the north.
What do you intend to do now
EAST
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Furman Smith received a Ph.D. in
Probability and Statistics from Florida
State University in 1972, taught three
years at the University of Kentucky, and
has since been at the University of Hous
ton Victoria Campus. He is currently an
Associate Professor of Mathematical Sci
ences, teaching four courses, Chairperson
of the UHUC Faculty Council, and a
member of numerous committees includ
ing an eight faculty member group that
is advisory to the President of the Uni
versity of Houston System. He has a mar
velous wife, two marvelous kids, one
good home computer, a garden, and
backlog of work.

Ok; done.
What do you intend to do now
EAST
The ceiling of this room really
needs fixing. Rain is falling through
the ceiling and running through
tiny holes in the floor.
What do you intend to do now
EAST
Welcome to the Party Room.
There are doorways to the north
and west. The east wall has a giant
picture of an elephant. The south
wall has a small curtain made out
of bright green beads.
What do you intend to do now
NORTH
This is the Kitchen, but nothing
is happening in here right now.
There is an old gum WRAPPER
in this room
What do you intend to do now

Furman Smith

Letters
(Continued from page 7)
programs will work in our machines, but
we really need discs.)
What I would like from you is a
list of programs that you think might
meet my needs, including costs and some
sort of comments on how effective the
program actually has been in classroom
use. What would, really sell me is if you
would include the name of an instructor
who actually is using the program, so that
I could write to that instructor for some
sort of evaluation.
Once again, I'm not interested in
low-level introductory math (addition,
subtraction) programs. I'm not interested
in geometry programs or algebra pro
grams. And I'm not interested in writeyour-own-programs.
Somewhere
out
there is a software supplier which is be
ginning to get into programs applicable
to introductory auto mechanics and in
troductory machine-shop courses, and
that is the supplier I am after.
Thanks very much in advance for
your kind attention to this request.
Sincerely,
Rick Greenspan
Auto Mechanics Instructor
College of Alameda
555 Atlantic Ave.
Alameda, CA 94501
•
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"NB8LFIS TERMFK"
(for Your apple)
NIBBLE IS: The Reference for Apple computing!
NIBBLE IS: One of the Fastest Growing new Magazines in
the Personal Computing Field.
NIBBLE IS: Providing Comprehensive, Usefuland
Instructive Programs for the Home, Small Business, and
Entertainment.

NIBBLE IS: A Reference to Graphics, Games, Systems
Programming Tips, Product News and Reviews, Hardware
Construction Projects, and a host of other features.

NIBBLE IS: A magazine suitable for both the Beginner and
the Advanced Programmer.
Each issue of NIBBLE features significant new Programs of Commercial Quality. Here's
what some of our Readers say:

- "Certainly the best magazine on the Apple II"
- "Programs remarkably easy to enter"
- "Stimulating and Informative; So much so that this is the first computer magazine I've
subscribed to!"
- "Impressed with the quality and content."
- "NIBBLE IS TERRIFIC!"
In coming issues, look for:
• Stocks and Commodities Charting • Assembly Language Programming Column
• Pascal Programming Column • Data Base Programs for Home and Business
• Personal Investment Analysis • Electronic Secretary for Time Management
• The GIZMO Business Simulation Game
And many many more!
NIBBLE is focused completely
on the Apple Computer systems.
Buy NIBBLE through your local
Apple Dealer or subscribe now with
the coupon below.

Try a NIBBLE!

Enclosed is my $17.50 (for one year).
(Outside U.S., see special rates on this page.)

• check

• money order

Your subscription will begin with the next issue published after
receipt of your check/money order.

Address.

12-14 02. x 8

Europe $32.00
Mexico and Central America $21.00
South America $32.00
Middle East $35.00
Africa: North $32.00
Central $43.00
South $43.00
Far East, Australia $43.00
Canada $18.00
APO FPO $7.50

Box 325, Lincoln. MA. OI773 (617) 259-9710

I II try nibble!

Name

NOTE
First Class or Air Mail is required for all APO, EPO and all foreign addresses
with the following additional amounts

Air Mall Postage Rates

nibble

City
State

Zip.

COMPUTERIZED FANTASY SIMULATION (Text on pages 24-27)

1C ' CAKE by Furman Smith, UHVC.
15 ' doc. in a 1981 REC. COMP.

170 DATA

30 PRINT CHR$(23) "for double
wide letters on the Triss
40 PRINT :PRINT :PRINT
Let's play
If

D e l i v e r

—6, 0 , 0 , 0

t h e

175 :
C9 = 2

C A K E

200 '

" :GOSUB 860 :GOSUB 940
100 '
*
initializing
105 :
CLEAR 25G ' extra $ space
110 GOSUB 900 ' welcome player
115 DEFINT A-Z ' save some time
120 :
V9=18 :N9=17 :M9=7 :R9=9
125 DIM V$(V9), N$(N9), L(M9),
N1(M9), D(R9,4)
130 :
FOR I = 1 TO V9 :
READ V$(I)
:NEXT I
135 DATA TAKE, GET, GRAB, PICK,
DROP, GIVE, LEAVE, DELIVER,
OPEN, UNLOCK, LIST, HELP,
GO, RELOOK, CONSULT, CLOSE,
EAT, TASTE
140 :
FOR I = 1 TO N9 :
READ N$ (I)
.-NEXT I
145 DATA N, S, E, to,
NORTH, SOUTH, EAST, WEST,
INVENTORY, WORDS, DOOR,
UMBRELLA, CAKE, KEY, MAP,
GLOBE, WRAPPER
150 :
FOR 1=1 TO M9 :
READ L(I), N1 (I) :NEXT I
155 DATA 0,12, 8,12, 4,13,
9,14, 2,15, 1,16, 0,17
160 IF RND(O) > .75
THEN L(7)=6 ELSE L(7)=3 '
randomize WRAPPER placement
165 :
FOR I = 1 TO R9 :
FOR J = 1 TO 4 :
READ D( I, J ) :
NEXT J :NEXT I
167 '

30

N S E W
0, 4,-2, 0,
0/ 0, 3,-1,
0, 6, 0, 2,
1, 7,-5, 0,
G, C, 6, 4,
3,-9, 0,-5,
4, 0,-8, 0,
0r Cr 0,-7,
:C = 0

:R = 7

*
describing locations
205 :
ON R GOTO 210, 220, 230,
240, 250, 260,
270, 280, 290
210
Stage
R = 1
215 PRINT "
You are now on the Stage.
The Seating Room is to the
South. There is a door to
the east." :GOTO 300
220 '

225

230
235

240
245

250
255

Pantry
R = 2
PRINT "
You are in the Pantry.
There is a door to the west
and an open passageway to
the east." :GOTO 300
'
Kitchen
R = 3
PRINT "
This is the Kitchen but
nothing is happening in
here right now." :GOTO 300
'
Seating Room
R = 4
PRINT "
You are in the Seating Room
of an auditorium. You can
see the Stage to the north,
a doorway to the south, and
a doorway to the east. You
notice that its raining in
the room to the east.":
GOTO 300
'
Rain Room
R = 5
PRINT "
Hie ceiling of this room
really needs fixing. Rain
is falling through the
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The business information
you need at the turn
of a key.
Datadex is a new
interactive business
management system
designed for the Apple
personal computer. It's from
IUS, the people who brought you
EasyWriter™ and who are bringing you
new products for office automation,
education, and development systems.

They all enter Datadex and form your own
personal data base.
Want to find a company but don't know
how to spell its name? Try something that
sounds close, and our Soundex routine will
find it. It is very forgiving on typos and
extra spaces.

Datadex is short for data index. It lets you
put all your business data into your Apple
the way you like to see it and manipulate it
any way you want. It adapts to your way
of doing business.
Want to generate a sales report? Just press
four keys and fill in the blanks. That puts
your sales data into the computer. Now,
your report: Datadex designs it for you,
based on what you've entered. Nothing to
it. That's power!
You can do the same with phone lists,
mailing lists, dealer names or inventories.

POT
DATADEX
IN YOUR
APPLE.

Datadex is a trademark of Sonoma Softworks.
EasyWriter is a trademark of Cap'n Software.
Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc.
VisiCalc is a trademark of Personal Software, Inc.

-=< CHECKBOOK

>=83'23 1981

CHECK# 181

PAYEE

ACCT

ALOISIUS ZUKRZAWSKI

5513

AMOUNT f

923.??

GROSS

* 923

PRESS 'ESC' FOP SYSTEM COMMANDS

Soundex helped us find Mr.
Zukrzawski when we were
balancing our checkbook.
We weren't sure how to spelt
Al's name, so searched for
AlZ and found him.
Instantly The check register
and several other applica
tions are free with Datadex.

7?»

Want a specific piece of information, like
sales for January 14-21? Inquire Datadex
and the answer comes up on the screen
right now. And right.
Want a report of all sales in ZIP code areas
starting with 9? Sure. Just ask it to print a
report.
But seeing is the only way to believe. Get a
demonstration of Datadex at your local
Apple dealer. See the personal computing
power it can bring to your office and home.
If you've looked at a VisiCalc-type program,
see Datadex before you buy.
By the way, about IUS. We're the Apple
of software. We got there by giving you
great products and super support. We
provide customer service over the phone.
Professionally written documentation.
And products that are never outdated,
only updated. Information Unlimited
Software, Incorporated,
281 Arlington Ave.,Berkeley,
CA 94707. (415) 525-9452.

Does your other software have
auto system configuration and
auto report generation?
Datadex does. You don't
have to be a computer
expert to get results!

COMPUTERIZED FANTASY SIMULATION (Listing continued, text on pages 24-27.)

here." :RETURN
335 i
closed UMBRELLA
M = 2
340 PRINT "
There is a closed UMBRELLA
in the corner." :RETURN
345 •

ceiling and running through
tiny holes in the floor.":
GOTO 300
260 '
Party Room
R = 6
265 PRINT "
Welcome to the Party Room.
There are doorways to the
north and west. The east
wall has a giant picture of
an elephant. The south
wall has a small curtain
made out of bright green
beads." :GOTO 300
270 '
Foyer
R = 7
275 PRINT "
You are in a room called
the Foyer. There is a
small doorway to the east
and a large doorway to the
north." :GOTO 300
280 '
Dark Room
R = 8
285 PRINT "
This room is so dark that
it is called the Dark Room.
You can see light coming
from the west doorway." :
GOTO 300
290 '
Office
R = 9
295 PRINT "
You are now in the Office."
:GOTO 300
300 '
*
describing manifestations —
305 :
IF R = 8 THEN
IF L(6) <> -1 AND L(6) <> R
THEN PRINT "
Its too dark to see
anything else in here.":
GOTO 4CG
310 :
FOR M = 1 TO M9
315 IF L(M) = R THEN
ON M GOSUB 325, 335, 345,
355, 365, 375, 385
320 NEXT M
:GOTO 400
325 '
open UMBRELLA
M = 1
330 PRINT "
There is an open UMBRELLA

32

-

CAKE
M = 3
350 PRINT "
Ah, here is the CAKE which
you are to deliver to the
Party Room." :RETURN
355 1
KEY
M = 4
360 PRINT "
There is an old brass KEY
on the floor." :RETURN
365 i
MAP
M = 5
370 PRINT "
Here's a MAP of this
crazy place." :RETURN
375 i
GLOBE
M = 6
380 PRINT "
There is a GLOBE in the
center of the room and it
is softly glowing." :RETURN
385 i
WRAPPER
M = 7
PRINT
"
390
There is an old gum WRAPPER
in this room." :RETURN
400 i
*
determining intention
405 I
A$ = "know answer":PRINT"
What do you intend to do";
410 PRINT " now"
:INPUT A$ :
PRINT STRINGS(31,"-")
415 I
I9=LEN(A$) :J=I9
420 EOR I = 1 TO 19 :
IF MID$(A$,1,1) <> " "
THEN J = J-l
:NEXT I
425 I F J O G
THEN V$ = LEFTS (A$, 1-1)
ELSE V$=A$ :N$=AS :GOTO 440
430 FOR J = 19 TO I STEP -1 :
IF MID$ (A$ , J, 1) <> " "
THEN NEXT J
435 N$ = RIGHTS( A$, I9-J )
440 J
V = 0
:N = 0
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445 FOR 1=1 TO V9 :IF V$(I)=V$
THEN V = I :GOTO 450
ELSE NEXT I
450 FOR 1=1 TO N9 :IF N$(I)=N$
THEN N = I :GOTO 455
ELSE NEXT I ' A zero, value
for V or N indicates that
the word was not
understood; otherwise, the
values are as in block 62xx.
455 :
IF 0<N AND N <= 8 THEN 500
' direction indicated
460 :
IF V * N > 0 THEN
IF V <= 8 THEN 600
ELSE 700 '
If both words understood,
iiop to the 6xx block or
7xx block depending on V.
465 :
IF V = 0 THEN
IF N = 9 THEN 868
470 IF N = 0 THEN
IF V = 12 OR V =14 THEN 700
475 IF V$ <> N$ THEN 892
480 :
PRINT "
I don't understand " :
PRINT TAB(4)"«"; A$; "»."
485 PRINT "Perhaps you should"
490 PRINT "type «LIST W0RD5»."
495 IF RND(0) < .95
THEN 400 ELSE PRINT"
A voice says << Type
<< HELP » if you need
a little help »." :GOTO 400
500 '
*
moving
503 '
To reach line 506,
we must have 0 < N <= 8.
506 :
IF N <= 4
THEN I = N
ELSE I = N-4 '
gives cannonical value
509 :
IF D(R,I) > 0 THEN
R = D(R,I) :GOTO 200 '
move to new room
512 :
IF D(R,I) =0 THEN 545
515 '
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*
determining conditions
518 ON R GOTO 524,524,780,
530,780,521,539,539,539
521 IF 1=2 THEN 539 ELSE 530 '
R=6 has two special passages
524 '
*
locked door
527 IF L(4) = -1
THEN GOTO 832
ELSE PRINT "
You need the KEY to get
through the locked DOOR.":
GOTO 400
530 '
*
rain barrier
533 IF L(3) = -1 THEN PRINT "
The UMBRELLA can protect
you from the falling rain
but nothing can protect
the CAKE from the water";
534 IF L(3) = -1 THEN PRINT "
that spatters up from the
floor. You must find
some other way to deliver
the CAKE to the Party
Room." :GOTO 400
536 IF L(1) = -1
THEN R = -D(R,I) :GOTO 200
ELSE PRINT "
No one can enter the Rain
Room without an open
UMBRELLA." :GOTO 400
539 '
*
small passageway
542 IF L(1) <> -1
THEN R = -D(R,I) :GOTO 200
ELSE PRINT "
You cannot take an open
UMBRELLA through that
small passageway." :GOTO 400
545 '
*
bump into wall
548 PRINT "
You cannot walk through
walls."
551 :
A$ = ""
554 IF D(R,1)=0 THEN A$=A$+"N, "
557 IF D(R,2)=0 THEN A$=A$+"S, "
560 IF D(R,3)=0 THEN A$=A$+"E, "
563 IF D(R,4)=0 THEN A$=A$+"W, "
566 IF A$="" THEN PRINT"
POSSIBLE PASSAGES ABOUND."
: GOTO 400
569 :
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A$ = LEFT$( A$, LEN(A$)-2 )
572 PRINT TAB(4)"There";TAB(10);
575 IF LEN(A$) = 1
THEN PRINT "is a wall ";
ELSE PRINT "are walls ";
578 PRINT "to the"
581 PRINT TAB(4) A$; "." :
GOTO 400
_
600 •
*
getting & dropping
605 1
To reach line 610,
we must have C < V <= 8.
610 1
IF V <= 4 THEN V=1 ELSE V=5
1 gives cannonical value
•
615
*
determine M
620 M = G :FOR 1=1 TO M9
625 IF N = N1(I) AND L(I) <> 0
THEN M = I ELSE NEXT I
630 :
IF M = 0 THEN
IF N=9 THEN 868 ELSE PRINT"
That is not possible now."
:GOTO 480
635 IF V = 5 THEN 665
640 i
*
getting
645 :
IF L(M) = -1 THEN PRINT "
You still have it.":GOTO 400
650 :
IF L(M) <> R THEN PRINT "
There's no "; N$( Nl(M) );
" here." :GOTO 400
655 :
IF C < C9 THEN L(M) = -1 :
C = C + 1 : PRINT "
You have it now." :GOTO 480
660 :
PRINT "
You can only carry "; C9;
"objects."; :PRINT "
Type « INVENTORY » to
see what you can drop." :
GOTO 400
665 t
•
dropping
670 :
IF L(M) <> -1 THEN PRINT "
You cannot DROP what you
do not have." :GOTO 868
675 :
L(M)=R :C=C-1

34

(Listing continued, text on pages 24-27.)

680

700
*

704
788

•

IF L(3)<>6
THEN 300
ELSE CLEAR 50
:PRINT "
Y o u
w o n !
Congratulations.":PRINT :END
otherwise responding
1

To reach line 708,
we must have V > 8 .

1

ON V-8 GOTO 840, 820, 788,

780, 490, 200, 744, 720,
712, 712
712 1
*
for EAT & TASTE
716 IF N=13 THEN PRINT "
You are supposed to deliver
the CAKE — not EAT it."
:G0T0 400
ELSE 892
720 i
*
for CLOSE
724 I
IF N = 11 THEN PRINT "
The DOOR automatically
CLOSEs and relocks itself."
:GOTO 400
728 IF NO 12 THEN 892
732 :
IF L(1)=0 THEN PRINT "
The UMBRELLA is still ";
"CLOSED." :GOTO 400
736 IF L(1)=R OR L(1)=-1 THEN
L(2)=L(1) :L(1)=C :PRINT"
Ok; done." :GC-T0 400
740 PRINT "
You cannot close it unless
you are in the same room as
it is." :GOTO 400
744 1
•
for CONSULT
748 IF N<15 THEN 892 ELSE
IF L(N—10) <> -1 THEN
PRINT "
You don't have the "; N$
:PRINT TAB(4)"in your ";
"hands." :GOTO 408
752
IF N=17 THEN PRINT "
The WRAPPER does not have
anything important written
on it. Nice try." :GCT0 400
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756 IF N=16 THEN PRINT "
The GLOBE just softly
glows and glows." :GOTO 408
760 IF N <> 15 THEN 892
764 ;
PRINT "
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+—

+ Stage / Pantry/ Kitch +
+
+

/

/

+
+

+-+/ /+-+-+-+-+-+-+/ /+-+"

768 PRINT TAB(4);
1*+A
/ Rain /
+u
+d
/
/
+-+/ /+-+-+-f-f-4-4/

P+
a+
r+
/+-+"

772 PRINT TAB(4);
"+
+

/

4-

+

4

+

+ Foyer / Dark + Office+
H—H—1—1—-J—1—1—1—1—1—1—1—1-"
776 GOTO 400
780 i
*
for HELP
784 PRINT "
You are to find the CAKE
and deliver it to the
Party Room.
:GOSUE 860
.•PRINT "
Type « LIST WORDS » to
see how you n y make me
understand." :GOTO 400
788 i
*
for LIST
792 IF N <> 10 THEN 892
796 PRINT "
I know these verbs:"
800 FOR 1=1 TO V9 :PRINT
V$(I)
:COSUB 860
804 PRINT TAB(4);"I know
"these nouns:"
808 FOR 1=1 TO N9 :PRINT
N$(I)
:GOSUB 868
812 :

TAB(9)
:NEXT I
";
TAB(9)
:NEXT I

PRINT "
I just look at the first
and last words of your
intention; for example,
saying << TAKE KEY >> does
just as much as
<< TAKE THE OLD BRASS KEY »
816 GOSUB 860 :GOTO 400
820 i
*
for UNLOCK
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824 IF N <> 11 THEN 892
828 IF L(4) <> -1 THEN PRINT"
You need to be holding the
KEY in order to UNLOCK the
door." :GOTO 400
832 PRINT "
You UNLOCKed the door,";:
GOSUB 860 :PRINT "
passed through it,";:
GOSUB 860 :PRINT "
and it shut behind you."
836 GOSUB 860 :R = 3-R :GOTO 200
840 i
*
for OPEN
844 IF N=ll THEN 820 ELSE
IF NO 12 THEN 892
848 IF L(2) =0 THEN PRINT "
The UMBRELLA is still ";
"open." :GOTO 400
852 IF L(2) = -1 OR L(2) = R
THEN L(1) = L(2) :L(2) = 0
:PRINT TAB(4) "Ok; done." :
GOTO 400
856 PRINT "
You cannot OPEN the
UMBRELLA if its not ";
"around."
:GOTO 400
S60 ;
•just to pause a bit
864 FOR J=1 TO 300 :NEXT J :
RETURN
868 i
*
for INVENTORY
872 IF C = 0 THEN PRINT "
Your hands are empty."
876 IF C = 1 THEN PRINT "
One hand is empty and the
other has the "
880 IF C = 2 THEN PRINT "
Both hands have something;
here's what you have:
884 FOR M = 1 TO M9 :
IF L(M) = -1
THEN PRINT TAB(10) N$(N1(M))
888 NEXT M :GOTO 400
892 i
•
for defaulting
896 PRINT "
The "; N$; " is hard to ";
V$; "."
:GOTO 400
900 i
*
instructing player
905
PRINT "
•
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You are about to be placed
(let's pretend) in an
Enchanted House." :GOSUB 860
910 PRINT "
It is always raining in
one of the rooms in this
house (the Rain Room).
You cannot enter the Rain
Room without an UMBRELLA
but you have to find the
UMBRELLA first." :GOSUB 940
915 :
GOSUB 860 :PRINT "
You should use short
messages to tell me what
you want to do." :GOSUB 86C
920 PRINT "
Typical messages are:
TIPTOE NORTH, GET UMBRELLA,
TAKE THE OLD BRASS KEY,
UNLOCK THE DOOR , GO EAST,
DROP THE MAP, W fW' is the
same as X G0 WEST' or ";
925 PRINT " % WEST')" :GOSUB 940
930 :
PRINT "
Your mission is to find
the CAKE and deliver it to
the Party Room." :GOSUB 860
935 PRINT "
When you are in the house,
you can type << HELP >> for
more information. You are
about to be placed in a
room called the Foyer.":
GOSUB 860
940 :
GOSUB 860 :PRINT "
When you have read the
message above, please
press the ENTER key.
"; :
INPUT A$ :PRINT
STRING$ (31, "-") .-RETURN
945 RETURN
3000 '— end of 16 k version —'
3010 ' The program above will '
302G ' run on a Triss Three ( ='
3030 ' TRS-8C (c) Model III
3040 ' with Model III BASIC)
'
3050 ' with 16 computer-k of
'
3060 ' RAM. It will also work '
3070 ' with Level II BASIC on '
3080 ' a TRS-80 Model I with
'
36
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3090
3100
3110
6000
6001
*

*

6005

'
'
'
'
i

16 computer-k of RAM.
Triss's with > 16 k can
store the the following
d o c u m e n t a t i o

'
'
'
n

listing variables
•

junk var. = I,J,A$,I9, etc
6010 i
V$ = first word of the
adventurer's message
C v ' for x Verb')
i
6015
N$ = last word of the
adventurer's message
( X N' for \Noun')
i
6020
ex: "GRAB THAT BIG CAKE"
yields
V$ = "GRAB" & N$ = "CAKE"
6025 i
The 62xx block lists the
numbers associated with
the verbs and nouns.
Consult that part of the
listing to understand the
following:
6030 i
V = It for verb of command
( V$ = "GRAB" => V = 3 )
6035 i
N = # for noun of command
( N$ = "CAKE" => N = 13 )
6O40 •
V9 = # of verbs that the
program understands =
the limit on V ( V9 = 18 )
6045 i
N9 = # of nouns that the
program understands =
the limit on N ( N9 = 17 )
6050 i
The 53xx block describes
the manifestations; look
there to verify that the
CAKE is manifestation
number 3.
6055 i
M = # of the manifestation
N1(M) = number of noun
going with M
6060 i
Nl(3) = 13 means that the
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3 rd manifestation is
described by the 13 th noun
6065 •
Note that manifestations
1 (open umbrella) and
2 (closed umbrella) are
both described by noun 12
6070

6115
L(3) =0 does not occur
but would mean that the
cake no longer exists
(perhaps eaten by a
CAKE GOBBLER)

6120

M9 = limit on M =
number of manifestations

L(1) = 0 means that the
open umbrella no longer
exists
(This is used when the
umbrella is closed.)

6075
The 64xx block lists the
rooms. Look there to
verify the next example.

6080

6125
C = # objects being carried
6130
C9 = tt maximum number of
objects that can be
carried at one time
( C9=2 )
= limit on C

R = # of room
for ex,
room 9 is the Office

6085
R9 = (f of rooms in the
house = limit on R (R9=9)

6135
D( R, I ) indicates the
destination if direction
I is taken when in room R

6090
L(M) = location of
manifestation M where
6140

6095
in general,
L(M) = -1 means that the
adventurer is carrying
and
manifestation M
L(M) =G means that the
manifestation doesn't exist
6100

D(6,2) =9 means that we
hop to room 9 if we go
south from room 6
(see block 63xx for map)
6145
If D(R,I) is positive, it
gives the destination.
If D(R,I) is zero, no
passage is possible; ex,
D(6,3) =0 since the east
side of room 6 is pure
wall.

L(M) = R means that
manifestation M is
in room R

6105
L(3) =9 means that the
CAKE (M=3) is in
the Office (R=9)

6110
L(3) = -1 means that the
CAKE is being carried by
the adventurer
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6150
If D(R,I) is negative, it
indicates the conditional
passage; ex: D(1,3) = -2
since we can pass from
room 1 to room 2 only if
we have the KEY.
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COMPUTERIZED FANTASY SIMULATION

6199
6200
* * listing verbs and nouns
6205
V$(I)
I N$ (I)
6210
5215 1
TAKE
1 N
GET
2 S
"5
GRAB
E
PICK
4 W
6220 •
DROP
5 NORTH
GIVE
SOUTH
6

6225

6230

6235

LEAVE
DELIVER

7
8

t

EAST
WEST

OPEN
UNLOCK
LIST
HELP

9
10
11
12

GO
RELOOK
CONSULT
CLOSE

13 CAKE
14 KEY
15 MAP
16 GLOBE

t

INVENTORY
WORDS
DOOR
UMBRELLA

i

EAT
TASTE

17
18

WRAPPER

6299'
6300 '
* * listing manifestations
6305 '
M manifestation
N1 (M)
6310 '
6315 '
1 open UMBRELLA
12
2 closed UMBRELLA
12
3 CAKE
13
4 KEY
14
6320 •
5 MAP
15
6 glowing GLOBE
16
7 old gum WRAPPER
17
6399 1
6400 '
listing rooms
6410 ' R
name of room
1
Stage
2
Pantry
3
Kitchen
6420 * 4
Seating Room

38

(Listing continued, text on pages 24-27.)

6425 '

5
6
7
8
9

Rain Room
Party Room
Foyer
Dark Room
Office

6430 '
layout of rooms :
6435 '
12 3
6 7 8
7 8 9
6499 '
6500 '
* * crediting
6505'
written Feb-Mar 1981 by
6510'
Furman Smith at the
6515'
Univ of Houston
Victoria Campus
2302-C Red River
Victoria, Tx
77901
6525'
Feel free to sell, swap,
give away, or hoard any
version of this program.
6530 '
This program appears in a
1981 issue of
6535 '
RECREATIONAL
COMPUTING
6540 '
and is the second part of a
series of three articles.
6545 '
Please see the Jul-80 issue
of RECREATIONAL COMPUTING
for the first article.
6599'
6600 '

6615 'titleing in block
0xx
initializing in block.lxx
describing locations..2xx
"
manifestations..3xx
determining intention.4xx
6620 'moving
5xx
getting & dropping....6xx
other responding,7xx, 8xx
instructing player....9xx
documenting
6xxx
6789 '
end of program

end
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"all the fit that's news to load"

TRS-80 PROGRAMS ON CASSETTE
CLOAD Magazine for your Model I or III!

Goleta, Calif. — You can get 7 or 8 programs on cassette, each month,

by Clyde Cload, star reporter

that CLOAD directly into your TRS-80 Model 1 or III!
A subscriber, too engrossed in trying to save the world from invading
aliens (March, 1981 issue) to give his name, stated, "I receive a 30 minute
cassette by First Class Mail each month containing some of the best games
and educational programs I have ever played. Some are even in machine
language! "Another CLOAD subscriber, Claudine Cload, could now
"fit the computer into her schedule" thanks to the utilities and occasional
disk programs she received from CLOAD. She was writing about it to all
of the people on her mailing list (November, 1979 issue).
Get the news firsthand. Get a subscription to CLOAD Magazine.

The Fine Print:
Overseas rates slightly higher—
please write for them.
Back issues available—ask for our list.*
TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corporation
California residents add 6% to single copies
and anthologies. Programs are for Level II
16K, Model III 16K, and occasionally for disks.
*24 Level I back issues also available.

PRICES
1 year subscription .
6 month subscription
Single copies
Anthology-volume 1
Anthology-volume 2

. $42.00
. $23.00
.. $4.50

. $10.00

. $15.00

Mastercard/Visa Welcome.

MAGAZINE INC.

P.O. Box 1267 Goleta, CA 93116

(805) 964-2761

©1981

COLOR COMPUTER OWNERS!
CLOAD INC. ANNOUNCES

CHROMASETTE MAGAZINE!
A monthly magazine-on-cassette for your
Extended BASIC Color TRS-80!
Goleta California — With
CHROMASSETTE
Magazine, Color Com
puter owners can now enjoy
the variety, economy, and
easy entry of programs that
CLOAD subscribers have
enjoyed for 3 years.

Put a rosy color in you and
your computer's cheeks,
stop reading these old
cliches, and get a subscrip
tion to CHROMASETTE
Magazine.
Please write for rates and
other info.

CHROMASETTE
Or send a blank check and
CHROMASETTE Magazine in its Prime State
Magazine gets rid of the
your account balance. (Visa
type-in-and-edit blues by
and MasterCard also accepted)
putting a rainbow of ready-to-load programs on
cassette, and sending them to you by First Class
Mail each month. Educational, practical, utility,
CHROMASETTE MAGAZINE
and game programs are delivered right to your
Box 1267B Goleta CA 93116
mailbox.

Book Reviews
While novel in approach, the material
covered in this book is standard fare for an
introductory programming text. BASIC
Programming in BASIC for Per
statements are introduced a few per chap
ter with plenty of easily reproduced exam
sonal Computers
ples. Midway through the book the reader
By David L. Heiserman
is familiar enough with I/O statements,
arithmetic expressions and simple condi
The Creative Kid's Guide to
tionals to be able to construct actual pro
Home Computers
grams. The remainder of the book intro
by Fred D 'Ignazio
duces advanced programming constructs
such as subroutines and simple data struc
Digital Harmony: On the Com
tures using single and multidimensional
plementarity of Music and Visual
arrays. A subset of Microsoft BASIC com
mon to many microcomputers (i.e. TRSArt
80, Apple II, Commodore PET) is used
by John Whitney
throughout the text with most of the em
phasis on the TRS-80. Differences between
Fifty BASIC Exercises
the various versions are noted without the
by J.P. Lamoitier
needless ado sometimes spent by other
authors (which usually clouds rather than
clarifies the differences).
Programming in BASIC for Personal Com
A nice feature of the book's format is
puters
boxed text sections which appear at the be
By David L. Heiserman
ginning of each chapter. These boxes sum
Published by Prentice Hall
marize keyboard commands and program
331 pages, $17.95,
statements introduced in the current chap
Reviewed by James Cardell
ter, thereby highlighting the chapter's con
There is a traditional approach to writ tents. Other forms of these boxes which
ing introductory programming texts. Be
appear throughout the book are the "prin
fore addressing the subject at hand, chap
ciple" and the "note" boxes. These are
ters are spent giving historical background, used to clarify the material being present
explaining flowcharts and presenting sim ed.
plified models of computers. No doubt,
As mentioned previously, the book
there is a feeling among authors that aba
contains many well-presented programming
cuses and punched paper tape will some
examples. Some of the complete programs
how inspire students to become program developed are statistical analysis, new
mers. Most hobby computerists have been
home feasibility study and checkbook tran
exposed to this information through peri
saction. In addition to text examples, chap
odicals and other books with similar chap ter end exercises with selected answers give
ters.
the reader ample opportunity to practice
Another characteristic of many intro
the material and techniques presented.
ductory programming texts is that they
Heiserman's approach to programming
present a version of the language being
taught which either runs on a specific com technique which is stressed throughout is
as pragmatic as his overall presentation.
puter, or on no computer This presumes
Generally this is fine, since after the funda
that the book is being used as a course
mentals are covered, he demonstrates toptextbook, that there are instructors and
consultants available to help with the ac down problem analysis using subroutines
to break the solution into small units. The
tual programming.
Unfortunately these resources are not only criticism is that he overemphasizes
flowcharting and throughout the book one
available to most hobby computerists.
finds flowcharts that border on spaghetti
Programming in BASIC for Personal
diagrams. His motivation is to develop
Computers takes a different approach
good documentation habits, a worthy goal,
which will appeal to the hobbyist whose
curiosity probably plays a significant role but many better ways are available.
Books reviewed for this issue:

in his interest in computers. Heiserman in
troduces the reader to BASIC in a way
which seems to be mere tinkering with the
commands. The first statements learned are
entered for direct execution from the key
board. The interest that is sparked by this
experimentation involves the reader suffi
ciently through the introductory material
that by the time he asks himself when he
will start programming, he already has.
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Personal computerists who want to be
come programmers rather than just users
are faced with a difficult task. How does
the average person learn programming
skills? Is it possible to teach yourself this
subject? Given the availability of a compu
ter, motivation to stick with an instruc
tional method, a healthy curiosity and
a straightforward text such as Programming
in BASIC for Personal Computers, the

foundations necessary to attain this goal
may be developed with a minimum of frus
tration.
The Creative Kid's Guide to Home Com
puters
By Fred D'lgnazio
Published by Doubleday
130 pages, $9.95
Reviewed by Susan Bowers
The Creative Kid's Guide to Home
Computers is not a "how-to" book, not a
"what-equipment-to-buy" book; it is an
idea book. It presents ideas for computer
projects that creative kids could do, with
just enough explanation to spark an inter
est and start them working on their own.
There are several valuable appendices, es
pecially the bibliographies of home-compu
ter books, magazines and catalogs. The
glossary is very useful and the book has a
good index. However, there is a major
flaw.
The projects discussed are obviously
quite advanced, which would indicate that
it is aimed at junior high or high school
kids. The flaw is that there are several
places where the book "talks down" to
the reader. It is unfortunate that one of
those spots is the introductory section. My
favorite sixteen-year-old thought it prom
ised to be a great book but was "turned
off" by that beginning section which
seemed aimed at a much lower age group,
and could not bring himself to read on.
This is really too bad since some of the
project ideas are especially interesting. The
section on robots is fascinating, and the
one on games is very good.
On the whole, this book provides a
good overview of some stimulating project
ideas. In spite of the flaw, The Creative
Kid's Guide to Home Computers could be
very valuable in home, schoolroom or li
brary as a resource book of ideas for what
can be done with a minicomputer.
Digital Harmony: On the Complementarity
of Music and Visual Art
By John Whitney
Published by Byte Books Division/McGraw
Hill
235 pages, $21.95
Reviewed by Joseph B. Rothstein
An extra-terrestrial intelligence,
browsing through a library card catalog
here on Earth for entries relating to com
puters, could be forgiven for concluding
that Earthlings are a people of some intel
ligence and technical skill, but sorely lack
ing in refined sensibilities and aesthetic
development.
For a perusal of such a card catalog re
veals a great many volumes and periodicals
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This is not another computer magazine
Contents:
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White Pages:

$3.50

the
Community
Computerist's
Directory

People arid organizations in computing; who they are,
what they do; their interests, skills, experience, projects, ap
plications, needs and resources in their own words. Includes
system description and how to contact them by phone, mail,
Source, Micronet, etc.

'Let your
fingers
do the
talking" .VAVAV-V/-

Yellow Pages:

Computer business, products, services and supplies;
complete product or service description and prices, how to get
more information. Includes display ads to help attract interest in
your product or service.

"The Who's Who of People and Computers

Il\deX: Extensive

cross indexing of both listings and ads by area (zip
code) alphabetical order by individual or company name, key
words related to text; and by service, application, hardware and
software categories. _ _
,

it to:

• DisCOVCT what computerists arc doing nationwide and

let them know what

you are up to. • COi\t3lCt others who share your interests and can help you
with your project or application. • Meet the people who have the skills,
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networks, clubs, businesses.
buy.
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hardware or software before you

• Find products, services, bulletin boards, data bases, clubs associations

and publications. •Locate a computer system to share; share yours with
others; trade services.

Send $3.50 to:

it's a directory

Community
Computerist's Directory
PO BOX 405 FORESTVILLE, CA 95436
PHONE: (707) 887-1857

Are you ready
to take
the next step ?
DRD'OBB'S J OURNAL
For users of small computer/ systems.

Let the Doctor's prescriptions fill you with the most
vitalizing, up-to-the-minute information for you and
your Micro!
These new remedies include the latest in operating systems,
programming languages, hardware design and architecture, data
structures, telecommunications and more.
Recent articles have included: Analysis of the 6502's Op
codes, A Z80 Memory Test, N-Logs: A New Number Language
for Scientific Computers, CP/M to Pascal File Conversion, and indepth hardware and software reviews.
All this and more for only $21 per year — 12 issues!

Yes! Please enter my subscription for 1 year (12
issues).
D I enclose $21.
D Please bill me.
Name,
Address,
City, State, Zip,

Dept. M5 P.O. Box E, Menlo Park, CA 94025

Book Reviews

covering computer architecture, program
ming languages, telecommunication proto
cols and such, but next to nothing on the
application of computer technology to selfexpression through music, art or the other
impractical pursuits which characterize hu
manity.
This circumstance alone would be ade
quate reason to greet John Whitney's book
Digital Harmony with enthusiasm, and the
fact that it does such a good job with such
a difficult topic makes its publication even
more of a delight.
John Whitney is an artist and film
maker of long standing and considerable
reknown, held in high esteem by many of
those artists who have labored in the vine
yards so that Hollywood could have a fer
tile source of unpaid research and develop
ment. If you were among the many mil
lions who saw and enjoyed 2001: A Space
Odyssey, Star W/ars ox Superman, then you
must give some measure of thanks to Whit
ney, for he pioneered some of the tech
niques which contributed to their cinema
tic virtuosity.
A considerable portion of the book is
devoted to the process by which Whitney
came to embrace the emerging medium of
video, and it is a credit to his skill as a wri
ter that such a personal, philosophical dis
course is so readable, while avoiding bom
bast and self-congratulation.
He makes it seem the most natural of
progressions from film to cinema to com
puter graphics, and his well-integrated prin
ciples of movement, tension and discharge,
harmony and color - in both the musical
and visual realms — make Digital Harmony
a first-rate primer of the generative forces
behind much of modern art.
For this book is as much about percep
tion as it is about video, as much about
imagination as it is about computers. But
computers and video discs are the media he
has chosen, and while he limits discussion
of the technical aspects of these media to
the minimum, he offers a glimpse of what
the near future may be like, when each of
us has access to these tools of the artist's
trade.

From the flip-book on the corner of the
pages of Digital Harmony.
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More than that, however, this is an ex
position of theory in the context of a new
reality, and Whitney moves skillfully from
the causes and progression of his own de
velopment as an artist, through a statement
of the problem facing contemporary artists
as he sees it, to a discussion of the instru
ment he uses, the principles which govern
his work, and a detailed analysis of one of
his compositions.
There are numerous illustrations in
color, presented with the caveat that they

represent only "frames" from an evolving
visual process. Even so, they are strikingly
beautiful — it would be hard to manufac
ture a more tantalizing advertisement for
his life's work, given the limitations of
book format. In addition, black-and-white
charts serve to complement and enhance
some of the more problematical aspects of
his theories. It is unfortunate that a de
monstration disc of musical examples
could not have also been included, since
there is considerable emphasis, in the
text as in the title, on the co-equal and cogenerative place of music in Whitney's
schema of creative organization.
For the serious computer artist, Whit
ney has included listings and documenta
tion of the Pascal programs used to gene
rate the material from which some of the
book's illustrations are excerpted. Appen
dices contain articles and speeches by the
author, covering the years 1944-1977,
offering a range of commentaries from dif
ferent perspectives of time, intended audi
ence, and technical sophistication. A bib
liography, filmography and index further
flesh out this portrait of the artist as a
technological humanist.
In the final analysis, this is not a tech
nical treatise, nor is it a work of art/music
theory. It has these aspects of course, but
they are secondary to the essential direc
tion of the book — an apologia for the use
of computers in the arts, against those who
whine that such an orientation is too tech
nical, too mechanistic, too random or too
inhuman. For as Whitney so stunningly
demonstrates through text and illustration,
the computer opens the way to new theo
ries, consistent new guiding principles of
artistic generation, and a more thorough
exploration of that which truly sets the
human being apart from the machine — the
creation of a product with no purpose
but self-expression, no commerce but com
munication, and no application but the
stirring of human emotions.
Two other books which Digital Har
mony brings to mind are the classics by
contemporary composer John Cage, M, and
A Year from Monday. Those ranged far
afield to all manner of endeavors and dis
ciplines to form an exposition of the prin
ciples guiding Cage's art and philosophy.
Like them, Digital Harmony offers far
more than a way of art; it offers a way of
mind. And as the mind sees, the person
lives. Such a book is an education in itself,
and a psychographic guide to the organiz
ing principles of an age. As John Cage
made some sense of the 1950's and 1960's
by attempting to understand his art and
himself, so Digital Harmony may help us
come to terms with the subconscious in
terplay of technology, organization and ex-
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the problem, and try to develop his or her
own solution. This can be compared to Lamoitier's and the differences considered. It
is important, as the author stresses, for the
student to do this, or the ability to analyze
a problem will never be developed. Lamoi
tier then suggests translating the analysis
to a flowchart; indeed, a good chapter on
simple flowcharting is placed early in the
book. Lastly, the student is to convert the
flowchart into a working program.

pression which will go far in shaping the
1980's and beyond.
Only the best attempts to explain an
art form after the fact are even tolerably
readable; John Whitney is to be congratu
lated for offering a concise, penetrating
and ultimately exciting vision of an art
form which, though clearly formed in his
own mind, is still on the horizon of popu
lar culture. Beyond congratulations, he de
serves a far wider audience for his work
than has been the case. If the text and ex
amples from Digital Harmony are any indi
cation, we will surely be seeing and hearing
more from John Whitney.

Fifty Basic Exercises
By J. P. Lamoitier
Published by Sybex
253 pages, $12.95
Reviewed by Paul Gans
Fifty Basic Exercises by J. P. Lamoiti
er is a book for the multitudes who know
BASIC and who would now like to learn to
program. The difference between knowing
BASIC and knowing how to program lies
primarily in the ability to use the language
to solve problems. This is something many
computer novices never really learn. One
often given bit of advice to the novice is:
read programs and see how others have
solved problems. This is fine advice. Suit
able programs can often be found in the
many computer magazines now being pub
lished. But programs are rarely published
with a road map explaining how the au
thor analyzed the situation, what needed
to be done, or why it was eventually done
the way it was done. So the beginner is
stuck.
What is needed is a collection of pro
grams, fully motivated, explained, and dis
cussed. Jean-Pierre Lamoitier has come
close to providing this ideal. The fifty BA
SIC exercises (the title is a modest pun)
comprise a collection of simple programs
well worth study by the student. Lamoitier's basic technique is to present a problem
clearly, then to discuss one or more possi
ble solutions. These solutions are often
accompanied by flowcharts and, on occa
sion, by programs. Then a final approach is
selected and a full program is presented,
along with input data and a reproduction
of an actual run of the program. Lastly
there is often a discussion of any program
ming oddities required by BASIC in the
previous program, dialectical differences re
quired by different BASIC'S, and sugges
tions for further development of the pro
gram.
The serious student might take each of
the exercises in turn, read the statement of

This publication
is available
in microform.

The fifty exercises start with simple
examples and become more complex as the
book progresses. They provide not only
practice problems, but are often useful in
themselves. For example, exercises include
the Shell sort, several financial calculations,
an algorithm for calculating the day of the
week given the date, and some simple
statistics.
Unfortunately, there are some prob
lems, not big enough to change my opinion
of the book's basic worth, but problems
nonetheless. The level of the various sec
tions varies, ranging from a discussion of
methods for the numerical evaluation of in
tegrals to some standard, but dense, geo
metry. These are the exception, though.
Further, some of the problem statements
are too terse, as are several of the discus
sions themselves, just the problem any no
vice is faced with overcoming. More ex
planation of some of the reasoning would
have been helpful. Lastly, the book will
not open fully and lie flat. Though that
may seem a strange complaint, the user
who takes this book to his or her micro
computer in order to try some of the pro
grams is going to have problems. You can
always break the spine . . . but I'd just as
soon take a hatchet to my micro as kill a
book.
It is claimed that all of the programs
will run "as is" on a TRS-80, and with
only minor changes, on a "PET/CBM, AP
PLE, or any other popular computer
equipped with Microsoft BASIC." I can
verify that all the examples I tried worked
as advertised on my machine under Micro
soft BASIC 5.2. There seemed to be no
real errors, I would quibble only with the
value of an integral "known from theory
to be 0.95" (page 108, bottom) but which
is really 0.94881226 approximately, re
sulting in Lamoitier's numerical integra
tion routines being slightly better than he
claims.
A final note: the English version of
Fifty Basic Exercises is credited to Dr. Ru
dolph S. Langer who is to be congratulated
for producing a work without a hint in
language of its French origin. One wonders
what other surprises SYBEX (the publish
er) may be hiding overseas.
•
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Random Numbers
for the Pocket Computer

by
Jim
Conlan
44
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I

B

you want to p^ay §ames you
need some dice, or maybe a
coin or two. A roulette wheel might be
nice. The TRS-80 Pocket Computer, alas,
has no RND function. Sad, but true! This
is only a small tragedy and easily repaired.
Luckily, the Pocket Computer has contin
uous memory. This allows you to maintain
a library of useful subroutines in memory.
A random number subroutine is one you
will certainly want to keep on hand.
The problem with random numbers is
that they are disorderly. That's too bad,
because computers are completely orderly.
Computers hate disorder. What's to be
done? The best we can do is generate some
numbers with such complex order that
they appear disorderly. The heart of the
method for generating numbers that appear
random is to use each "random" number
to generate another "random" number. To
make the problem more precise, what we
want to do is find a method which changes
any four digit number into a new four digit
number, in a way that appears random. We
don't have much to work with. The only
thing computers really do is addition and
multiplication. We can also throw away
the decimal part of a number using the in
teger part function INT. These will be suf
ficient.
Here is the recipe we will use to
change any four digit number into another
four digit number in a "random" manner:

50GOSUB"RND"
60 PRINT R
70 REM GO DO IT AGAIN
80 GOTO 50
90 END
500 "RND": REM RANDOM GENE
RATOR

These few lines are the heart of the matter.
You might like to test this random
number generator by sorting some numbers
out into boxes to see how they stack up.
Here are some boxes. The first few num
bers that arise when the generator is started
with R=1234 are: 4827, 8880, 4593,
7166, 5 799, 3692. The boxes have been
marked with a check corresponding to each
of these numbers. How will the numbers
stack up in the long run?
•

510 R=221 *R + 2113: REM
STRETCH, SHIFT
520 R=R-INT(R/10000)*10000:
REM REDUCE

J

530 REM RETURN WITH R
540 RETURN
We can shorten this considerably
by focusing on the essentials:
500 "RND"
510 R=221*R+2113
520 R=R-INT(R/10000)* 10000
530 RETURN

7

8

9

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

This discussion is adapted from Solv
ing Problems on the TRS-80 Pocket Com
puter, by Don Inman and Jim Conlan, Wi
ley, Summer of 1981.

STRETCH IT BY MULTIPLYING
BY 221
SHIFT IT BY ADDING 2113
REDUCE IT BY MULTIPLES OF

1000

The number that comes out will be another
four digit number that seems completely
unrelated to the original number. You can
repeat this process to get as many four di
git random numbers as you like. You will
need to enter a starting number. There is
no way around that. Think of the original
number as the page you open to in a table
of random numbers.
Since this will be an often-used pro
gram, it is written in such a way that it
can be easily used in other programs. The
subroutine starts on line 500, which has
the label "RND". The lines 10-50 are typi
cal of the way the top part of the program
might look.
10 REM RANDOM NUMBER
GENERATOR
11 REM ADAPTED FROM
KNUTH'S ART
12 REM OF COMPUTER PRO
GRAMMING
13 REM VOL. 2, PAGE 155
20 REM INPUT AN INITIAL VAL
UE FOR R
30 INPUT R

NUMBER

REDUCER

r=R-INT(R/"1000)*10000

40 REM GO GET A RANDOM
NUMBER R
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Computer Anatomy for Beginners

Languages:
Sprechen-sie
BASIC ?

by Martin Ouverson

H

ave you ever visited a foreign coun
try? When you are trying to commu
nicate with someone who hasn't the
slightest knowledge of your language,
you come up with some fairly ingeni
ous hand signs, gestures, noises and pos
tures. And you usually get your meal, or
find out which door is his and which is
hers. That's because humans are adapta
ble and will try to figure out what you
mean (except in Paris, where — but that
is another story).
It's a similar situation with compu
ters. Imagine for a moment that you are
sitting at a large desk, confronted by a
tiny little wafer with thousands of even
tinier lines etched into its various layers.
The whole thing is about as big as your
little fingernail, yet it is the main com
ponent of a computer. You know it has
a tremendous potential, but how can you
use it? How can you put information into
it and, more importantly, get meaningful
information out of it?
This is even more complicated than
the example of being in another country,
because that little piece of electronics
isn't at all cooperative. It won't try to
understand you, as would a Dutch waiter.
No, you have to communicate entirely in
its own language. What if you make a
mistake, even if it's a tiny one? Sorry,
you have to start all over, and get it right
this time!
You do have one advantage in this
situation. The computer will never get
impatient. At least, personal computers
don't. Sometimes very large ones will
rudely cut you off with some message
like, "See the system operator."
The language computers speak
(might as well call it "machine language")
is pretty hard to understand. Morse code
is much easier. Computers need eight
"bits" of information per character. That
means every letter, number or symbol
needs a special symbol (called a "byte")
for the computer to recognize its mean
ing. If you think of it as eight little
lights which can be turned on or off, you
can get a picture of what this means.
Each light can either be ON or OFF. So
you could get:
0000 0001
or 1001 0110
or 1110 0010
or any combination you can think
of!

Remember, each one of those pat
terns stands for only a single letter or
number — not an entire word! How tiring
it would be if we had to speak to our
PET'S and Atari's and TRS-80's in that
kind of jargon. How bothersome it would
(Continued on page 54)
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THE ORIGINAL DAN PAYMAR

Lower Case Adapter
for the

APPLE - II* and APPLE - II PLUS*
TWO MODELS NOW AVAILABLE
One of them is designed specifically for your computer.

LCA-1

LCA-2

$59.95

Forthe revision 6 orolder Apple-ll (those
with RAM configuration blocks).

$49.95

For the revision 7 or newer Apple-ll
(those without RAM configuration
blocks).

Features of the Dan Paymar Lower Case Adapter include:

•

Extends the Apple's own text mode display hardware to include lower-case
letters with pseudo descenders.

•

More readable than 80-column display, yet a monitor is not required. Usable
even with a color TV for display.

•

More readable than 8 X 7 dot matrix with "true descenders." The LCA's
characters do not touch each other, and the descenders do not touch the next
line (as they must if the full 8X7 matrix is used).

•

Uses standard ASCII, including the six special symbols ' { }
~
! and •. Nearly all printers, text editors, and word processors are
compatible with the LCA.

•

Special character sets (up to 256 symbols total) are possible on the LCA-2.
Call or write for details.

•

Does not interfere with any existing Apple features nor with any current Apple
system software or firmware.

•

All output, including scrolling, operates at full speed.

•

No wasted memory. The firmware and software methods for lower-casedisplay
use 8K bytes of RAM for the high resolution display page.

•

Full year warranty on all components. No service charge. Some manufac
turers give only 90 days warranty on the ROM chip, yet this device is the most
likely part to fail.

•

Plugs in with no modifications to the Apple. Does not occupy an I/O slot or a
ROM socket. May be removed if warranty service is needed for the Apple or the
LCA.

if

No jumpers. The "one board for all Apples" design may require cutting and
soldering nine jumpers to adapt it to your computer.

if

Only one chip to remove from your computer (two for the LCA-1). The "one
board for all Apples" design requires removing four chips from your computer,
then plugging in a complex PC board.

DICE
Dan's I/O Control Enhancements (ma
chine code support software) allows
easy lower-case entry from the key
board with machine code or either
BASIC. The ESC key is used for case
shifting. DICE also adds features to the
I/O system, such as slow list, and easy
cursor positioning by use of control
keys (allowing use of the REPT key).
DICE is a DOS 3.2 diskette, and may be
updated to DOS 3.3 by MUFFIN.
DICE is $10 by itself, or only $5 with an
order for an LCA. Most dealers will let
you copy DICE at no charge.
Also...

If you use Applewriter* and/or Pascal,
we supply simple modifications to
make them compatible.

ENHANCEWARE™ by
Dan Paymar
9 1 Pioneer Place
Durango, CO 8 1 3 0 1
Telephone [ 3 0 3 ] 2 5 9 - 3 5 9 8
MasterCard, Visa, and C.O.D.
orders shipped immediately.
Dealer inquiries invited.

LCA. LCA-1. LCA-2. and Lower Case Adapter are trademarks of Dan Paymar.
•Trademarks of Apple Computer Inc.

Dlustrations by Barbara Ruzgerian

Reverse Play
Thromburton is a truly creative pro
grammer. None can match Ms quickness,
nor the simplicity of his style. There is
one small problem. Thromburton never
learned to tell Ms left hand from his right.
That can cause a bit of trouble in the out
put of Ms programs. But, since he is such
a fine person and excellent in all other
respects, everyone tolerates Ms small
deficiency. What is sorely needed is a pro
gram to turn the output of his programs
around. The program should take as input
any string of 20 characters, and then
print out the same string in reverse order.

Hint to Reverse Play
The first decision that needs to be
made is where to store that string when it
comes in. How about A$. That seems as
good as any. Don't forget to declare the
dimension of A$ if your form of BASIC
requires it. Will you need another string
to store the output? There is more than
one way to approach this problem.

Continuing the Fraction
Remember the good old days when Pi
was equal to 3 1/7? That's not exactly
the truth of course, but it is simple. The
scandalous truth is that Pi is not equal to
any fraction. In spite of this, we do know
a great deal about Pi. It can be represen
ted by a non-ending, non-repeating, deci
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mal number whose first few digits are giv
en by
Pi=3.1415926535897932384 . . .
We can find fractions wMch are very
close to the true value of Pi. The fraction
3 1/7 = 3.143 is a very good approxima
tion. Where did it come from? The an
swer is surprising.
In school we learned that 3.1 equals 3
+ 1/10. This gives a fraction which ap
proximates Pi, but it is not as good as the
classical answer 3 1/7. Let's try again
using 3.14 = 3 + 14/100= 3 + 7/50. Not
Not bad, but still not as good as the clas
sical answer 3 1/7. Where did 31/7 come
from? How does one find a good fraction
al approximation to a decimal number?
The answer is surprisingly simple. We
wish to find a fraction which approxi
mates the decimal part of D = .14159 .. .
Here's one way to write D as a "frac
tion." D = 1 / (1/D) works. This might
seem like idle trickery, but watch what
happens.
l/(1/D) = 1/(1/.14159) = 1/(7.0625)
Success! The classical fraction 1/7 magic
ally appears in the denominator.
We have two options. We can throw
away the pesky extra decimal part .0625,
or we can continue using the fraction
trick. Let's see what happens if we con
tinue.
.0625 = 1/(1/.0625) = 1/15.9965
We have two options. First of all, we can
stop here and throw away the decimal

part .9965. In this case we get the ap
proximation

D=

1
7+

=
1

15
113

15
This fraction yields a remarkably close
approximation to Pi.
3+ 15/106 = 3.14151
Pi = 3.14159
The error is only .0008.
Our second option is to continue the
fraction trickery and write .9965 = 1/1
(1/.9965) = 1/(1.0034). If we stop here,
we get the extraordinary approximation
1

16

1

15 + —
1

This is extremely accurate since 16/113 =
.1415929. The error of this approxima
tion is only .0000003.
We could continue on in this way to
get better and better fractional approxi
mations to Pi. Since the expression for
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D consumes so much space, it is useful to
adopt a more efficient notation and write
D = [7, 15, 1,. . .]. You might like to
check that
D=[7, 15, 1,292, 1,1,1, 2, 1,3,...]
This is called the continued fraction
representation of D. The representation
of Pi in this continued faction notation is
Pi = [3;7,15,1,292,. ..]. Notice that the
integer part is separated from the frac
tional part by a semicolon.

This allows us to write N in the form:
N= 2+
1
t

1.39221...

t
t

t

N(l)

1=1/D

N= 2+

1

t

t

1 +.39221...

t

t

N(l) N(2)

Problem — Continuing the Fraction
Write a program which takes as input
any decimal number and prints our the
first five numbers of its continued-frac
tion representation.
Here are some continued fraction rep
resentations which you may use to check
your program.
SQR(2) = 1,4142135 . ..
= [ 1 ;2,2,2,2,.. .]
SQR(3) = 1.7320508 . . .
= [i;i,2,1,2,...]
EXP(1)= 2.7182818 .. .

t

D

Shall we do the trick again? Why
not. We'll get N(3) and a new decimal
part D.

Clip Clock
The ComputerTown Engine Company
has a large, round, 24-hour clock on the
wall which everyone uses to synchronize
their watches before important events.
The last event led to the problem which
follows.

It was almost midnight and the stal
wart crew loaded up a long program to
run while they rested. Big George ob
served that the program they were about
to run consisted of a single subroutine
which was called exactly 1001 times.
Each call of the subroutine took exactly
1 hour. The obvious question is what
time will the program finish, as measured
by the 24-hour clock?
Since this problem may recur, a pro
gram is needed which takes as input the
number of times the 1 hour subroutine is
called, and then prints out the time of
day the program will finish. You should
know the truth about the ComputerTown Engine Company. They drink cof
fee, play tennis, talk, and generally carry
on until late in the evening. They always
start running their programs at midnight.

Solutions to Programming Problems
on page 58.

= [ 2 ;1,2,1,1,. . .]

Here are some questions to consider:
What property is shared by the continued
fraction representation of the square
roots of integers. What about the square
roots of fractions? What is the continued
fraction representation of a fraction?
What sort of numbers have continuedfraction representations which are 0 from
some point onward?

Hint to Continuing the Fraction
Let's consider how we would com
pute the continued fraction expansion of
the number N = EXP(1)= 2.71828 .. . .
We can break N into two parts, an integer
part N(l) and a decimal part D.
N = 2 + .71828 . . .
t

t

N(l)
D
Here is how the computer finds
N(l) and D:
N(l) = INT(N) = 2
D = N-N(1) = .71828
Now we do the trick. Let I =1/D=
1.39921.
D = 1/(1 /D) = 1/1= 1/(1.39221 .. .)
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Product News

by Dave Cortesi

Hardware: The Bell & Howell
Apple
Bell & Howell have been supplying
audio-visual equipment to schools for a
long time. Now they've applied that ex
perience to making a durable piece of
classroom equipment of the Apple, and
have incidentally given micro makers a
needed lesson in how to package a com
puter for school use. The repackaged Ap
ple has: a built-in carrying handle that
also stores the attached line cord, exter
nal jacks for paddle controllers, BNC
connectors for two video monitors, a
tamper-proof screw lock on the cover,
three power sockets for peripherals, audio
mixing of computer sound and two other
sources, and an earphone jack for quiet
use. Despite the improvements the price
is little higher at $1700 for the 48K mod
el.

A Two-headed TRS-80 .. .
EBG & Associates have discovered
that rarest of things, a TRS-80 add-on
product that nobody else has thought of.
It's a Y-connector that lets you run two
screens from one keyboard unit. They
also have a 6-foot extender cable, so
either screen can be placed away from the
keyboard. Just the thing for far-sighted
programmers, and for classrooms ($19.95
and $23.95, respectively).

More Smarts for Atari .. .
The Atari Video Computer System is
a computer under the skin, but not a
user-programmable one. Computer Magic,
Inc. aim to fix that with their Magicard,
a plug-in module that adds a simple moni
tor and IK of storage to the game ma
chine. With it and its manual you can be
gin learning programming (in 6502
machine language, we gather), ultimately
writing your own games.

. . . and the Color Computer
The Power Pack gives the Radio
Shack Color Computer an extra 6K of
storage and an additional machine-lan
guage monitor. Computerware's $160 car
tridge plugs into the interface slot; once
in, it provides 33 "powerful machine
level commands" for "the sophisticated
programmer." The Computerware em
ployees clearly had themselves in mind,
for they're also selling cassette software
that relies on the Power Pack: an editor,
a 6809 assembler, and Color Invaders.
They claim that the Power Pack lets them
sell better software at lower prices than
Radio Shack's ROM cartridges allow.

Manufacturers' Moves
Personal computer companies, like
all manufacturers, are engaged in the
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Bell & Howell's Apple: how to package a com
puter for classroom duty.

great marketing game. Far from being
pawns, we consumers are the umpires
that decide the value of each play. Four
companies announced new moves recent
ly. Radio Shack's was an agreement with
QSP, Inc., a magazine subscription sales
organization that operates through school
fund-raising programs. Schools that deal
with QSP will now be able to earn TRS80s as sales premiums.
Hewlett-Packard have set up what
they call a System Information Service
for owners of Series 80 personal compu
ters; it costs upwards of $25 a month.
The primary benefit is a phone-in consult
ing service; a quarterly magazine and up
dates to manuals completes the package.
H-P guarantee that when a customer
phones in a problem, "an experienced
systems engineer will respond within
four hours." We can't help wondering
what their response time is to a customer
who hasn't bought the Service, and how
that poor shmuck gets his manuals up
dated. Contact your H-P sales office.
Software entrepreneurs have a new
friend in Atari. Bruce Irvine, their VP for

software, says "We recognize that . . .
software is a critical key to the consumer
market. No one company can create the
amount of material needed ... so we are
going to do our best to encourage our
users and software vendors to create pro
grams." Atari's best includes a quarterly
catalog of outside software to be mailed
to all registered owners, technical semi
nars, regional centers where authors can
get technical assistance, and a $100K
contest for the best programs.
Texas Instruments started a similar
program a few months ago, and it is bear
ing fruit. They sent us their first hefty
catalog of home software for the 99/4, a
list of authors who've won $18,000
among them, and a photo that's so
adorably camp we had to run it. They're
also proud of the rapid growth of 99/4
user's groups, both regional ones and the
national 99/4 Home Computer Users
Group.

Welcome to Camp RUNamuk
The notion of computer summer
camps is spreading faster than poison ivy
rash. West coast kids can attend one of
four two-week sessions at Zaca Lake near
Santa Barbara starting July 5 th. There'll
be a computer for every two campers and
three hours of computer instruction a
day. This camp is run by Computer
Camp, Inc., and costs $795. East coast
kids can choose from four two-week ses
sions at five different sites in Connecticut
and Massachusetts, starting June 29th.
These operations (all but one a day camp)
are being organized by the University of
Massachusetts under the title of Compu
ter Camp East; we don't have the price.
The U. of M. needs instructors for these
camps; if you are interested in teaching or
supervising, call the number shown.

NOTE: RCand ComputerTown USA! are
both very interested in first-person accounts of
computer summer camps. We'd like to hear
from campers, instructors and organizers alike.
Please drop us a line as soon as you 're home!

Three Software Catalogs .. .
Last issue we mentioned several
catalogs of personal computer software;
this issue we have word of more. Queue,
Inc. have two catalogs of educational
software. Their catalog IVa covers Apple,
Atari and Compucolor; IVb lists programs
for Pet and TRS-80. Each costs $8.95. An
organization called WIDL Video publishes
three directories of software for the Ap
ple. Volume 1 lists business programs,
Volume 2 lists recreational programs, and
Volume 3 lists software for education and
school administration. They didn't give a
price; the directories are supposed to be
available from Apple dealers. Finally,
Dresden Associates are ready to deliver
School Microware Reviews, a collection
of user reviews of educational software. If
you fill out and return one of their pro
gram review forms you can get 50% off
the cover price of $30.

.. . and a Bibliography
The University of Colorado's College
of Business Administration publishes a
Computing Newsletter. It's mainly of in
terest to college instructors. However, the
Newsletter undertakes an Annual Biblio
graphy of Computer-Oriented Books.
They sent us a copy, and we'd say that it
would be a useful source tool for any li
brarian, teacher, or book dealer. Over
1000 titles are listed by author within
subject, noting publisher, date, page
count and book type. The price is $4.

Lots of Software for Home Use
Been asked, of your home computer,
"Yes, but what's it good for?" There
ought to be an answer somewhere among
the following . . .
The Amateur Advanced Class Study
Guide from Instant Software is a program
for the TRS-80. It's supposed to help
you prepare for the FCC Advanced Class
ham radio license examination; it costs
$10. Cine-Aero publishes the Super Bar
and Wine Guide. It includes a bunch of
wine information and a "computerized
wine steward" that will select from 200
wines based on your menu. For the Apple
II with disk, the cost is $25. If the Apple
is your bag you can choose from ComputerMat's four different Apple Sacks. Sack
I contains 40 home and recreational
programs; Sack II is a trivia quiz with
"several hundred" questions; Sack III
holds eight role games; Sack IV has 20
handy utilities. Each Sack is $25; any
three are $50. The Video Librarian is

another Apple II disk program. It's de
signed to catalog your library of home
video tapes and list them by 15 different
variables, as well as helping you distri
bute programs to different cassettes based
on program length. Softronix makes it
for $20.

Word Processing for All ...
For all, that is, who have Apples or
Atari 800s. Apple II users are blessed
with two new word processing packages.
The one from Rainbow Computing spe
cializes in form letters, mailing labels,
and the like; it allows the merging of rec
ords from data files into text files, plus
keyboard entry of variable data during
printing. The price is $150; the company
expect to have an Apple III version soon.
Meanwhile, LJK Enterprises have
introduced Letter Perfect (good name,
guys) for the Apple II. It, too, costs
$150. Its editor has full cursor control
and supports 40- or 80-character screens;
its print formatter handles a variety of
printers. It has all the page-formatting
features a word processor should have.
Merge of data into text is planned for the
future, but isn't available now. The same
company has enhanced the Atari version
of the program to handle proportional
spacing.

. . . Even forthe Very Rich
You just don't know what you're
missing, having nothing but a cheap little
home computer. Just to let you know,
we'll pass on an announcement from the
Digital Equipment Corporation, maker of
real computers. They've produced a word
processing package for their small busi
ness computer, the DECsystem 300. Its
features sound very similar to those of
the two above, except that the release
doesn't say anything about proportional
spacing, or data file merging. The soft
ware costs a mere $3,500. All you need
to run it is 128KB of storage and two
hard disk drives. Now, aren't you sorry
you don't have a real computer?

Programs for Programmers
Vigil stands for Video Interactive
Game Interpretive Language, which
would describe the program if it made
any sense. The program itself makes pret
ty good sense; it's an interpreter for a
special game-writing language for any 40column PET. VIGIL supports 60-odd
commands for manipulating images in an
80 by 50 graphics grid, provides two
event timers and a tone generator, and
can save and load games on cassette. Get
it from Abacus Software for $35.
The Alternate Source makes machine
language aids for TRS-80 hackers. They
have TASMON, a monitor that "will aid
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the serious Z80 programmer." It contains
program tracing tools, a disassembler, and
a program relocater. Their KBE program
allows any of 191 different keystrokes
to be programmed to generate strings of
up to 255 characters; the strings can con
tain returns so that each "softkey" can
represent a whole sequence of commands
to DOS, BASIC or EDTASM. KBE is said
to be compatible with most TRS-80
DOS's and with double-density disks.

Contact Points
Abacus Software, P.O.B. 7211, Grand Rapids,
MI 49510.
The Alternate Source, 1806 Ada Street, Lan
sing, MI 48910; (517) 487-3358.
Atari Inc., Software Acquisition Program,
P.O.B. 427, 1265 Borregas Avenue, Sunny
vale, CA 94086.
Bell & Howell A-V Products Div., 7100 N.
McCormick Road, Chicago, 111. 60645; (312)
262-1600.
Cine-Aero, 1821 N. Frederic St., Burbank, CA
91505.
Computer Camp East, Prof. H. A. Peele Direc
tor, School of Education, University of Mas
sachusetts, Amherst, MA
01002; (413)
545-0496.
Computer Camp, Inc., 1235 Coast Village
Road, Suite G, Santa Barbara, CA 93108;
(805) 965-7777.
Computer Magic, Inc., P.O.B. 3383P, Fox
Valley Center, Aurora, IL 60505.
ComputerMat, P.O.B. 1664F, Lake Havasu
City, AZ 86403; (602) 855-3357.
Computerware, P.O.B. 668, 1512 Encinitas
Blvd., Encinitas, CA 92024; (714) 436-3512.
Computing Newsletter, P.O.B. 7345, Colora
do Springs, CO 80933.
Dresden Associates, P.O.B. 246, Dresden, ME
04342; (207) 737^466.
EBC & Associates, 203 N. Wabash Suite 1510,
Chicago, IL 60610; (312) 782-9750.
Golden Braid Software, P.O.B. 2934, Saraso
ta, FL 33578; (813) 371-0388.
Instant Software, Peterborough, NH 03458;
800-258-5473.
LJK Enterprises, P.O.B. 10827, St. Louis, MO
63129.
QSP, Inc., A Subsidiary of the Readers Digest
Association, Box 2003, Ridgefield, CT
06877.
Queue, Inc., 5 Chapel Hill Drive, Fairfield, CT
06432.
Rainbow Computing, 9719 Reseda Blvd.,
Northridge, CA 91324; (213) 349-0300.
Softronix, Suite 1000,4600 Park Road, Char
lotte, NC 28211; (704) 334-1958.
Texas Instruments, Consumer Relations,
P.O.B. 53, Lubbock, TX 79408; 800-8584565 (toll free, 8 to 4:30 CST).
99/4 Home Computer Users Group, P.O.B.
95148, Oklahoma City, OK 73143; (405)
787-8521.
WIDL Video, 5245 West Diversey, Chicago,
IL 60639; (312) 622-9606.
•
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Computers at the
Junior Museum

by Liza Loop

H

ow can we make computer awareness a reality for
most people? Create a low-budget exhibit at the local,
city-sponsored museum! We tried it during March and April
at the "Junior Museum" in Palo Alto, California and the re
sponse was fantastic. One mother wrote, "We have spent
many, many hours at the museum since the computer exhi
bit opened. The children beg to come and hate to leave.
We believe this is a good learning experience for them, as
well as being lots of fun. We would be pleased to have the
computers available on a regular basis."
What kind of machines produced such enthusiasm?
Nothing fancy - strictly off-the-shelf computers with readi
ly available software. For little ones, there were three learn
ing games from the local Texas Instruments store, as well as
a TI 99/4 personal computer. Two other retailers provided
a Commodore Series 2001 Business Computer and an Atari
800. The stores were happy to have their equipment so well
displayed and felt amply rewarded when we offered to
make their advertising brochures available to our visitors.
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Manufacturers (Hewlett-Packard, Radio Shack, and
Atari, Inc.) were also willing to arrange short-term loans of
their equipment, provided we showed their "educational
materials" and not just "games." Frankly, the kids didn't
know that the "education" items weren't games, and no
one found it necessary to tell them. The Palo Alto Unified
School District loaned us a terminal and set up an account
to their time-share system account so we could run educa
tional simulations, and drill and practice. Our local college
(San Jose State MESA Project) found a PET that wouldn't
be missed for a short while. We also had compatible soft
ware from three software houses who were glad to have the
public exposed to their products.
What software was the most successful? That depends
on your definition of success. We had to ban the "Rally"
car racing game on the Commodore because a group of
about ten pre-teen boys turned it into their private club.
Atari's Video Easel was interesting to many people. The
grid game "Fire" from Creative Publications made the
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1 There is a nation-wide need for opportunities to learn what computers are, what they can and cannot do.
Is and how to operate them. Exhibits like this one provide a valuable step toward "computer literacy."

TRS-80 fun for elementary school kids. Complete beginners
felt very comfortable with Texas Instruments' Math and
Grammar games on the TI 99/4. More sophisticated users
were able to follow the written instructions for graphing,
which we provided with the HP85.
How did museum visitors learn to use the machines?
For some it was tough — adequate written instructions
only evolved slowly during the month, and most of the
museum staff knew nothing about computers when we
started. However, a volunteer staff developed rather quickly
and visitors were happy to teach one another. Many local
children had some computer exposure from school; they
loaded tapes and typed RUN with confidence. Some people
did go away angry because they could not figure out how
to work all the machines. But almost everyone could use
the cartridge-based software from Atari and Texas Instru
ments. They stood back and watched enviously while their
more experienced neighbors loaded tapes or entered short,
original BASIC programs.
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Special events were held each Saturday. Control Data's
PLATO system gave visitors a taste of what education can
be like when you have a huge computer at your disposal.
A demonstration of the Alpha Syntauri Music System
proved to many music lovers that they, too, could relate
to computers. Movies and video tapes from the County
Schools Resource Center broadened the picture beyond the
machines that were actually available on site.
Could you have a computer exhibit in your town?
Sure! It takes two or three dedicated volunteers, at least
one of whom must have a good working knowledge of the
equipment you plan to display. It takes a commitment not
to be fancy — to resist the urge to write new software or to
borrow the latest gadget for a month. If you need help, call
or write to LO*OP Center, Inc., 3781 Starr King Circle,
Palo Alto, CA 94306, (415) 858-2034. Keep it simple,
short, spacious and low key. You, too, can have them say
ing, "We wish the computer exhibit could stay forever."
Who knows, maybe next year it will!
•
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Computer Anatomy for Beginners

(Continued from page 46)
be to carry on an entire conversation! But
thanks to some very bright computer
scientists, there is a much easier way.
What we have just discussed, machine
language, is a very low-level language.
It is "low" because we have to sink down
to the computer's level and speak in its
own language. That is also why it is so
hard for us to use.
Let's imagine once more that we are
world travellers. We are studying a tribe
of warriors which speaks only Swahili,
whose clicking noises might remind you
of machine language, and which is cer
tainly as difficult to understand! (Even
so, it's not a low-level language, by a long
shot.) Well, you don't speak Swahili but
you want to learn something from the
warriors — their weaponry methods, for
example. So you make some spearthrowing motions in the air and then
gesture toward yourself to let them know
you want to learn how they do it. The
problem is that they think you just chal
lenged them and they accept the chal
lenge by coming toward you with thenweapons held high!
What would you wish for right them?
They are swift-footed, so running away
isn't an answer. Instead, you would look
for an interpreter, someone who speaks
your language. You would give your mes
sage to the interpreter, who would then
render that into Swahili. Those meaning
less (to you!) sounds would not only
save your life, but also get you all the in
formation on spear throwing that you
could ever want.
Computer scientists recognized a
long time ago that if very many people
were going to use those machines, they
would need some kind of interpreter. In
stead of using a person; they cleverly de
signed some electronics to do the job.
Not only would a human get bored, he
would also be slow and probably make a
lot of mistakes. The electronic interpret
ers are fast, reliable, and don't even know
what boredom means.
Now, there is an interesting thing
about the languages we use. Some of
them are better for certain types of
things. French has been called the lan
guage of diplomacy. English is pretty
good for technical things, while Portugese
makes for great poetry. Now, the natives
are getting restless again, so let's go back
to that tribe one more time.
You are in a desperate situation. You
found out that your interpreter knows
plenty of Swahili, but only a little Eng
lish. What do you do while your time is
running out? You don't waste time using
words that your interpreter doesn't un
derstand! So you use only those words
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he knows. It might cramp your style a
little, but if he can't translate the words,
then you may as well leave them out of
the conversation.
That is pretty much the way compu
ters handle languages. They have an in
terpreter built into them which under
stands a relatively High Level Language.
That means the words it knows are
close to the kinds of words we humans
use. The interpreter then takes those in
structions which you have given it (of
course, you remembered not to waste
your time with words the interpreter
doesn't know) and translates them into
a language the computer can deal with.
Pretty soon you and the computer are
on speaking terms, and you are able to
use it for all sorts of useful things. So you
see, it's handy to have an interpreter
around. You don't have to worry much
about making mistakes, because if what
you say doesn't make sense, it will simply
tell you so and you can try again.
If you have ever had the need to talk
with someone through a translator, then
you know that your conversations were
slowed down, even if your interpreter
was very good. First you say a sentence
to the interpreter, who then translates it.
The reply is given to the interpreter, who
translates it into your own language. And
so on. There is even another catch: you
don't know if the person who interprets
is saying it exactly the way you want
your message communicated. So people
who are that particular usually end up
learning the foreign language themselves.
The analogy is still true as far as com
puters are concerned. When you use an
interpreter in a computer, things slow
down. It is convenient, but slower. If
that tribe of warriors were charging at
you at a dead run, then speed would be
of the essence. You would want action,
and fast.
If you ever get to the point where
you need speed with your computer (that
is, more speed than you are getting), then
you are no longer a beginner and won't
be reading this kind of material any lon
ger. But in the meantime, if someone
throws a bunch of words at you like
"compiler", "hexadecimal", and "assem
bly language", don't let it concern you.
If it is going to be useful to you, you can
learn about it then. There is no reason to
make things difficult right at the start.
Anyone can get a lot of good uses from
computers without getting complicated.
By now you may be wondering,
exactly what are these computer lan
guages? The most common one, which
you may already know about, is BASIC.
The reason it is so well known is that it is
really ideal for persons who are new to

computer languages. It was designed to
be simple to learn. The name BASIC
means beginners' All-purpose Symbolic
/nstruction Code. Most personal compu
ters today (like the PET and TRS-80)
come with this language already inside —
they already know how to communicate
with you in BASIC. Some keep their lan
guage in a handy, plug-in cartridge.
Another good language for beginners
is PILOT. It is nice because it is even easi
er to understand in many respects than
BASIC. Atari's version of PILOT includes
nice graphics commands which allow you
to see exactly what the computer is doing
at your direction.
Just like human languages, some
computer languages are better at some
things than others. While BASIC is good
for learning how-to communicate with
a computer, COBOL is better for busines
ses that require a lot of accounting work
from their machine.
Learning a computer language is not
as difficult as it sounds. Not only can you
keep a "dictionary" at your side, you
also have a built-in interpreter working
for you inside your computer. So, if any
one asks if you speak a foreign language,
just tell them, "I speak BASIC. My in
terpreter takes care of the rest."
•
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ComputerTown, USA!

by Julie Anton

C

omputerTown, USA! is coming of
age. Two years after its humble be
ginnings as a gleam in the eyes of a few
volunteers, ComputerTown's simple con
cept of introducing a community to the
world of microcomputers has blossomed
into a full-fledged operation with world
wide interest. Project facilitator Pat Cleland's telephone bears witness to the
boom. Each week brings calls from Hong
Kong, Hawaii, Canada, Australia, Eng
land, and all over the United States. A
teacher in Alaska, a librarian in the mid
west, a reporter from a major magazine
.. . everyone wants to know about Com
puterTown, USA! for one very good rea
son: the computer is here to stay, and it's
time we learned to use it.*
Fourteen-year-old Niels Mortensen
spends a lot of time at the Menlo Park li
brary, where ComputerTown has placed
several computers. But he is not one who
goes there to learn the basics. Niels goes
to help other people learn, with the aid
of software he has designed and perfec
ted himself. An adult volunteer invited
me to meet with Niels — but he warned
me not to expect a lot of chat. Niels isn't
much for talking when there is a terminal
at hand. In hopes of getting his full atten
tion, I opted for an informal interview on
the wizard's home turf.
I pulled up in front of the comforta
ble suburban house Niels shares with his
family. Buzz words like "Boy Wonder",
"Whiz Kid", and "Genius" were floating
through my head. To me, a Boy Wonder
wears a red cape and tights. A Genius is
someone like Leonardo da Vinci. And a
Whiz Kid? Little horn-rimmed glasses and
a cut-down three-piece suit, quoting Dow
Jones Averages as he rifles through a
miniature attache.
I suppose I expected some bizarre
combination of the three, but the teen
ager who bounded from the porch in time
to save me from a threatening sprinkler,
and who offered a friendly hand up the
steps looked refreshingly like your basic
kid. Neither cape nor horn-rims, just a
shock of blond hair, shirt-tail, and dunga
rees.
He introduced me to his Mom, his
dog, and his computer, in that order. The
crowded computer area, walled off from
the family-room, was a cornucopia of
hardware and software. Complete with
voice-recognition capabilities, a TRS-80
held center stage, surrounded by a print
er, auto-answer modem, and a staggering

•Most callers can save a toll by sending a large,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to: ComputerTown, USA! Bulletin, P.O. Box E, Menlo Park,
CA 94025 for schedules of events, current in
formation, and tips on facilitating similar pro
grams.
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collection of discs, fully catalogued.
"What do you do with all this, Ni
els?" I asked, impressed.
He smiled. "Well, I spend a lot of
time down here. When you work with
computers, you lose track of time. Some
times I come home and work till six o'
clock, break for dinner, and go right back
on. My Mom caught me still going at
4:30 one morning with a friend. You get
into a program and you just forget the
time."
"I understand you have your own
business," I prompted.
"Yes. I write a lot of games and soft
ware. The main thing I'm working on
right now is a bulletin board for the mo
dem. My friend Edward and I have been
working on it for a real long time now.
It's called 'DataNet'. I'm going to leave
messages on other bulletin boards to let
them know I exist, and then see if any
thing happens."
"Tell how you met Edward . . ."
Niels' mom coached.
"Well, I have another friend named
Mark, who I met at the Menlo Park li
brary. Edward knows Mark, and that's
how we met."
"Edward is handicapped with speech
and hearing problems," Shirley Mortensen added. "The two are very close, and
the modem plays a special role in thenfriendship, because they can converse so
freely."
I wondered what other uses the mo
dem served for Niels.
"Oh, you leave messages for your
friends, or you leave 'for sale' messages
. .. stuff like that.. ." he explained. "A
lot of messages I leave nowadays are Gra
phics 80 stuff. Edward was just about to
buy High Res 80, so I would leave him
messages about how good it was, how it
worked and everything."
To my shock, I learned that this
young man who was in the process of un
dertaking the sophisticated business of his
own bulletin board was entirely selftaught, and had only been at it for a little
over two years. In addition to the bulletin
board project, Niels has his own software
business, which he calls "MicroMort." "I
started running programs under my busi
ness name a real long time ago," he told
me. "But I really haven't got my pro
grams perfect yet, and I want them all to
be perfect before I put them on the mar
ket."
"How many programs have you done
in the last couple of years?" I asked.
"About a hundred. Maybe more. I
write little programs for different things
that I'm trying to get going, like for this
bulletin board I have to write a lower
case drive. I'm using the High Res 80

I went to another library
nearby and asked\' Where are
the computers?' They told me
that would be the next thing...
graphics. You can have it descended to
lower-case, which you could never do on
the regular graphics, so I'm writing that
because it would suit me perfectly. Once
you run the program, all the lower-case
comes up in upper-case, and all the upper
case comes in lower-case. So what I'm do
ing right now is writing a program to take
the programs off disk and change the ca
ses all to the opposite, and that'll solve
the problems."
I assumed Niels had his start with
computers in school, but he was quick to
tell me differently. When his dad pur
chased the TRS-80 a few years back, Ni
els wanted to know how it worked. "I
asked my dad how to do different stuff
and he showed me in the manual where it
told all about it. And from the manual I
found out how to do what.
"They don't have computer classes in
my school," he went on, "but I think
they should. The closest you can come is
the ComputerTown group at the library.
It's really great to have it there. I went to
another library nearby and asked, 'Where
are the computers?' They told me that
would be the next thing, but I think they
should hurry up."
"Niels," I said, "You've got a repu
tation among the ComputerTown staff
for being quite a Whiz Kid. How do you
feel about that?"
He shrugged. "I don't know. I take
some of my programs to the library, and
they like them. I modified a Space Inva
ders program from French. I got my lit
tle French dictionary out and changed it
all. I also changed what the Space Inva
ders looked like and how the whole game
worked. I brought it down to the library
and everybody liked it. My latest one is
the Asteroids program. I didn't write
that one, of course, but I'm going to
modify it. We have one particular thing
that Programma offers: the High Res 80
board, which gives you high-resolution
graphics. Right now I'm trying to write
the Asteroids program for the High Res
80.
"But the bulletin board is my main
thing, right now," he repeated eagerly.
"That's my latest project, and it will take
a good couple more weeks. It's really
big. You have to program 48,000 letters,
little numbers and letter codes . . . and
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right now I'm learning assembly language.
It's faster than BASIC."
I asked Niels if he had any other in
terests besides computers. "Once I took
piano lessons," he said without the slight
est sign of interest.
"How about girls?"
"Sure. I like girls."
"Girls who like computers?"
"No. Just girls."
I remarked that it was good to keep
a balance in these things, and asked if his
passion for computers ever interfered
with school.
"I think in computer languages a
lot," he told me. "Last Friday I was hav
ing a spelling test, and here I am getting
ready for the test and numbering my pa
per: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, A, B, C, D,
E, F, 10, 11 . . . . All of a sudden I rea
lize I'm numbering my test in hexadeci
mal. I fixed it by putting the regular num
ber base right next to it. Then I got so
I'd use 3/4 of the paper on my tests to
put all the numbers in all the number ba
ses."
"How did you do on the test?"
"I think I got an A. I'm good at re
membering things."
I should say so . . . not everyone
knows the entire ASCII code by heart.
Niels finds it easier not to stop to look it
up when he's busy programming Super
Zap.
Earl Mortensen, Niels' father, is a.
Systems Analyst with Hewlett-Packard. I
asked him what he thought of his son.
"I'm proud of him," he said. "I think
he's doing a very good job. But then I'm
biased, being his father . . . I would
like to see him do more book reports,
sometimes spend a little less time on the
computer. But it's too bad there isn't
more emphasis on computers in school,"
he added. "They should take real hotshots like Niels and his friends, and work
with them through high school and col
lege."
In spite of his lack of formal train
ing, Niels Mortensen, and others like him,
have a practical kind of genius, sustained
and encouraged by a ready technology.
And for that, they should thank not only
encouraging parents and the natural gifts
of sharp mental abilities, but the techno
logy itself.
<
In the same way, members of the
computer profession are justified in look
ing forward to the day when Niels and his
peers come to enter their ranks. For they
will come bearing the fruits of a new kind
of genius: practical, natural, and highlyseasoned through growing up with microtechnology.
•
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Programing Problems
and Solutions
(Continued from page 48)
Solutions to Reverse Play
This problem has quite different
solutions depending on the kind of
computer you are using and the form
of BASIC that runs on your machine.
Strings are handled in very different
ways by different forms of BASIC.
Solution 1
100 REM REVERSE PLAY
110 REM SAVE SOME SPACE
120 DIM A$(20), B$(20) [See note]
130 REM ACCEPT 20 CHARACTERS
140 FOR 1=1 to 20
150
INPUT A$(I,I) [See note]
160 NEXT I
170 REM THE FIRST CHARACTERS
OF B$ ARE THE LAST CHAR
ACTERS OF A$
180 FOR F=1 to 10
190
L=21—F
200
B$(F,F)=A$(L,L)
210 NEXT F
220 PRINT B$
Solution 2
The last solution uses more
string storage space than is neces
sary. Here is another version that uses
the long string A$ as before, but uses
only a single character for working
space.
100 REM REVERSE PLAY
110 REM SAVE SOME SPACE
120 DIM A$(20), B$(l)
130 REM ACCEPT 20 CHARACTERS
140 FOR 1=1 TO 20
150
INPUT A$(I,I)
160 NEXT I
170 REM SWITCH THE FIRST CHAR
ACTERS OF A$ WITH THE LAST
CHARACTERS OF A$. SAVE A
SPARE CHARACTER IN B$.
180 FOR F=1 to 10.
180 FOR F=1 to 20
190
B$ = A$(F,F)
200
L = 21—F
210
A$(F,F)=A$(L,L)
220 NEXT F

is the way the Dartmouth, HewlettPackard, and Atari BASIC handle
strings. The declaration of the dimen
sion of a string tells how many charac
ters long the string may be. For exam
ple, DIM A$(20) means that enough
memory space is set aside to store a
string of up to 20 characters. In this
version of BASIC, the expression
A$(3,7) refers to the 3rd to the 7th
characters in the string. A$(3,3) refers
to the 3rd to the 3rd character(s) in
the string (that's just the 3rd charac
ter). The solutions shown here follow
this convention.
The second way of handling
strings is that used by the Microsoft
BASIC common to the TRS-80, the
Pet, and the Apple. The declaration of
dimension tells how many indexed
strings may be used. For example,
DIM A$(20) means that 20 strings,
each of 256 characters may be used.
A$(3) refers to the third string in the
list of strings. The expression MID$
(A$,3,4) refers to the substring start
ing at position 3 and having 4 charac
ters. If your computer uses this con
vention, then you will not need the
DIM statements, but will need to
change line 150 and 200. Line 150 will
look like this:
150 INPUT MID$(A$,I,1)

Solution to Continuing the Fraction
The first crude attempt at a
program looks like this.
10 N=EXP(1)
20 N(1)=INT(N)
30 D=N—N(l)
40 1=1/D
50 N(2)=INT(I)
60 D=I—N(2)
70 1=1/D
80 N(3)=INT(I)
90 D=I—N(3)
100 1=1/D
110 N(4)=INT(I)
120 D=l—N(4)
130 I=l/D
140 N(5)=INT(I)
Being observant, we notice that
a certain task is being repeated. Lines
30-50, 60-80, 90-110, and 120-140
look very similar. We can take advan
tage of this to write our program in a
more elegant form.

230 PRINT A$

10 I=EXP(1)

[NOTE] This is the note you may be
looking for. There are two common
ways of handling strings. The first way

20 N(1)=INT(I)
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30 FOR K=1 TO 4

40
50
60

D=l—N(K)
I=l/D
N(K+1)=INT(I)

70 NEXT K
80 PRINT N(1),N(2),N(3),N(4),N(5)
There is one important test we
need to consider. Notice the D in the
denominator in line 50. Could this
ever equal 0? It might. To avoid an
error we ought to test to see if D
equals 0. To do this, add line 45.
45 If D = 0 THEN 80.
Solutions to Clip Clock
Solution 1
The obvious thing to do is start
subtracting 24 from 1001 until we
can't go any further. Here is a program
which keeps subtracting 24 and testing
to see if fewer than 24 hours remain.
10 T=1001
20 If T<24 THEN PRINT T:END
30 T=T—24
40 GOTO 20
Solution 2
There is a small problem with
the previous approach. It takes a gene
rous amount of time to do all those
subtractions in line 30. How many
times can 24 be subtracted from
1001? If'we divide 1001 by 24 we find
that 1001/24=41.7. INT(1001/24>=
41. We can subtract 41 copies of 24
from 1001 and leave just a twee left
over. To find out how much is left
over we subtract 41*24 from 1001.
1001—INT( 1001/24)*24 = 17. Our
program might have been written this
way:
10 T=1001
20 PRINT T—INT(T/24)*24
30 END
We could easily make this a
more general routine as follows:
10 REM ROUTINE TO COMPUTE
THE REMAINDER WHEN T IS
DIVIDED BY Q.
20 INPUT T,Q
30 PRINT T—INT(T/Q)*Q
40 END

Do you have other ways of doing
these problems? Do you have prob
lems that you think other problem
solvers might enjoy? Do you have
suggestions or criticisms of methods,
style, and such? Write!
PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS, REC
REATIONAL COMPUTING, 1263 EL
CAMINO REAL, BOX E, MENLO
PARK, CA 94025.
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I

'm a recent newcomer to the world
of computers, having begun to ac
tually use them within the last couple of
years. My interest was generated by the
growing use of computers for artistic and
musical applications. At this point, I am
struggling to find some way to invite
dialogue from other readers.
Being of "artistic temperament" and
therefore prone to frequent flights of fan
cy, it was natural for me to relate to this
thing called computer (and to technology
in general) as some kind of elaborate puz
zle or fantasy. Also, being plagued by
recurring attacks of philosophical whim
sy, I often find myself musing on such
overwhelming thoughts as:
What are we humans doing with this
thing called computer?
Why, that's simple enough to answer.
We use them to do the payroll, they're
somehow involved in making telephones
work and space shuttles fly, and I'm
writing this very article on a word proces
sor. Things like that.
"True enough," you say, "but a cata
log of computer uses seems like more of a
cop-out than an answer to the question
you've raised."
Okay, I admit it. My answer is:
I DON'T KNOW (a feeling most
likely shared by millions). But maybe the
question needs to be slightly refined to
something like:
WHAT WOULD WE LIKE TO DO
WITH COMPUTERS?
Do you suspect a motive? I confess
... I do indeed have a motive. I'd like to
see computers become something to help
people help people.
Too general?
Okay, let me try to explain my idea.
The computer itself is really a very gene
ral kind of tool that can be easily molded
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to different applications depending on
the need or interest of the user. For that
reason, I think many of us are becoming
aware of a kind of power available to us
that we had thought was the domain of
a few experts.
Ah, but with power comes responsi
bility (gulp).
Let's look for a moment at computer
games, which are understood by many to
be educational as well as fun. Indeed, all
kinds of skills can be developed through
computer games. But as with most forms
of education, many attitudes and values
are also developed in the process.
Take, for example, the very natural
and exciting experience of shooting at a
target.
The other day I was watching a game
on a friend's computer. It consisted of
a picture of a battle ship with airplanes
flying over, some dropping bombs on the
ship. With the joystick, one could aim a
gun from the deck of the ship and shoot
at the bombers. Any time a bomb hit or a
plane was shot, the computer made a
little squeaky-buzzing sound, and a mea
sure of the resulting destruction was
graphically depicted. That's the game,
folks . . . DESTRUCTION to either
THEM or US.
Now I wouldn't advocate banning
such games anymore than banning
handguns, but can we do any better?
Being one who has enjoyed such

sports as target shooting with bow and
arrow, bowling, and golf, I'm convinced
that the pleasure of hitting a target can be
rewarded in ways that aren't reinforced
by seeing other humans destroyed. Or,
since we're on the dawn of cosmic explor
ation, possibly I should refer to other be
ings in the universe. Maybe one day we'll
find some superior force which is totally
unimpressed with our weapons. What'll
we do then? Bring on the pea shooters?
But I digress. My wish is not to con
demn one thing, but to encourage anoth
er. The question is this:
Can we develop exciting computer
games and computer uses which culti
vate a friendly and cooperative attitude
towards our neighbors both on this pla
net and elsewhere in the universe?
Pretty tall order . . . maybe.
My view stems from a feeling that
through the power of games and simula
tions with personal computers, we can
examine our own beliefs about the uni
verse and the types of constructs we deve
lop to reinforce those beliefs. I also feel
that, through the games we create, we can
influence our constructs and beliefs, and
possibly even what we find in the future.
I would like to hear from others who
share similar ideas. Computers and tech
nology in general might be seen as a mod
ern mirror. If you'd like to contribute to
a beautiful reflection of humanity, let's
hear from you.
•

Reflections
|by Herb Moore
|
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can buy. It features 9x9 dot matrix, 80 cps printing, a wide range of
optional interfaces, and a $28 'disposable' printhead.

Cash Price

Format

Model

5-1/4" SS/SD

Soft Sector
10 Sector
16 Sector

3401
3403
3405

30.00

5-1/4" SS/DD

Soft Sector
10 Sector
16 Sector

3417
3418
3419

35.00

32.50

Soft Sector
5-1/4" DS/DD 10 Sector
16 Sector

3421
3423
3425

45.00

42.50

8" SS/SD

Soft Sector
32 Sector

3060
3015

35.00

32.50

8" SS/DD

REVERSABLE Soft

1729

52.50

50.00

8" SS/DD

Soft Sector
32 Sector

3090
3091

45.00

42.50

8" DS/DD

Soft Sector
32 Sector

Discount

28.50

Discount

MX-80 with parallel interface
MX-80 with serial, IEEE-488, Apple or
TRS-80 interface (cables extra)

629.00

599.00

699.00

669.00

Diablo / Xerox DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS
Discount

55.00

3102
3105

52.50

SPECIAL: Buy NINE boxes and get the tenth box FREE!
— OR —
Buy TEN Boxes and get TEN FREE plastic storage boxes!

Cash Price

Diablo 630 / Xerox 1730 R/O (40cps serial)
2599.00
Optional bi-directional forms tractor
259.00
Acoustical enclosures
priced from 399.00

Cash Price

2499.00
249.00
379.00

T.E.C. DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS
(the same as C. Itoh Starwriter, Vista V300, Exidy, etc.)
Discount

TEC 1500-25RU 25cps parallel interface
1799.00
TEC 1500-25PU 25cps serial interface
1899.00
TEC 1500-45RU 45cps parallel interface
2399.00
TEC 1500-40PU 40cps serial interface
2599.00
TEC forms tractor option ($200.00 with printer) 239.00
Cut sheet feeder option
1499.00

Cash Price

1699.00
1799.00
2299.00
2499.00
229.00
1399.00

(TEC printers utilize Diablo daisywheels and ribbon cartridges)
MUSYS Multiprocessing Single Board Computers (S100)

Integrate as many of these boards as your mainframe will hold into a
true multiprocessing system. The EXP/80 expansion card is used to
configure a NET/80 into the busmaster card, all other NET/80s on the
bus will act as slave processors. Perfect for CP/NET! TRUE IEEE696.1/D2 compatibility.

NET/80 64K, Z80, multiprocessing card
EXP/80 expansion card (w/int. control)

Discount

Cash Price

1359.00
379.00

1299.00
359.00

(Also available in integrated systems packages)

Zenith Z89-48K

(List Price $2895.00)
The famous Zenith 'All-in-one' microcomputer (same as Heath) . . . the
'personal computer' that easily takes on business applications.

Z89-FA (48K w/lOOK disc)
Z77 — Dual Mini-disk drive subsystem
Z47 — Dual 8" (2MB) disk drive subsystem
Z89-GA (48K w/o disc)
Z89-GA plus Z47 2 MB disc (64K RAM)
C P / M plus microsoft basic

INTERSYSTEMS IEEE-696 (S100) Circuit Cards

Discount

Cash Price

1319.00
1199.00
379.00
949.00
469.00
749.00
469.00

1259.00
1139.00
359.00
899.00
449.00
719.00
449.00

469.00
749.00

449.00
719.00

System 2A FP Front Panel System with MPU-80,
64KDR, VIO-1, and FDC2
3250.00
System 2A FPL (Front Paneless) as above
2950.00

3099.00
2799.00

16KSR 16K Static RAM Card (250ns)
DPS
Front Panel Card

Note: New pricing structure as of May 1, 1981.

Lexicon LEX-11 Ansr./Orig., 300 baud coupler
149.00
Lexicon LEX-11 Same with battery pack
159.00
Universal Data Systems 103LP Direct Connect
189.00
(Other Universal Data Systems modems on request)

Cash Price

139.00
149.00
179.00

SYSTEMS GROUP (Measurement Systems & Control)

Presents 'The 2nd Generation' .
for multi-processing applications.

IEEE-696.1/D2 perfection. Ideal

CPD-2800 Z80 CPU w/ DMA controller
CPC-2810 Z80 CPU w/ 4S + 2P I/O card
CPC-2811 Z80 CPU w/2S + 2P I/O card
FDC-2800 DD/DS DMA Disc Controller
FDC-2801 Disc controller w/programmed I/O
INO-2804 4 port multi user serial I/O card
INO-2808 8 port multi user serial I/O card

Highest quality . . . yet lowest priced!

35/40 track—48 tpi
35/40 track Dbl. Sided
77 track— 100 tpi
70/80 track—96 tpi
70/80 track Dbl. Sided

2399.00
1099.00
3199.00
2199.00
5599.00
300,00

Discount

DMB-6400 Bank selectable 64K RAM card
DM-6400 64K dynamic RAM card
I/O personality cards also available — Call!

TEAC Mini-disk Drives

FD 50-A
FD 50-B
FD 50-C
FD 50-E
FD 50-F

Cash Price

Budget-Priced MODEMS

The IEEE standards leader. Z8000 cards are finally being delivered —
reserve yours today!

MPU-8000-1 Z8001 CPU Card
MPU-8000-2 Z8002 CPU Card
MPU-80 Z80 CPU Card
64KDR 64K Bank Selectable RAM
FDC2 DD DMA Floppy Disk Controller
VIO-1 I/O Card (4P&2S) w/int. cont.
6SIO
6-port Serial I/O Card

Discount

2499.00
1150.00
3399.00
2299.00
5899.00
325.00

Discount

Cash Price

669.00
439.00
419.00
469.00
419.00
389.00

639.00
419.00
399.00
449.00
399.00
369.00

579.00
899.00
699.00

549.00
849.00
659.99

HOW TO ORDER

Equivalent

Discount

Cash Price

(SA400)
(SA450)
(MOD II)
(SA410)
(SA460)

249.00
439.00
359.00
359.00
489.00

229.00
419.00
329.00
329.00
469.00

We also feature these drives in our own high-quality packages sub
systems. Write for further details . . . dealer & OEM inquiries solicited.

Qume DataTrak/8 Drives

In our opinion the ONLY reliable double-sided 8" flexible disk drives.
The only such drives we choose to offer, and feature in our own sub
systems.
Discount priced

659.00 each

2 for 1299.00

Cash Price

629.00 each

2 for 1199.00

1 - 'Discount Prices' apply to ALL credit card sales (VISA & MC) by
mail, and to credit sales to qualify OEMs & institutions (Terms
NET 10).
2 - 'Cash Prices' apply to ALL pre-paid mail order sales (via Bank wire,
Money Order, Cashiers check, etc.) and to C.O.D.s (less accompany
ing charges).
3 - Payment must be payable in U.S. Funds.
4 - Pre-payment usually insures PREPAID SHIPMENT, except in the
case of C.O.D.s and credit sales, or unless stated otherwise in adver
tisement.
5 - All factory warranties will be administered through our main office,
unless a local serivce depot is available.
6 - Returned goods MUST receive a Return Materials Authorization
(RMA) from our main office PRIOR to being returned.
7 - Telephone orders may be placed through our office anytime be
tween the hours of 11 AM and 6 PM (CST).
•
K| Iflffl^T
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Main offices located at:
1633 NE Highway Ten
Spring Lake Park, WIN 55432
Order line open 11 AM to 6 PM
(612)786 5545

i

MEMOREX
SUPERB QUALITY AT
UNBEATABLE PRICES.
THATS MEMOREX
DISCS FROM PACIFIC
EXCHANGES

For Data Reliability—
Memorex
Flexible
Discs

CALL FREE FOR PRICES & INFORMATION

(800)235-4137
In California, (805)543-1037

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

VISA

MP

CO D s ACCEPTED

HUNTINGTON CCMIPUT
Business • Educational • Recreational

[cippkf

SOFTWARE
ALL PROGRAMS DISK UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

SOFTWARE

EDUCATIONAL

BUSINESS

Compax Math Proaram - $495.00
445.49
College Boards - list $79.95.. our price 69.99
Compuread - $24.95
21.19
Apple Grade Book
(Creative Computing) - $29.95
26.99
Clocks (Hartley) - $29.95
26.99

Visicalc - $150
Now 118.99
CCA Data Management - $100
84.99
Desktop Plan - $100
84.99
Magic Window - $100
84.99
The Data Factory - list $150
124.00
Visilist - $24.95
21.19
Superscript - $89.95
76.39
Apple Pie & Formatter - $129.95
99.99
Easy Writer - $250
224.99
Letter Perfect • $149.95
129.99
Super Text II-$150
128.99
Personal Text Processor - $65.95
59.39
Data Capture - $65.00
52.99
Medical Office Management
(Charles Mann & Assoc.) - $449.95 ... 404.99
Retail Management System
(CMN) - $39 95
35.99
Data Base Management
System - $100
89.99
Data Manager • $49.95
45.99
The Mailroom - $29.95
25.39
Master Mailing List - 89.95
80.99
VU #3 - $69.95
59.99
Job Cost Accounting - $359.95
323.99
Dental Office Management - $499,95 .449.99

Roster (Progressive) - $49.95
43.99
Electric Grade Book (CMN) - $49.95 .. .43.99
Apple Grade Book (J&S) - $29.50
26.49
Computer Chemistry - $150
139.99
Appilot (muse) - 99.95
89.99
Computer Programming (POI) - $59.95. 50.99
Intro To Math (EAI) - $64.90
58.39
Physics I
Educational Courseware - $24.00
22.99
Spanish Hangman - list 29.95
26.99
Elementary Math Edudisk - $39.95
35.99
Compumath Arithmetic - $49.95
44.99
Compumath Fractions - $39.95
34.99
Compumath Decimals - $39.95
34.99
Compuspell 4-adult
state grade levels - 39.95
34.99
additional grade levels - 19.95
17.99
Dr. Daley's Software Library - $79.95 .. 69.99
Skilldrill & Lessons
Consonents & Vowels - $136.45
122.89
Prescriptive Math Drill - $79.95
71.99

iN-LINC'r"*""

MYSTERY HOUSE
HI-RES ADVENTURE #1

list 24.95
our price 21.19

Your APPLE computer becomes your eyes and ears as you enter a spooky old mansion in
search of treasure. You are in complete control as you open cabinets, smash walls, etc. Danger
is ever present as you find your co-adventurers being murdered one by one. Can you find the
killer before the killer finds you?
• OVER A HUNDRED HIRES PICTURES
• YOUR GAME MA Y BE SA VEI) FOR LATER CONTINUANCE
• RUNS ON BOTH 48K APPLE II AND APPLE II PLUS

RECREATIONAL

Asteroids In Space - $19.95
Hi-Res Football-list 39.95
Hi-Res Cribbage-list 24.95
Space Eggs-list 29.95
Phantoms 5-list 29.95
The Prisoner-list 29.95
A2-FSI Flight Simulator-list 34.95
Computer Conflict • $39.95
Sargon ll-list 34.95
Wizard & The Princess-list 32.95
Mission Asteriod-list 19.95
L.A. Land Monopoly-list $29.95
Sands Of Mars-list 39.95
Galaxy Wars - $24.95
Apple Galaxian - 24.95
Missile Defense - $29.95
Unintelligence Test - $10.00
Sex-o-scope - $30.00
Horriblescope - $14.99
Temple of Apshai - $39.95
Epyx 3 pack - $49.95
Tawala's Last Redoubt - $29.95
Olypic Decathelon - $29.95
Time Traveler - $24.95
World War III - $29.95
Computer Napoleonites - $59.95
Lords of Karma - $20.00

f

Lazar Systems - Plus Lowercase adapter - list $59.95
Andromeda 16K RAM Expansion Board - list $195.00

ib

16.95
our price 36.99
our price 21.19
our price 25.39
our price 25.39
our price 26.99
our price 29.50
our price 35.99
our price 29.70
our price 28.89
our price 17.99
25.39
33.99
2299
22.99
25.39
7.99
26.99
11.99
33.99
39.99
25.49
25.99
22.99
25.39
52.99
16.99

our price 49.99
our price 179.99

HUNTINGTON COMPUTING
Dept. R4 • Box 787
2020 CHARLES STREET
CORCORAN, CALIFORNIA 93212

24-HOUR ORDERING SERVICE

Order by Phone (209) 992-5411
VISA'

Please add $2 for shipping. Calif, residents
add 6% sales tax. VISA/MasterCard
welcome. Include card number, expiration
date and phone number. Send for free
40 + page cataloge.

DDJ Begins...
Where the Others Leave Off
12 issues of DR. DOBB'S TouRNALof
COMPUTER Calisthenics 6 Orthodontia

for only $21

KNAl.of

(Save $9 off newsstand price)

Name
Address.
City
. State
. Zip
Offer good in USA only. Foreign rates upon request.

SEND NO MONEY. MAIL TODAY.

L6

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS

PERMIT NO. 756

MENLOPARK, CA

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

DR. DOBB'S

JoURNALof

COMPUTER Calisthenics 6 Orthodontia
SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE
P.O. BOX E
MENLO PARK, CA 94025

Recreational
D

Where learning is fun
i
Recrea iona

and recreation becomes
educational

6 Issues for only s12
(Save $3 off newsstand price)
Name
Address
City

. State

Zip

Offer good in USA only. Foreign rates upon request.

SEND NO MONEY. MAIL TODAY.

N3

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED
IN THE
UNITED STATES

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS

PERMIT NO. 756

MENLO PARK, CA

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

Recreational
SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE
P.O. BOX E
MENLO PARK, CA 94025

